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Abstract 
Geographic ranges of species are fundamental units of study in ecology and 
evolutionary biology, since they summarize views of how species’ populations and 
individuals are organized in space and time. Here, I assess how abiotic and biotic factors 
limit and constrain species’ geographic range, structure its distributions, and change in 
importance at multiple spatial and temporal scales. I approach this challenge using 
models and testable hypothesis frameworks in the context of ecological, geographic, 
and historical conditions. Concentrating on a single species, the desert mistletoe, 
Phoradendron californicum, I assess the relative importance of factors associated with 
dispersal, host-parasite-vector niche overlap, and phylogeographic patterns for cpDNA 
within a 6 mya timeframe and at local-to-regional geographic extents. Results from a 
comparison of correlative and process-based modeling approaches at resolutions 1-50 
km show that dispersal-related parameters are more relevant at finer resolutions (1–5 
km), but that importance of extinction-related parameters did not change with scale. 
Here, a clearer and more comprehensive mechanistic understanding was derived from 
the process-based algorithm than can be obtained from correlative approaches. In a 
range-wide analysis, niche comparisons among parasite, hosts, and dispersers 
supported the parasite niche hypothesis, but not alternative hypotheses, suggesting 
that mistletoe infections occur in non-random environmental subsets of host and 
disperser ecological niches, but that different hosts get infected under similar climatic 
conditions, basically where their distributions overlap that of the mistletoe. In a study of 
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40 species, including insects, plants, birds, mammals, and worms distributed across the 
globe, genetic diversity showed a negative relationship with distance to environmental 
niche centroid, but no consistent relationship with distance to geographic range center. 
Finally, P. californicum’s cpDNA phylogenetic/phylogeographic relationships were most 
probable under a model of geologic events related to formation of the Baja California 
Peninsula and seaways across it in the Pliocene and the Pleistocene; however, fossil 
record, niche projections to the LGM, and haplotype distribution suggested shifting 
distributions of host-mistletoe interactions and evidence of host races, which may 
explain some of the genealogical history of the cpDNA. In sum, the chapters presented 
here provide robust examples and methodologies applied to estimating the importance 
and scale at which different sets of abiotic and biotic factors act to structure a species’ 
geographic range. 
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Introduction 
The ways in which species are formed, the changes of their geographic ranges through 
time and the role of environmental conditions on those ranges are issues that have 
always been central to the study of biodiversity. Since the publication of the works by 
Darwin (1857) and Wallace (1858), and later with studies on species ecological niches, 
evolution and interactions (Elton 1927, Grinnell 1917, Hutchinson 1957), it has become 
clear that species distributions are affected by a variety of physical and biological factors, 
and that this mosaic of conditions is constantly changing and influencing species 
behavior, abundance and evolution (Darwin 1859, Andrewartha and Birch 1954, Udvardy 
1969, Darlington 1957, MacArthur 1972, Mayr 1963). These factors include the 
geographic configuration and change of continents, islands and oceans, since they may 
act as barriers or conduits for dispersal; their climates, soils, and habitats; and the 
fluctuations in the abundance of those species that interact in a positive or negative way 
with a given species.  
Geographic ranges of species are fundamental units of study in ecology and 
evolutionary biology since they summarize how species’ populations and individuals are 
organized in space and time (Gaston 2003). Historically, this led scientists to ask questions 
about: (1) the conditions that allow populations to maintain a positive growth rate, and 
(2) the impacts that individuals from such populations have on their environment 
(Hutchinson 1957, 1978, Chase and Leibold 2000). The study of geographic ranges is 
formed by multiple research programs. Many of these are characterized by the search for 
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general patterns of species distributions and associations looking at statistical 
relationships to explain the distribution of biodiversity at large scales, based on the idea 
that small-scale local processes alone were not able to fully explain the abundance and 
distribution of species. Examples of such approaches include the field of ‘areography,’ 
interested in the description of the structure and position of the ranges (Rapoport 1982), 
and that of ‘macroecology,’ which focuses on large-scale description of patterns of 
abundances across and on the associations of species incorporating their physiological 
requirements in relation to body size (Brown and Maurer 1989). These approaches, 
however, usually lack a mechanistic explanation for the patterns and can only generalize 
on the distributional patterns based on correlative approaches, although this situation is 
currently changing (Keith et al. 2012).  
These ‘non-experimental’ approaches are informed by a plethora of observations 
and field experiments, in many ways similar to the keen observations of distributional 
patterns and of the effect of changes in scale we find in Darwin’s work. Despite so much 
accumulated research, estimating a species’ geographic distribution and its limiting 
factors in space and time is still a challenge, and a priority, given the need to estimate 
biodiversity under current and future conditions and understanding the processes that 
generate it. 
The estimation of the distribution of species from the perspective of which 
environmental conditions permit their existence (niches, or Grinnellian niches, when 
conditions are restricted to certain classes of variables) has been extremely fruitful. When 
studying species’ distributions and niches, it is useful to distinguish interacting variables 
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(bionomic variables) from those that are dynamically uncoupled from the presence or 
abundance of the species in question (scenopoetic variables; Hutchinson 1989, Soberón 
2007). These variables may have contrasting effects at fine versus coarse spatial 
resolutions (Wiens 1989, Levin 1992). The many ways in which scenopoetic variables 
operate at different extents and resolutions can be used to explain distributions of the 
species and propose scale-dependent hypotheses regarding factors most relevant at 
different scales (Pulliam 2000, Gaston 2003, Soberón and Peterson 2005, Soberón 2007, 
2010, Peterson et al. 2011).  
In the chapters presented here, I use information on the natural history of a small 
set of interacting species to hypothesize how different configurations among the causal 
factors underlying geographic distributions of species, in the heuristic device called BAM 
diagram (Soberón and Peterson 2005, Peterson et al. 2011), act at different spatial scales. 
The BAM diagram displays relationships between abiotic or uncoupled (A) and coupled 
biotic factors (B), and the movement or dispersal capacities of the species (M). This 
framework can be used to make explicit the possible arrangements of factors that 
determine distributions of species, and gives the opportunity to generate hypothetical 
scenarios, depending on the degree and geometry of their overlap (see Fig. 1.2). 
Specifically, with this framework, we can analyze interactions of factors at fine and coarse 
spatial resolutions (Peterson et al. 2011). As a complement to this framework, I conduct 
analysis and comparisons with methods used in ecology and systematics. Such a 
multidisciplinary approach allowed me to understand the patterns and processes 
underlying the distribution and maintenance of species populations at multiple scales. 
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Here I explore how factors that limit a species’ range are structured at multiple 
spatial and temporal scales. In particular, I ask how biotic and abiotic factors change in 
importance depending on the spatial and temporal scale at which they are measured. To 
do this, I build models and testable frameworks for hypotheses in the context of 
ecological, geographic, and historical conditions limiting and structuring a species range 
and its genetic diversity and relationships. 
For most of the dissertation (chapters 1, 2, and 4), I concentrate primarily on a 
single species, the desert mistletoe, Phoradendron californicum Nutt. (Viscaceae). This 
allowed me to optimize data acquisition and modelling across a species’ geographic 
range. In particular, I take advantage of the vector-borne parasitic nature of the species 
to understand the relative importance of scenopoetic variables and dispersal, and the 
overall role of hosts and dispersers in limiting the species geographic range. This research 
builds upon previously published work, most of it collected at local scales (a few hectares; 
e.g., Overton 1997, Aukema 2001), and generalizes the influence of scenopoetic variables, 
interaction with hosts and dispersal on the expansion and contraction of the species 
range since 6 mya. A fourth chapter (chapter 3) uses published information on genetic 
diversity for 40 species which include plants, insects, birds, mammals, and worms, to test 
the relationship of the abundant-center hypothesis in terms of niche centrality and 
geographic centrality. 
In chapter 1 I explore how dispersal and scenopoetic factors act synergistically to 
explain the distribution of P. californicum, at five spatial resolutions (1, 5, 10, 20, 50 km). I 
compare correlative niche modeling methods (GARP, Maxent, GAM) with a process-based 
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model derived from a metapopulation-dynamic framework coupling rates of colonization 
and extinction. I hypothesize that, as resolution coarsens, variables associated with 
abiotic factors (climate) will become more important, but that the opposite will apply for 
biotic variables (dispersal). I developed analyses within the distributional area of the 
disperser species. Results show that correlative models improved when layers associated 
with hosts and disperser were used as predictors, in comparison with models based on 
climate only; however, they tended to overfit to data as more layers were added. 
Dispersal-related parameters were more relevant at finer resolutions (1–5 km), but the 
importance of extinction-related parameters did not change with scale. I observed 
greater coincidence between correlative and process-based models when based only on 
dimensions of the abiotic niche (climate), but a clearer and more comprehensive 
mechanistic understanding was derived from the process-based algorithm. 
In chapter 2 I test whether the distribution of the mistletoe P. californicum is 
mediated by host distributions (host niche hypothesis, HNH), or by factors such as the 
mistletoe’s autecology (parasite niche hypothesis, PNH) or that of its vectors (vector niche 
hypothesis, VNH). The null hypothesis is that the ecological niche of the mistletoe will not 
be distinct from that of its hosts or vectors; alternatively, mistletoe infections might 
appear in hosts only in regions where host distributions overlap suitable conditions for 
the parasite. To do this I used ecological niche modelling approaches to summarize 
suitable environmental conditions for hosts infected and uninfected with mistletoes, as 
well as for avian dispersers during winter and throughout the year. I compared ecological 
niches among pairs of species using background similarity tests in relation to the climatic 
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conditions available and accessible to each species. Niche comparisons supported all PNH 
expectations but none of the predictions of HNH or VNH. This suggests that hosts and 
dispersers of mistletoes generally have distinct ecological niches, that mistletoe infections 
occur in non-random environmental subsets of host and disperser ecological niches, but 
that mistletoe infections in different hosts, occur under similar climatic conditions. Thus, 
in this system, the parasite has a rather strictly circumscribed ecological niche, and host 
species become infected with mistletoe only where they overlap its suitable areas. 
In chapter 3 I tested whether the abundant-center hypothesis for ecological 
niches (Martinez-Meyer et al. 2013) would hold for genetic diversity. One hypothesis 
predicts that natural populations at geographic range margins will have lower genetic 
diversity relative to those located centrally in species’ distributions due to a link between 
geographic and environmental marginality; alternatively, genetic variation may be 
unrelated with geographic marginality via decoupling of geographic and environmental 
marginality. I investigate the predictivity of geographic patterns of genetic variation based 
on geographic and environmental marginality using published genetic diversity data for 
40 species (insects, plants, birds, mammals, worms). Results showed that only about half 
of species showed positive relationships between geographic and environmental 
marginality. Three analyses (sign test, multiple linear regression, and meta-analysis of 
correlation effect sizes) showed a negative relationship between genetic diversity and 
distance to environmental niche centroid but no consistent relationship of genetic 
diversity with distance to geographic range center. 
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In chapter 4 I tested how different ecological and historical (vicariant) factors 
shape distributions of individuals and genes in P. californicum. I first describe the 
phylogeographic patterns based on three non-coding chloroplast DNA regions and assess 
the marginal probability of 16 a priori hypotheses related to geologic events and 
ecological factors in order to predict the cpDNA variation across the geographic range of 
the species within a Bayesian phylogenetic framework. Complementarily, I use 
macrofossil record from packrat middens and niche model projections on Last Glacial 
Maximum climatic conditions for hosts, mistletoe, and a bird specialist to interpret 
phylogeographic patterns. Results show that patterns of variation in cpDNA haplotypes 
are most probable under a model reflecting a series of geologic events related to 
formation of the Baja California Peninsula and seaways across it in the Pliocene and the 
Pleistocene. Alternatively, fossil record, niche projections, and haplotype distribution 
suggested shifting distributions of host-mistletoe interactions and evidence of host races, 
which might explain some of the genealogical history of the cpDNA; however, these 
hypotheses were not favored by the Bayesian statistical tests. Depending on molecular 
rate, age estimates for well-supported nodes were compatible with geologic events or 
climatic oscillations. Our findings suggest that variation of cpDNA across the species range 
results from the interplay of vicariant events, past climatic oscillations, and more dynamic 
factors related to ecological processes at finer scales. 
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Chapter 1 
 
Process-based and correlative modeling of desert 
mistletoe distribution: A multiscalar approach1 
 
  
                                                     
1 Lira-Noriega A, Soberón J, Miller CP (2013) Process-based and correlative modeling of desert mistletoe 
distribution: A multiscalar approach. Ecosphere 4, art99. 
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Abstract 
Because factors affecting distributional areas of species change as scale (extent and grain) 
changes, different environmental and biological factors must be integrated across 
geographic ranges at different resolutions, to understand fully the patterns and processes 
underlying species’ ranges. We expected climate factors to be more important at coarse 
resolutions and biotic factors at finer resolutions. We used data on occurrence of a 
parasitic plant (Phoradendron californicum), restricted to parts of the Sonoran and 
Mojave deserts, to analyze how climate and mobility factors explain its distributional 
area. We developed analyses at five spatial resolutions (1, 5, 10, 20, 50 km) within the 
distributional area of the disperser species, and compared ecological niche models from 
three commonly used correlative methods with a process-based model that estimates 
colonization and extinction rates in a metapopulation framework. Correlative models 
improved when layers associated with hosts and disperser were used as predictors, in 
comparison with models based on climate only; however, they tended to overfit to data 
as more layers were added. Dispersal-related parameters were more relevant at finer 
resolutions (1-5 km), but importance of extinction-related parameters did not change 
with scale. We observed greater coincidence between correlative and process-based 
models when based only on dimensions of the abiotic niche (i.e., climate), but a clearer 
and more comprehensive mechanistic understanding was derived from the process-based 
algorithm. 
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Introduction 
The relative roles of biotic and abiotic factors in determining distributions of species at 
specific spatial scales are a central organizing theme in ecology (Levin 1992). 
Understanding how patterns at one scale are manifestations of or influence processes 
operating at other scales is a particular challenge (Levin and Pacala 1997, Pearson and 
Dawson 2003, Hastings et al. 2010). The core of this challenge lies in disentangling how 
changes in scale affect the importance of different factors in shaping species’ 
distributional patterns and processes. 
When studying species’ distributions, it is useful to distinguish interacting 
variables from those that are dynamically uncoupled from the presence or abundance of 
the species in question (scenopoetic variables; Hutchinson 1978). These variables may 
have contrasting effects at fine versus coarse spatial resolutions (Wiens 1989). The many 
ways in which scenopoetic variables operate at different extents and resolutions can be 
used to explain distributions of the species and propose scale-dependent hypotheses 
regarding factors most relevant at different scales (Pulliam 2000, Gaston 2003, Soberón 
and Peterson 2005, Soberón 2007, 2010, Peterson et al. 2011). 
Using data available documenting species’ occurrence and climatic variation, 
researchers have been able to estimate environmental requirements of many species 
across broad regions (Guisan and Zimmermann 2000, Elith et al. 2006). Factors 
manifested at finer resolutions are less well studied at the scope of broad geographic 
ranges, leaving a gap in understanding as to how effects of these factors vary spatially 
and temporally. Also, knowledge of species’ distributions at local scales may be sparse or 
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biased spatially across geographic ranges, which makes analyzing the relative importance 
of variables even more difficult (MacArthur 1972, Levin 1992). These considerations 
explain why studies of spatial distributions of species that combine broad-scale and fine-
scale views remain uncommon (e.g., Mackey and Lindenmayer 2001, Gaston et al. 2004, 
Heikkinen et al. 2007, Cunningham et al. 2009). 
Correlative and process-based modeling are two approaches for exploring factors 
important in determining distributions of species at different spatial scales (Robertson et 
al. 2003, Kearney et al. 2010). The main difference between these approaches is that 
correlative methods simply seek associations between environments and occurrences 
from across broad geographic ranges, whereas process-based methods incorporate 
explicit hypotheses about biological processes (Robertson et al. 2003, Kearney and Porter 
2009, Monahan 2009, Morin and Thuiller 2009, Cabral and Schurr 2010, Kearney et al. 
2010). In particular, a set of factors that is emerging as crucial in process-based modeling 
studies is dispersal: incorporating dispersal factors improves model performance 
markedly (Allouche et al. 2008, Cabral and Schur 2011, Brotons et al. 2012). 
In this paper, we explore how dispersal and scenopoetic factors act synergistically 
to explain the distribution of the Desert Mistletoe, Phoradendron californicum, at varying 
spatial resolutions. P. californicum is a hemi-parasitic plant associated with legume hosts 
in the Sonoran and Mojave deserts, and it is dispersed in largest part by the bird species 
Phainopepla nitens (Walsberg 1975, Kuijt 2003). This parasite-host-disperser system 
offers two advantages for understanding how scaling of biological processes govern 
distributions (Overton 1996, Aukema and Martínez del Rio 2002, Aukema 2003, 2004): (1) 
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hosts are known, and their distributions can be studied at high spatial resolution using 
aerial photographs; and (2) dispersal is determined chiefly by a single disperser. We 
modeled the portion of the distribution of P. californicum in the U.S., where detailed data 
on Phainopepla nitens are available (almost 900,000 km2; Fig. 1.1), encompassing 
approximately half of the parasite species’ range. We compare commonly-used 
correlative niche modeling methods (GARP, Maxent, GAM) with a process-based model 
derived from a metapopulation-dynamic framework coupling rates of colonization and 
extinction. Following Pearson and Dawson (2003) and others, we hypothesize that, as 
resolution coarsens, variables associated with abiotic factors (e.g., climate) will become 
more important, but that the opposite will apply for biotic variables (e.g., dispersal). 
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Figure 1.1. Author-collected (A.L.-N.) and Internet-located occurrences of P. californicum and extent of 
study area. The study area corresponds to the distributional area of the principal disperser, assumed to 
represent accessible areas for the mistletoe (M), for which abundance data are available (thickest black 
line). Notice there are areas where the disperser or hosts can be present but not the mistletoe; these areas 
are relevant to understand the interaction of factors that limit the distribution of the species as well as 
challenging areas in which to test the models. 
 
Conceptual framework 
To help understand causal factors underlying geographic distributions of species, a 
heuristic device called the BAM diagram is useful (Soberón and Peterson 2005, Peterson 
et al. 2011). The BAM diagram displays relationships between abiotic or uncoupled (A) 
and coupled biotic factors (B), and the movement or dispersal capacities of the species 
(M). This framework can be used to make explicit the possible arrangements of factors 
that determine distributions of species, and gives the opportunity to generate 
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hypothetical scenarios, depending on the degree and geometry of their overlap (Fig. 1.2). 
Specifically, with this framework, we can analyze interactions of factors at fine and coarse 
spatial resolutions. 
 
 
Figure 1.2. Conceptual framework showing (a) the relationship between biotic-abiotic-mobility (BAM) 
conditions for a species to be present. (b) Interpretation of the BAM diagram in this modeling exercise 
restricts to the use of abiotic conditions (A) and accessible areas (M), assuming that the interaction 
between host and parasite is uncoupled, and that the positive interaction between disperser and parasite 
makes biotic conditions (B) and accessible area (M) coincident. As scale changes, limiting factors in A and M 
will also change. At higher resolutions, almost the entire area is accessible, and climate is not so limiting, 
whereas at coarser resolutions dispersal becomes more difficult and climate is more constant. 
 
In the mistletoe-host-disperser system, the BAM diagram can be simplified 
significantly by making some reasonable assumptions. The conditions manifested across 
A (Soberón and Peterson 2005, Soberón 2007) represent those under which the species 
can have a positive growth rate (Hutchinson 1978); therefore, conditions in A are linked 
intimately to the environmental dimensions on which mechanisms of establishment and 
survivorship depend (Wiens 2000). Factors in M are related to movement: what happens 
across M determines how populations will be structured, demographically and 
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genetically, although testing this particular idea will be accomplished in a later phase of 
this project (Lira-Noriega et al. in prep). 
We hypothesize that, to a first degree of approximation, the interaction with the 
host can be regarded as uncoupled, since hosts have expected lifetimes at least 10-fold 
longer than those of parasites (Overton 1996, 1997) and therefore their population 
dynamics can be regarded as approximately static relative to the faster demography of 
the parasites. The simplifying assumption of uncoupled dynamics of the total host 
population is often made in epidemiological studies (Anderson, 1981). This means that we 
regard climate and presence of hosts as part of the A circle. Second, we did not include 
the effect of competitors, which are not known to be present, nor of herbivores or 
pollinators, because information about them at the spatial extent of our study is simply 
unavailable. 
Finally, in the mistletoe system, one major biotic factor, birds, act directly as 
dispersers. From a certain point of view the dispersers may be considered as part of B, 
but their effect is clearly felt in the dispersal circle, making B and M coincident. In 
consequence, we can simplify our system to a two-factor diagram: the abiotic climatic 
factors (A) and the hosts substrate, that determine overall potential distributions, and the 
movement or dispersal capacity of the species (M), driven mainly by the bird that 
disperses seeds among trees. M represents a hypothesis of the regions that have been 
accessible for the species over relevant time periods; as such, M is the area across which 
models should be calibrated (Barve et al. 2011; see also Acevedo et al. 2012). Following 
this reasoning, we designated an M as the area of distribution of the mistletoe’s main 
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disperser, P. nitens, for which we have detailed abundance information (Fig. 1.1). 
Although other potential dispersers of the mistletoe species in question are known, none 
is as closely associated as this species (Walsberg 1975); adding the densities of other bird 
species to the model would not have changed our results, given that they overlap broadly 
in their distribution and behavior with that of P. nitens. This assumption can be relaxed in 
future studies, but for the present simplifies the process-based modeling exercise 
considerably. 
 
Methods 
We designed a comparison of a process-based model with correlative models from three 
algorithms to understand the distribution of P. californicum at five spatial resolutions (1, 
5, 10, 20, 50 km). We first describe the series of steps we followed in order to obtain data 
on the distribution of the parasite followed by the assemblage of three sets of 
environmental variables: spatial variation in disperser density, spatial variation in 
numbers of hosts, and climatic factors across the study area. We then describe the design 
and implementation of each model type and finally the comparisons among them. 
Distribution of species presences and landscape characteristics 
To estimate proportions of mistletoe-infected trees, we recorded geographic locations of 
infected host trees along roads. One of us (A.L.-N.) sampled occurrences of host trees 
infected by P. californicum across the southwestern United States and northwestern 
Mexico (Fig. 1.1). We used roads as sampling transects as an efficient means of surveying 
the species’ range limits, allowing us to gather information regarding the broader set of 
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climatic situations where the species occurs. We used a GPS unit to record geographic 
coordinates for each infected host tree located within 100 m of the road. In total, we 
sampled 16,000 km (4153 km within the modeling extent) of roads, and collected 17,371 
unique geographic coordinates of infected trees (Fig. 1.1), 12,578 of which fell within the 
modeling extent (see below). 
Sampling along roads may potentially bias the data, since roads are usually areas 
of higher water accumulation, thus impacting quality of the hosts (Norton and Smith 
1999). However, given that we are generalizing prevalence of the species from host trees 
at several spatial resolutions (cells of 1, 5, 10, 20 and 50 km by side), we assume that the 
effect of roads is constant and will not influence our general understanding of mistletoe 
distributions. Identification of host and mistletoe species was achieved via collection of 
herbarium specimens at sites every ~50 km across the study area or every time changes 
in host species composition were suspected. We used a second GPS unit to record 
landmarks by which to annotate general descriptions of species composition and 
vegetation physiognomy and landscape characteristics along the road; this information 
was used in processing aerial photographs (see below). All voucher specimens are 
deposited at the Ronald L. McGregor Herbarium, University of Kansas; copies of the 
collection were deposited at different herbaria in Mexico and the United States (see 
Acknowledgements). The two GPS units were Garmin 60CSx, with antennas to improve 
precision of coordinate estimates. 
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Host tree mapping 
To derive proportions of infected trees for the process-based model, we extracted 
geographic coordinates of tree canopies along roads sampled. This step was achieved 
using National Agriculture Imagery Program (NAIP) aerial photographs, ideal for tree 
mapping because of their high spatial and spectral resolution (1 m and four bands—red, 
green, blue, and near infrared). We carried out object-oriented classification of these 
photographs with the software eCognition 3.0 (Baatz et al. 2003). We first identified all 
3.75’ x 3.75’ aerial photographs that intersected the roads sampled. We further reduced 
the set of aerial photographs to those including the land use cover types in which 
mistletoe infections were found via comparisons with the 2001 National Land Cover 
Database (30 m resolution; Homer et al. 2004); land cover types considered were barren 
land, cultivated land, deciduous forest, development low density, development medium 
intensity, development open space, emergent herbaceous wetlands, hay/pasture, 
herbaceous, open water, shrub/scrub, and woody wetlands. We selected at random 10% 
(67) of the aerial photographs for the states of Arizona (25; from 2007), New Mexico (6; 
2009), California (13; 2009), and Nevada (23; 2006). Because of significant computational 
demands in the classification process, each 3.75’ x 3.75’ image was split into four equal 
portions for processing, generating a total of 268 images to classify. 
In eCognition, we first segmented each image into two levels, with the following 
parameters: level 1 (scale = 10, color = 0.8, shape = 0.2, smoothness and compactness = 
0.5) and level 2 (scale = 3, color = 0.8, shape = 0.2, smoothness and compactness = 0.5). 
Then, to classify trees, we selected polygons manually from the level 2 objects to be used 
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as canopy samples, and classified each image using the standard nearest neighbor with 
the mean of each of the four bands (R, G, B, and NIR), the mean difference from 
neighbors, and the mean difference between the level 2 objects nested within the level 1 
super-object. These procedures have been used in previous studies that have analyzed 
mesquite distributions in similar landscapes and regions (e.g., Laliberte et al. 2004). Using 
ArcGIS 9.3, we dissolved the raw polygon output from eCognition to obtain single-tree 
polygons. This step was necessary because the output sometimes contained multiple 
polygons subdividing single tree crowns. Although this procedure sometimes reduced 
numbers of trees estimated, it was not a common problem overall, and estimates of trees 
were close to true numbers of trees in each image (R2 = 0.617, P < 0.001). This step 
allowed us to extract 5,786,586 polygons corresponding to tree crowns, and count actual 
numbers of trees within the 200 m strip along roads, to estimate proportions of trees 
infected (via the GPS coordinates of mistletoes described above). 
Climate, host, and disperser summaries 
These datasets were each derived at five spatial resolutions, as follows. Climatic layers 
used were annual mean temperature and annual precipitation, obtained from the 
WorldClim database (Hijmans et al. 2005), using the 30”, 2.5’, 5’, and 10’ resolution 
products to match 1 km, 5 km, 10 km, and 20 km resolutions, respectively; for the 50 km 
resolution, we scaled the values up with the mean of the 10’ raster layers using a bilinear 
interpolation from nearest neighbor cells. Because other climatic factors, particularly 
freezing temperatures and sunny days, can be important limiting factors for the 
mistletoe, we tested models with two other variables estimated directly from weather-
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station data (Easterling et al. 1999) for a 20-yr period (number of continuous days of 
freezing temperatures and number of continuous rainless days). Because models 
resulting showed similar or lower performance scores, these variables were not included 
in our final analyses. 
The raster data layer summarizing abundances of Phainopepla nitens was 
obtained from the Breeding Bird Survey database (v.12.07.2011 [Sauer et al. 2011]), 
which comes as a vector-format data layer with cells at a resolution of 25 km, the product 
of interpolating point abundance information across the bird species’ distribution in the 
United States. In contrast to the rest of the layers used for modeling, this data layer was 
used statically at its native resolution (i.e., not scale-dependent) for the first four 
resolutions of our analyses.  
To estimate numbers of host trees across the region, we developed models to 
predict numbers of trees per cell at 1 km resolution using random forests (randomForest 
in R; Liaw and Wiener 2002). This estimate was based on 580 1-km cells sampled across 
the region from 85 images from the NAIP (55 images from Arizona, 7 from New Mexico, 7 
from California, and 16 from Nevada) that were classified following the protocol 
described above. Specifically, we asked for a total of 10,000 trees developed under the 
random forest protocol, from which we estimated the logarithm of the number of host 
trees with the following statistical model: log 10 of host trees ~ GRS 2000 + NVG 2000 + 
annual mean temperature + annual precipitation + maximum temperature of the 
warmest month + precipitation of the wettest month + slope + elevation + aspect + 
latitude + longitude. The grass/scrub/woodland (GRS 2000) and barren/very sparsely 
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vegetated land (NVG 2000) are raster data layers obtained from the Harmonized World 
Soil Database v 1.1 (Fischer et al. 2008). The final estimate of the number of host trees 
was more explanatory (67.0% of total variation) and showed better fit between observed 
and predicted numbers of trees (r = 0.91, P < 0.01) and between observed and 
independent external data set aside from the classified images (r = 0.60, P < 0.01) than 
other random forests based on different combinations of variables, numbers of 
observations, and numbers of trees within the process. This procedure also gave better 
results than the two most explanatory (67.7−68.1% of total variation) generalized additive 
models (GAMs) of different combinations of same predictors as used in the random forest 
(r = -0.22, P > 0.01; r = -0.16, P > 0.01). Although the explained variances are similar, the 
shape of the relationship in the random forests is more regular and linear than with the 
GAMs. 
Process-based model 
To estimate probability of occurrence of P. californicum in grid cells via a process-based 
modeling approach, we developed a spatially explicit model incorporating the balancing 
rates of colonization and local extinction, as proposed in the theory of metapopulations 
(Hanski 1999, Vandermeer and Goldberg 2003, Roberts and Hamann 2012). The model 
was developed as follows. 
After some assumptions related to using a mean-field approximation, we fit the 
following equation following Hanski’s (1999) incidence function model: 
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where Jp represents the proportion of hosts in a composite cell J occupied by mistletoes. 
The parameter Jc is the mean colonization rate, assumed to be a function of the density 
of birds and host trees in the focal cell J and neighboring cells. The parameter Je is the 
mean death rate of mistletoes, assumed to be a function of the distance between optimal 
climate, as estimated as the difference of average climatic conditions across known 
occurrence points (for each resolution) and the climate in the cell J. This model was fit for 
each of the five spatial resolutions using a maximum likelihood routine implemented in R. 
Derivations of formulas for this model are provided in Appendix 1.1. 
To estimate variability in parameters, we resampled the data with replacement 
115 times to obtain a distribution of colonization and extinction-related parameter values 
with the following number of observations in each iteration: 200 (56% of the original data 
matrix) at 1 km resolution, 70 (63%) at 5 km, 50 (68%) at 10 km, 30 (54%) at 20 km, and 
20 (64%) at 50 km. The distributions obtained were used to assess whether parameters 
differed from zero, and how different they were among scales, using t-tests. Specifically, 
we evaluated two colonization parameters, disperser abundance and disperser cost of 
movement across neighboring cells; in the extinction formula, we tested the deviation 
from a climate optimum as defined by Mahalanobis distance to the environments in the 
occurrence points for each resolution (see Appendix 1.1). 
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Correlative models 
We ran a total of 45 correlative models: three algorithms, three sets of environmental 
predictors, and five spatial resolutions. We used two presence-background correlative 
niche-modeling algorithms: DesktopGARP (best subsets version in OpenModeller v.1.1.0; 
de Souza Muñoz et al. 2011) and Maxent v.3.3.3 (Phillips et al. 2006), as well as the 
presence-absence algorithm generalized additive models (GAM; mgcv [Wood 2011]). We 
set parameters in GARP as follows: occurrence data for training 50%, soft omission 
threshold, 100 replicate runs, and best subsets option; the rest of the settings were as 
default. In Maxent, we set 50% of occurrence points for model calibration, and chose 
logistic output; the rest of settings were as default. To run models, we selected 5% (N = 
629) of the total number of infected trees, after considering the spatial lag of spatial 
autocorrelations in environmental characteristics as follows. The spatial lag was 
estimated on the first principal component of the 19 bioclimatic variables as a surrogate 
for the environmental space in the study region. Principal components were calculated 
using a correlation matrix in R (stats; R Development Core Team 2011) and the spatial lag 
was estimated as the distance associated with the sill of a semivariogram in the package 
Spatial Analysis in Macroecology (SAM 4.0; Rangel et al. 2010). We then sampled the 5% 
of the occurrence points subject to the constraint that they be separated by at least that 
distance in space. 
We explored influences of different environmental factors on the distribution of P. 
californicum in correlative models using three sets of variables: (1) annual mean 
temperature and annual precipitation (“climate”); (2) abundance of Phainopepla nitens 
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and numbers of host trees (“disperser + host”); and (3) a combination of all three 
(“climate + disperser + host”). All models were trained and projected within the extent 
that corresponds to the distribution of the disperser (M) at each spatial resolution. The 
importance of environmental predictors at each scale was estimated using the jackknife 
of regularized training gain in Maxent, recalculation of GARP accuracy using jacknife in 
openModeller, and the P-value for significance of each variable in GAMs. These 
procedures form part of the output of each algorithm. 
Model evaluations and comparisons 
All 50 models (45 correlative and 5 process-based) were evaluated using the partial AUC 
approaches implemented by Peterson et al. (2008), using 262 independent unique 
occurrence points for P. californicum from the Global Biodiversity Information Facility 
(www.gbif.org; search in September 2010). This procedure allowed us to evaluate 
performance of each model as compared to random expectations, as well as to compare 
performance across scales and modeling methods. Partial AUC approaches limit analysis 
to portions of the ROC curve that are relevant to the question at hand (i.e., within 
omission error tolerances); so one calculates the ratio between the area under the curve 
for observed values against the area under the line of random discrimination, AUC ratios 
are expected to depart upwards from one as model performance is better than random. 
The main advantage of this procedure is that the comparison covers only the range of 
values over which each algorithm predicts, thus avoiding problem caused by using equal 
scales of values when such is not the case in all comparisons (e.g., Maxent and GARP; 
Peterson et al. 2008). 
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To do this testing, we first multiplied grids by 1000, and converted each floating-
point grid to an integer grid in ArcGIS 10. Using the modeled suitability values associated 
with each independent testing point, we implemented partial AUCs by running 1000 
bootstrap simulations in a Visual Basic program (Barve, www.biodiversity-informatics-
training.org), with 50% of points resampled with replacement in each iteration of the 
bootstrap, and E = 0.05, given that these testing occurrences were obtained from GBIF 
and may be subject to some georeferencing or identification error. Distributions of the 
randomized ratios were compared with z-tests to see if ratios were consistently larger 
than 1 (1 corresponds to random discrimination). The ratios that resulted from this 
procedure were also used to compare models in a three-way ANOVA for type of 
algorithm, environmental predictors, resolution, and interactions of these three factors 
using R (stats; R Development Core Team 2008). 
The degree of spatial agreement between model predictions was calculated using 
a fuzzy Kappa statistic in the software Map Comparison Kit (Visser and de Nijs 2006), and 
Pearson and Spearman correlations were estimated between 3000 random points for 
resolutions 1-20 km and between the 527 pixels at the 50 km resolution following the 
Dutilleul method to correct for spatial autocorrelation in SAM 4.0 (Rangel et al. 2010), 
which corrects the number of degrees of freedom of estimated variances. Kappa statistics 
were calculated for models thresholded using the minimum training presence value (Liu 
et al. 2005, Wilson et al. 2005), given that we are confident that occurrence points used 
for model calibration correspond to a P. californicum with no error (E = 0). Finally, we 
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compared the area predicted as suitable for each model using boxplots to examine 
effects of model type, environmental predictors, and spatial resolution visually. 
 
Results 
All models, except for a marginally lower result in the 1 km process-based model, 
performed better than random expectations when tested against independent 
occurrence points (all P < 0.05; Table S1.1). Comparisons of model performance using 
AUC ratios indicated differences in performance of models depending on the algorithm, 
environmental predictors, and resolution, as well as interactions among these factors 
(Table 1.1). At all resolutions, the lowest AUC ratios were for models using climate only as 
environmental predictors; AUC ratios were in general higher for models with disperser + 
host and climate + disperser + host environmental predictors alone (Fig. 1.3). AUC ratios 
at resolutions of 1 and 5 km were highest when the environmental predictors were 
climate + disperser + host, followed by the AUC ratios when the environmental predictors 
were disperser + host, and comparatively lower AUC ratios when the environmental 
predictor was climate (Fig. 1.3). AUC ratios at resolutions of 10 and 20 km had lower 
mean ratios when the whole set of predictors were used. At the coarsest resolution (50 
km), AUC ratios remained low for climate and disperser + host, but were considerably 
higher for climate + disperser + host (Fig. 1.3). 
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Table 1.1. Three-way ANOVA on partial AUC ratios using as factors the different sets of variables (“climate”, 
“disperser + host”, “climate + disperser + host”), algorithms (process-based, GARP, Maxent, GAM), and 
resolutions (1, 5, 10, 20, 50 km), including interactions among factors. All comparisons were significantly 
different at P < 10-15. 
  Sum of squares d.f. F 
Algorithm 184.031 3 16981.19 
Resolution 11.253 4 778.75 
Variables 110.021 2 15228.07 
Algorithm : Resolution 55.616 11 1399.61 
Algorithm : Variables 32.411 4 2243.01 
Resolution : Variables 39.347 8 1361.5 
Algorithm : Resolution : Variables 49.288 16 852.74 
Residuals 177.01 49,000   
 
 
 
Figure 1.3. Interaction plot of AUC ratios after 1000 iterations in the partial ROC based on independent 
occurrences of Phoradendron californicum. Differences in model performances are statistically significant (P 
< 0.001). Process-based model results were included in the set of variables “climate + disperser + host.” 
 
Coincidence among models, after converting them to binary maps, was highly 
variable in terms of both amount of area predicted as suitable and amount of overlap. 
Proportional areas identified as suitable differed depending on algorithm and 
environmental predictors, but not on resolution (Fig. 1.4; see also Fig. S1.1). On the other 
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hand, amount of overlap between models at each resolution varied considerably when 
compared with the fuzzy Kappa statistic (Fig. 1.5). The spatial variation in the area 
identified as suitable can be divided in two broad groups: contiguous areas with high 
geographic coincidence and more disjunct areas with lower geographic coincidence (see 
an example in Fig. S1.2). In general, most map comparisons fell in the more disjunct 
category, meaning that completely overlapping areas are unusual (Fig. 1.5). Moreover, 
these broad groups did not fall in the same categories when compared across scales. 
Correlations between models using raw output values instead of thresholded values 
coincided with results from fuzzy Kappa comparisons (Table 1.2). 
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Figure 1.4. Proportion of area predicted as suitable summarized by (a) model or algorithm type, (b) 
predictor variables, and (c) resolution. Suitable area was considered after converting models into binary 
predictions using a minimum training presence threshold approach. 
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Figure 1.5. Summary of degree of coincidence or overlap between pairs of maps (45 in total) using fuzzy 
Kappa statistics (Hagen 2003). Fuzzy Kappa shows values greater than 0 when maps have a large 
coincidence between areas predicted as suitable or non-suitable, and values less than 0 (either suitable or 
not) when maps show less contiguous more disjoint predictions. 
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Table 1.2. Pairwise correlations between models after correcting for spatial autocorrelation with Dutilleul 
method in SAM (see Methods for details). g = GARP, gm = GAM, m = Maxent, process = metapopulation 
process-based model; c = climate, d = disperser, h = host. 
Comparison 1 km 5 km 10 km 20 km 50 km 
Mod 1 Mod 2 Pear. Prob. Pear. Prob. Pear. Prob. Pear. Prob. Pear. Prob. 
process g_dh 0.38 0.011 0.31 0.082 0.31 0.086 0.18 0.241 0.24 0.182 
 g_c 0.28 0.012 0.66 <0.001 0.66 <0.001 0.74 <0.001 0.66 <0.001 
 g_cdh 0.34 0.017 0.34 0.052 0.37 0.04 0.2 0.188 0.3 0.112 
 gm_dh 0.41 0.012 0.37 0.061 0.37 0.063 0.2 0.214 0.32 0.128 
 gm_c 0.21 0.108 0.65 <0.001 0.68 <0.001 0.49 <0.001 0.42 0.008 
 gm_cdh 0.37 0.023 0.42 0.036 0.44 0.019 0.26 0.095 0.31 0.14 
 m_dh 0.39 0.009 0.37 0.036 0.39 0.03 0.19 0.208 0.32 0.107 
 m_c 0.21 0.056 0.69 <0.001 0.78 <0.001 0.73 <0.001 0.61 <0.001 
 m_cdh 0.28 0.023 0.43 0.005 0.48 0.002 0.27 0.063 0.38 0.056 
g_dh g_c 0.27 0.1 0.28 0.063 0.24 0.126 0.23 0.12 0.18 0.197 
 g_cdh 0.91 <0.001 0.9 <0.001 0.89 <0.001 0.97 <0.001 0.79 <0.001 
 gm_dh 0.92 <0.001 0.91 <0.001 0.93 <0.001 0.94 <0.001 0.86 <0.001 
 gm_c 0.37 0.06 0.39 0.04 0.38 0.053 0.4 0.032 0.39 0.022 
 gm_cdh 0.88 <0.001 0.86 <0.001 0.82 0.001 0.83 <0.001 0.76 0.001 
 m_dh 0.91 <0.001 0.91 <0.001 0.94 <0.001 0.91 <0.001 0.9 <0.001 
 m_c 0.26 <0.001 0.31 0.03 0.35 0.049 0.35 0.045 0.34 0.059 
 m_cdh 0.75 <0.001 0.75 <0.001 0.8 <0.001 0.93 <0.001 0.76 0.003 
g_c g_cdh 0.29 0.064 0.34 0.023 0.34 0.023 0.27 0.063 0.19 0.181 
 gm_dh 0.31 0.077 0.33 0.047 0.27 0.1 0.26 0.101 0.23 0.158 
 gm_c 0.81 <0.001 0.78 <0.001 0.73 <0.001 0.67 <0.001 0.58 <0.001 
 gm_cdh 0.4 0.023 0.42 0.015 0.4 0.012 0.38 0.012 0.3 0.064 
 m_dh 0.29 0.072 0.29 0.057 0.26 0.085 0.24 0.101 0.22 0.158 
 m_c 0.83 <0.001 0.88 <0.001 0.81 <0.001 0.85 <0.001 0.78 <0.001 
 m_cdh 0.44 <0.001 0.46 <0.001 0.47 <0.001 0.34 0.018 0.32 0.036 
g_cdh gm_dh 0.9 <0.001 0.89 <0.001 0.91 <0.001 0.92 <0.001 0.86 <0.001 
 gm_c 0.34 0.076 0.43 0.021 0.42 0.027 0.4 0.031 0.41 0.021 
 gm_cdh 0.85 <0.001 0.87 <0.001 0.85 <0.001 0.83 <0.001 0.74 0.005 
 m_dh 0.9 <0.001 0.91 <0.001 0.92 <0.001 0.9 <0.001 0.87 <0.001 
 m_c 0.28 0.029 0.37 0.01 0.4 0.022 0.36 0.036 0.36 0.05 
 m_cdh 0.75 <0.001 0.8 <0.001 0.87 <0.001 0.93 <0.001 0.81 0.002 
gm_dh gm_c 0.45 0.037 0.49 0.02 0.45 0.032 0.46 0.022 0.5 0.01 
 gm_cdh 0.94 <0.001 0.95 <0.001 0.89 <0.001 0.89 <0.001 0.9 <0.001 
 m_dh 0.89 <0.001 0.92 <0.001 0.96 <0.001 0.92 <0.001 0.96 <0.001 
 m_c 0.26 0.074 0.34 0.032 0.39 0.039 0.39 0.034 0.43 0.038 
 m_cdh 0.74 <0.001 0.77 <0.001 0.82 <0.001 0.92 <0.001 0.89 0.001 
gm_c gm_cdh 0.52 0.013 0.58 0.005 0.58 0.003 0.59 0.002 0.56 0.004 
 m_dh 0.36 0.069 0.87 <0.001 0.41 0.033 0.41 0.026 0.46 0.018 
 m_c 0.79 <0.001 0.42 0.01 0.89 <0.001 0.75 <0.001 0.82 <0.001 
 m_cdh 0.48 0.002 0.8 <0.001 0.58 <0.001 0.46 0.01 0.6 <0.001 
gm_cdh m_dh 0.86 <0.001 0.41 0.031 0.83 0.002 0.8 0.002 0.87 <0.001 
 m_c 0.33 0.022 0.83 <0.001 0.52 0.004 0.48 0.006 0.51 0.012 
 m_cdh 0.76 <0.001 0.54 <0.001 0.86 <0.001 0.96 <0.001 0.86 0.002 
m_dh m_c 0.31 0.02 0.33 0.019 0.38 0.026 0.38 0.025 0.4 0.048 
 m_cdh 0.81 <0.001 0.78 <0.001 0.86 <0.001 0.96 <0.001 0.89 0.001 
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m_c m_cdh 0.5 <0.001 0.53 <0.001 0.56 <0.001 0.44 0.007 0.58 0.002 
 
In the process-based model, the colonization parameter associated with disperser 
cost of movement across the landscape showed significant departure from zero for the 1 
and 5 km resolutions, and the parameter associated with disperser abundance showed 
significant departure from zero at all resolutions but was significantly higher at the three 
finest resolutions (Table 1.3; Fig. 1.6). Comparing across resolutions, the parameter 
associated with disperser cost of movement was significantly higher for the scales of 1 
and 5 km. Also, when comparing across resolutions, the parameter associated with 
disperser abundance at 1 km resolution was significantly higher than those for 20 and 50 
km; the value from 5 km was higher than that of the value of 20 km; and the value from 
10 km was significantly higher than the values from 20 and 50 km (Table 1.4). Parameter 
values associated with the extinction function of the process-based model did not differ 
significantly from one another across scales. 
 
Table 1.3. Departure from zero (t-test) of colonization parameters for disperser movement cost across the 
landscape given topographic heterogeneity and disperser abundance. *P < 0.1, **P < 0.05, ***P < 0.01. 
Parameter Observed Mean S.E. t Prob. 
Movement cost      
 1 km 1.000 0.995 0.016 62.295 0.000*** 
 5 km 0.135 0.130 0.008 16.681 0.000*** 
 10 km 0.002 0.006 0.008 0.266 0.791 
 20 km 0.009 0.009 0.006 1.348 0.180 
 50 km 0.003 0.007 0.007 0.409 0.683 
      
Disperser abundance      
 1 km 1.649 1.434 0.514 3.206 0.002*** 
 5 km 0.607 0.582 0.121 4.999 0.000*** 
 10 km 1.649 0.981 0.382 4.318 0.000*** 
 20 km 0.174 0.150 0.082 2.109 0.037 
 50 km 0.365 0.195 0.103 3.549 0.001 
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Figure 1.6. Importance of parameters from the process-based model associated with (1) cost of movement 
for the disperser across the landscape given by topographic heterogeneity and (2) disperser abundance. 
 
The importance of variables within each of the correlative models was generally 
consistent across algorithms and resolutions (Table 1.5). For the climate model, mean 
annual temperature was the most important variable, except in GAM at 5 km, where 
precipitation was more important. When models were trained with climate + disperser + 
host as environmental predictors, the most important variable was the disperser, except 
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GARP at 20 km, where host was more important, and Maxent at 50 km, where annual 
mean temperature and annual precipitation were overall more relevant; GAMs also 
showed high importance of temperature at resolutions of 5 and 10 km, precipitation at 20 
km, and host at 1 and 5 km. When trained with disperser + host as predictors, GARP 
showed host as most relevant, while Maxent and GAM showed disperser as most 
important (Table 1.5). 
 
Table 1.5. Variable importance in correlative models calculated from jackknifing permutations in GARP and 
Maxent, and from significance values in GAM. *P < 0.1, **P < 0.05, ***P < 0.01. 
Algorithm Model Variables 1 km 5 km  10 km 20 km 50 km 
GARP climate temperature 86.09 90.52 85.84 98.97 100.00 
  precipitation 13.91 9.48 14.16 1.03 0.00 
 climate+disperser+host temperature 13.64 16.33 16.54 25.00 25.84 
  precipitation 19.70 23.47 21.05 21.43 24.72 
  disperser 45.45 25.51 41.35 14.29 35.96 
  host 21.21 34.69 21.05 39.29 13.48 
 disperser+host disperser 30.30 29.31 12.00 34.38 45.45 
  host 69.70 70.69 88.00 65.62 54.55 
Maxent climate temperature 77.12 65.83 56.69 87.01 78.74 
  precipitation 22.88 34.17 43.31 12.99 21.26 
 climate+disperser+host temperature 17.16 17.11 28.38 2.65 57.97 
  precipitation 10.20 10.79 20.32 2.04 35.77 
  disperser 70.75 66.48 51.29 93.86 2.38 
  host 1.88 5.62 0.00 1.44 3.88 
 disperser+host disperser 94.50 89.88 93.34 95.47 100.00 
  host 5.50 10.12 6.66 4.53 0.00 
GAM climate temperature 0.00*** 0.29 0.00*** 0.00*** 0.00*** 
  precipitation 0.67 0.005** 0.22 0.00*** 0.00*** 
 (deviance explained)  48.80% 47.50% 47.20% 40.10% 39.60% 
 climate+disperser+host temperature 0.21 0.002** 0.00*** 0.60 0.46 
  precipitation 0.022* 0.65 0.014* 0.006** 0.0215* 
  disperser 0.00*** 0.00*** 0.00*** 0.00*** 0.00*** 
  host 0.007** 0.004** 0.07 0.57 0.21 
 (deviance explained)  91.60% 91.00% 91.80% 93.80% 94.20% 
 disperser+host disperser 0.00*** 0.00*** 0.00*** 0.00*** 0.00*** 
  host 0.80 0.85 0.70 0.38 0.002** 
  (deviance explained)   87.30% 87.60% 85.60% 88.40% 87.10% 
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Discussion 
The two modeling approaches that we implemented are very different in nature (Morin 
and Thuiller 2009). In the process-based model, we made explicit assumptions about the 
way that the mistletoe could be dispersed and in this way “explore” the region, and 
reasons behind it successfully establishing or not given the availability of hosts and abiotic 
climatic conditions. On the other hand, in the correlative models, mechanisms shaping 
the distribution are implicit in associations between occurrence of the species and 
environmental factors. The differences and similarities between the results of the two 
approaches illuminate the roles of different factors across different spatial scales (Schurr 
et al. 2012). We could think of process-based models as a hypothetic-deductive approach 
by which to test hypothesis, whereas correlative models are an inductive way to propose 
hypotheses; the differences in results are explained by the ways in which the two 
methods make use of observations. 
The results from the process-based model suggest that dispersal factors are most 
relevant at fine resolutions, but that they become practically irrelevant at coarser 
resolutions, where climatic factors dominate, as expected under the Eltonian Noise 
Hypothesis (Soberón and Nakamura 2009, Peterson et al. 2011). This result is consistent 
with previous general thinking about effects of scale on the relative importance of 
different factors on distributional ecology (Whittaker et al. 2001, Pearson and Dawson 
2003), and also with previous results on spatial aggregation patterns of P. californicum 
(Aukema 2004). This later study found mistletoe aggregation within trees and at about 
1.5-2 km, and again at a distance ≥ 4 km, that was correlated with elevation. This finding 
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led the author to hypothesise that dispersal was key to the first two scales (within trees 
and ~1500 m) and abiotic factors to the > 4 km scale. Although our simulations did not 
include these finer resolutions, our results are consistent where comparisons were 
possible. Coincident aggregation patterns have also been reported in studies of the Indian 
mistletoe Taxillus tomentosus (Lemieux et al. 2011). 
The fact that parameters of the extinction rate did not show significant change 
across resolutions is consistent with the relative stability of scenopoetic variables across a 
broad set of scales (Soberón 2007). Scenopoetic variables are related to the abiotic 
fundamental niche, an adaptive feature related to physiology (James et al. 1984, Jackson 
and Overpeck 2000). In this case, climate is relevant because it adjusts species’ survival 
limits in each cell of the grid. Overall, what is apparently changing with scale are factors 
associated with dispersal of the species, as seen in the colonization part of this model, 
whereas climate is a constant determinant of the species’ range across scales. These 
results support the hypotheses proposed with the BAM diagram in the conceptual 
framework (Fig. 1.2). 
Process-based models, which are much more time-consuming to implement than 
correlative models, are nevertheless potentially very informative. After comparing the 
models generated in this exercise, it is evident that incorporating colonization and 
extinction processes within a metapopulation framework sheds light on the importance 
that factors related to dispersal may have at finer scales for this species (Overton 1994, 
1996, Aukema 2004, Lemieux et al. 2011), and that more stable factors like climate either 
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remain constant across resolutions or become more important in controlling the 
distribution of the species as the resolution becomes coarser. 
Using correlative methods, we were able to perceive differences in contributions 
of variables as a function of changes in resolution, as other authors have shown (e.g., 
Buckley et al. 2010). However, interpretation of the roles of different variables, not being 
linked to mechanisms, was not straightforward, and potentially would lead to 
interpretations very different from what we observed using the process-based model 
(Cabral and Schurr 2010). Araújo and Luoto (2007) used GAMs to test whether biotic 
interactions played a role at macroscales for the butterfly Parnassius mnemosyne: they 
found that the type of interaction (contingent on species) and methods considered played 
significant roles in explaining distributions of species at coarse scales. Other studies using 
correlative approaches have shown improvement in predictions of species’ distributions 
when resource-related variables are incorporated (Heikkinen et al. 2007, Real et al. 2009, 
Wisz et al. 2012). In our exercise, when we used correlative models, we also found that 
biotic-related predictors play a role at coarse scales, but were most relevant at scales 
finer than the macroscale of Araújo and Luoto (2007). These authors worked only at a 
scale similar to the coarsest of our analysis (50 km); they might have detected additional 
patterns if their analysis had extended to finer resolutions. Their results match ours at the 
coarsest resolution if we consider both disperser and host layers as part of the mistletoe’s 
biotic interactions: in our case, the disperser layer showed some explanatory power, 
although not very significant, whereas, in Araújo and Luoto’s example, the host plant 
distribution of the butterfly did not improve results drastically, but rather echoed climate 
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signals (Figs. 1.3 and 1.4). Although these results from correlative models suggest that 
non-scenopoetic variables are important at coarse scales, the process-based model 
helped us to understand interactions among predictors, and revealed contrasting 
importance of factors at different resolutions. 
Our analysis suggests that different combinations of environmental predictors, 
whether biotic or abiotic, may affect interpretation of model predictions drastically, 
offering a step towards understanding model overfitting. Addition of the disperser layer 
resulted in concentration of the mistletoe’s predicted distribution in the area of highest 
density of the disperser. Although model overfitting is known to complicate estimates of 
species’ ecological niches (Peterson et al. 2007), in this case, it also shows how 
combinations of abiotic and dispersal-related predictors restrict the area predicted as 
suitable. An improvement on this exploration would be to test for significance of 
explanatory power of other (less important) dispersers and perhaps different suites of 
hosts in the model. 
It is interesting to notice that the different modeling approaches produced 
predictions with only fair to good agreement. One possible explanation for such lack of 
coincidence is that the climate-only predictions agree closely with the distribution of the 
disperser, which is the element of the process-based model that covers the entire extent 
moving the parasite across cells in search for suitable conditions for its establishment (M; 
Barve et al. 2011). However, in the metapopulation framework of the process-based 
model, the disperser is just one part of the formula, and how the mistletoe reaches its 
distributional limits depends on the balance between colonization and extinction. 
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Assuming that the disperser actually carries mistletoe seeds all across the study extent 
and that hosts are present, our study suggests that the mistletoe is able to reach and 
potentially establish in areas more distant than the known geographic range edges; 
however, its populations are restricted to an area smaller than its “accessible area,” 
suggesting that other factors (including climate) constrain its survival. In a more realistic 
process-based modeling approach, actual seed processing times and dispersal distances 
could be incorporated (e.g., Overton 1996, 1997, Liu et al. 2011). 
The fact that the species is not present in the northwestern and southeastern 
parts of the disperser’s range suggests that the species is responding to some 
combination of biotic and abiotic factors that reduces suitability in those regions (Fig. 1.1; 
see also Fig. S1.1). The two areas are consistently predicted as climatically suitable, but 
densities of disperser and hosts are much lower towards these two areas, very different 
from the central part of the study area, where we observed highest mistletoe 
abundances; areas similar to these areas may be worth exploring in detail for sink 
population dynamics. From observations during field work, the transition between 
absence and presence, moving from east to west, could also be explained by a 
combination of biogeographic barriers for the species and dramatic environmental 
gradients, which represent limits to dispersal (although other generalist and specialist 
species are present in these other regions) and successful establishment. Our 
observations do not suggest interference by other species (i.e., other biotic factors, such 
as competition) in this part of the range; rather, it is more likely that the species has not 
been able to adapt to abiotic conditions there, preventing it from being more widespread. 
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This may explain why the species is restricted to the Sonoran Desert and parts of the 
Mojave Desert, and does not occur in other, adjacent desert areas in North America, such 
as California’s Central Valley, the Chihuahuan Desert, or the Valle de Tehuacán in Mexico, 
that present different combinations of either hotter and wetter or colder and dryer 
climates, in comparison to areas where the species is present (Dimmit 2000). 
Although our exercise is realistic according to what we know about the species’ 
distribution and how biotic and abiotic factors operate across scales, it carries some 
significant assumptions and limitations. First, the environmental predictors we used and 
the way they were developed is far from ideal. We chose predictors that are likely 
important to the species, but generating them and matching their resolutions was not 
always possible. In particular, this concern applies to the disperser layer: it was originally 
created at a spatial resolution of 461 km2 (Sauer et al. 2011), but data availability 
considerations prevented us from scaling it directly to other resolutions. Scaling it to high 
resolutions requires a larger density of survey routes than is actually available; as a 
consequence, we used this single resolution for the first four resolutions, and generalized 
it still more for the coarsest. 
Other bioclimatic variables could have been chosen, such as those associated with 
extremes of temperature and precipitation; however, in tests using other sets of climate 
variables and the entire set of 19 bioclimatic variables of Hijmans et al. (2005), neither the 
process-based model nor the correlative approach appeared to benefit from such 
additional information (data not shown). To check this point more thoroughly, we tested 
the performance and geographic predictions of correlative models with two other 
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environmental layers that were calculated using daily weather stations information for a 
period of 20 years: number of continuous days of freezing temperatures and number of 
continuous rainless days. However, these models did not produce results markedly better 
than annual mean temperature and annual precipitation visually, nor did models increase 
in performance, which suggests that different trends would not result in either the model 
prediction or in model performance. 
For the process-based model, it would be possible to create and explore other 
colonization and extinction functions. In particular, the extinction function used was a 
simple exponential of the difference between the estimated optimal niche and the 
environments of a given cell: clearly, more complex may prove more appropriate 
(Martínez-Meyer et al. 2013). However, based on extensive initial exploration and 
simulations (not shown), in which our basic results were supported, it is not likely that 
major differences and conclusions from our current findings would emerge. 
Other types of information could be incorporated in new models, as well as in 
experiments that could analyze details of mistletoe population dynamics in different parts 
of the range. For example, numbers of viable seeds dispersed by Phainopepla nitens and 
other bird species may indicate regions with unfavorable niche conditions and sink 
population dynamics, or perhaps even other physiological mechanisms of host-parasite 
recognition. Other studies of such dynamics in P. californicum have been carried out at 
much finer resolutions than ours, and are very illuminating when compared with our 
macro-geographic approximations (e.g., Overton 1994, 1996, Aukema and Martínez del 
Rio 2002, Liu et al. 2011). From an ecological point of view, for example, these analyses 
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would allow exploring whether abundance, genetic variation, population differentiation, 
or gene flow vary as functions of centrality within the geographic range (Thuiller et al. 
2010, Torres et al. 2012, Martínez-Meyer et al. 2013) or the ecological niche of the 
species, thus presenting different opportunities for local optima and associated 
adaptation (VanDerWal et al. 2009, Martínez-Meyer et al. 2013). 
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Chapter 2 
 
Range-wide ecological niche comparisons of 
parasite, hosts and dispersers in a vector-borne 
plant parasite system2 
 
  
                                                     
2 Lira-Noriega A, Peterson AT (In press) Range-wide ecological niche comparisons of parasite, hosts and 
dispersers in a vector-borne plant parasite system. Journal of Biogeography. Doi: 10.1111/jbi.12302 
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Abstract 
We aim to test whether the distribution of the mistletoe Phoradendron californicum is 
mediated by host distributions (host niche hypothesis, HNH), or by factors such as the 
mistletoe’s autecology (parasite niche hypothesis, PNH) or that of its vectors (vector niche 
hypothesis, VNH). Our null hypothesis is that the ecological niche of the mistletoe will not 
be distinct from that of its hosts or vectors; alternatively, mistletoe infections might 
appear in hosts only in regions where host distributions overlap suitable conditions for 
the parasite. We used ecological niche modelling approaches to summarize suitable 
environmental conditions for hosts infected and uninfected with mistletoes, as well as for 
avian dispersers during winter and throughout the year. We compared ecological niches 
among pairs of species using background similarity tests in relation to the climatic 
conditions available and accessible to each species. Results show that niche comparisons 
supported all PNH expectations, but none of the predictions of HNH or VNH. These 
findings suggest that hosts and dispersers of mistletoes generally have distinct ecological 
niches; mistletoe infections occur in non-random environmental subsets of host and 
disperser ecological niches; mistletoe infections in different hosts, however, occur under 
similar climatic conditions. Hence, in this system, the parasite has a rather strictly 
circumscribed ecological niche, and host species become infected with mistletoe only 
where they overlap its suitable areas. 
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Introduction 
Parasites are abundant in the natural world. Because their life cycles often involve 
interactions among multiple species, parasites offer great study opportunities to 
understand degrees of specificity and transmission capacities in the context of species’ 
ecological and evolutionary dynamics (Morand and Krasnov, 2010). These phenomena are 
important in illuminating the relationships of parasites with hosts, the ranges of hosts 
that parasite species can infect and mechanisms of infection. In general, two interesting 
questions arise: to what extent are animal and plant populations affected by parasitism 
and disease (Begon et al., 2006), and under what conditions do infections occur? 
Recent studies of the ecology of mistletoes have opened opportunities to 
understand plant parasitism and species’ distributions at multiple spatial scales. 
Mistletoes are vector-borne parasites that play dual roles in biological communities: as 
parasites of host plants and as mutualists with birds (Martínez del Rio et al., 1996; 
Aukema, 2003). Birds obtain nutrients, energy and water from mistletoes, whereas 
mistletoes benefit from seed dispersal to safe establishment sites (Reid, 1991). The desert 
mistletoe, Phoradendron californicum Nutt. (Viscaceae; henceforth simply ‘mistletoe’), is 
a hemiparasitic plant distributed in parts of the Sonoran and Mojave deserts (Kuijt, 2003) 
that is parasitic almost exclusively on leguminous trees. Host species include Acacia 
constricta Benth., Acacia greggii A. Gray, Cercidium floridum Benth. ex A. Gray, Cercidium 
microphyllum (Torr.) Rose and I.M. Johnst., Olneya tesota A. Gray, Prosopis glandulosa 
Torr. and Prosopis velutina Wooton, and less commonly Larrea tridentata (Sessé and 
Moc. ex DC.) Coville (Zygophyllaceae), Celtis pallida Torr. (Cannabaceae), Condalia 
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warnockii M.C. Johnst. (Rhamnaceae) and Tamarix ramosissima Ledeb. (Tamaricaceae) 
(Haigh, 1996). 
The mistletoe’s distribution is shaped at least in part by the activities of avian 
seed-dispersers (Larson, 1996; Aukema, 2001). Differences in fruit removal and dispersal 
distances result from different combinations of frugivore abundances and plant 
aggregation, two large-scale processes that can control and structure small-scale 
neighbourhood patterns (Carlo and Morales, 2008). Particularly important are the roles of 
specialist and generalist mistletoe fruit consumers in dispersing seeds closer to existing 
infections or beyond them, respectively (Aukema and Martínez del Rio, 2002a; 
Rawsthorne et al., 2012). 
Because mistletoe fruits are among the few berries available in these North 
American deserts during winter, they represent an important food source for birds when 
other food is scarce (Cowles, 1936). The most common birds feeding on Phoradendron 
californicum berries include Phainopepla nitens (Swainson, 1838) (Ptilogonatidae), 
Melanerpes uropygialis (S.F. Baird, 1854) (Picidae), Mimus polyglottos (Linnaeus, 1758) 
(Mimidae) and Toxostoma curvirostre (Swainson, 1827) (Mimidae), and less commonly 
Bombycilla cedrorum (Vieillot, 1808) (Bombycillidae), Campylorhynchus brunneicapillus 
(Lafresnaye, 1835) (Troglodytidae), Carpodacus mexicanus (Statius Müller, 1776) 
(Fringillidae), Callipepla gambelii (Gambel, 1843) (Odontophoridae), Myadestes 
townsendi (Audubon, 1838) (Turdidae), Sialia currucoides (Bechstein, 1798) (Turdidae), 
Sialia mexicana (Swainson, 1832) (Turdidae), Sialia sialis (Linnaeus, 1758) (Turdidae), 
Turdus migratorius (Linnaeus, 1766) (Turdidae), Oreoscoptes montanus (J.K. Townsend, 
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1837) (Mimidae), Toxostoma crissale (Henry, 1858) (Mimidae) and Zonotrichia leucophrys 
(J.R. Forster, 1772) (Emberizidae) (Larson, 1996). Of these species, P. nitens is considered 
the primary and most efficient mistletoe seed disperser (Larson, 1996). Indeed, 
phainopeplas have a digestive system specialized to be able to process hundreds of 
mistletoe berries per day (Walsberg, 1975), and their breeding season in the desert 
coincides with fruiting periods of mistletoes (Chu and Walsberg, 1999). 
Mistletoe distribution and prevalence have been explained more generally in 
terms of interactions among local and regional determinants, although the precise 
mechanisms and differential influences of biotic and abiotic factors remain largely 
unknown (Watson, 2009; Kavanagh and Burns, 2012; Lira-Noriega et al., 2013). Although 
most studies have focused at local scales, some recent studies have examined influences 
of factors at multiple spatial scales (e.g. Rist et al., 2011; Kavanagh and Burns, 2012; Lira-
Noriega et al., 2013). Nonetheless, variation in host quality and specificity (Watson, 2009) 
and the effectiveness of seed dispersal by different vectors (Montaño-Centellas, 2013) 
remain important factors. To date, however, no study has examined ecological and 
geographical relationships among mistletoes, hosts and seed dispersers in the context of 
climatic conditions as range-wide determinants; such an approach would complement 
the current knowledge of mistletoe ecology. 
In a study of range-wide determinants of plague (Yersinia pestis) distribution in 
North America, Maher et al. (2010) analysed niche overlap among infected and 
uninfected hosts to test whether the distribution of plague in North America is mediated 
by the ecological niches of mammal hosts or rather by those of the vectors or the 
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pathogen per se (Fig. 2.1). Here, we test whether the mistletoe’s distribution is mediated 
by ecological niches of its hosts (‘host niche hypothesis’), or rather by its own ecology 
(‘parasite niche hypothesis’) or that of its multiple dispersers (‘vector niche hypothesis’). 
The null expectation is that mistletoe infections occur under environmental 
circumstances not distinguishable from the ecological niches of its hosts or dispersers; 
alternatively, mistletoe infections might appear only where host distributions overlap 
suitable areas for the parasite. To test these hypotheses, we used an ecological niche 
modelling approach to estimate ecological niches, and then compared niches of pairs of 
species, specifically assessing the amounts of niche overlap in relation to the overlap of 
environmental conditions accessible and available to each species (Warren et al., 2008). 
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Figure 2.1 Conceptual diagram of relationships between mistletoe occurrences, host and vector 
occurrences, and environmental variation (a) under the host niche hypothesis (HNH) and vector niche 
hypothesis (VNH), and (b) under the parasite niche hypothesis (PNH). Occurrence of the parasite with 
respect to two dimensions of the scenopoetic fundamental niche (E1 and E2) is shown as a thick black line. 
Grey polygons in the upper panel show a mosaic of host or vector niches; in the lower panel, the grey 
polygon shows the parasite’s niche and dashed outlines show the niches of hosts and/or vectors. (Figure 
modified from Maher et al., 2010.) 
 
Materials and Methods 
Input data 
We collected occurrence data based on herbarium voucher specimens for each of the 
eight most common mistletoe host species across their entire range from the Global 
Biodiversity Information Facility (http://www.gbif.org/) and the Southwest Environmental 
Information Network (http://swbiodiversity.org/portal/index.php). These tree species all 
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occur in the Sonoran Desert, some extending as far as the mid-western United States or 
central Mexico. The numbers of unique occurrences available for these species were: 
Acacia constricta, 326; Acacia greggii, 946; Cercidium floridum, 345; C. microphyllum, 694; 
Larrea tridentata, 616; Olneya tesota, 631; Prosopis glandulosa, 914; and Prosopis 
velutina, 1169. We also assembled information on mistletoe occurrences associated with 
each host species from the same online databases, as well as from A.L.-N.’s field 
collections across the geographical range of the species in 2010 and 2012 (Lira-Noriega et 
al., 2013). The numbers of unique occurrences of infected hosts were: A. constricta, 8; A. 
greggii, 131; C. floridum, 13; C. microphyllum, 23; L. tridentata, 8; O. tesota, 30; P. 
glandulosa, 37; and P. velutina, 45. Special attention was paid to obtaining adequate 
numbers of occurrences well spread across the species’ range. To corroborate that the 
scientific names we used provided accurate numbers and distributions of records, we 
conducted further searches using synonyms and subspecies, but this step did not 
substantially alter the numbers or distributions of occurrences. 
A list of 10 potential bird dispersers for this study was derived from our own field 
observations and those of knowledgeable ornithologists (A.L.-N.; A.T.P.; Mark Robbins, 
University of Kansas, pers. comm.). This list overlaps with what has been reported in the 
literature (Larson, 1996). Distributional data for potential bird dispersers were drawn 
from eBird (http://ebird.org/content/ebird/), and numbers of unique occurrences year-
round and for winter (December–February) were Mimus polyglottos (year, 247,566; 
winter, 91,717), Myadestes townsendi (22,600; 7156), Phainopepla nitens (15,487; 5491), 
Toxostoma curvirostre (6666; 1944), Sialia currucoides (23,601; 5944), S. mexicana 
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(39,788; 14,036), S. sialis (72,734; 62,923), Bombycilla cedrorum (171,102; 47,225), 
Melanerpes uropygialis (11,401; 4498) and Turdus migratorius (300,925; 91,355). 
To characterize environmental variation across the region, we used climatic 
summaries from the WorldClim data archive (Hijmans et al., 2005; 
http://www.worldclim.org/) at a spatial resolution of 2.5'. To avoid fitting models in 
environmental spaces with too many dimensions, we used principal components analysis 
(PCA) on standardized variables with the ‘prcomp’ function in R (R Development Core 
Team 2013) among 15 ‘bioclimatic’ variables (annual mean temperature, mean diurnal 
temperature range, isothermality, temperature seasonality, maximum temperature of 
the warmest month, minimum temperature of the coldest month, annual temperature 
range, mean temperature of the warmest and coldest quarters, annual precipitation, 
precipitation of the wettest and driest months, precipitation seasonality and precipitation 
of the wettest and driest quarters). We then reduced dimensionality to the first six 
principal components, which accounted for > 95% of overall variance in the 
environmental variables. Principal components were generated for the geographical 
extent that encompasses all of the species’ background areas, but models were calibrated 
across each species’ individual background area (see below). 
Niche modelling 
Ecological niche models must be calibrated and compared across regions relevant to the 
species. Model calibration should thus be restricted to the accessible area: the set of sites 
that the species is likely to have ‘sampled’ over a relevant period of time (Barve et al., 
2011). Here, we designed model calibration regions for each species. As a simple means 
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of estimating the accessible area, we assigned this region to cover the ecoregions (Olson 
et al., 2001) in which species’ occurrence points fell, plus a 200-km buffer around them. 
This region is a simple hypothesis of the areas accessible to each species that was used in 
both model calibration and niche-overlap comparisons using background similarity tests 
(see below). 
The occurrences used to characterize ecological niches were selected as follows. 
To model each host species’ ecological niche, we selected sets of 100 occurrences at 
random, but we used all occurrences for mistletoe infections of host trees. For dispersers, 
we selected three sets of 100 occurrences at random per species for both year-round and 
winter distributions. Each host species thus had a single niche estimate, whereas each 
bird had six. Two additional niche estimates were included in niche similarity comparisons 
with potential dispersers (see below): an overall ‘niche’ of all host species was estimated 
using three sets of 100 points selected at random from the set of non-infected host 
occurrences, and the overall mistletoe niche was estimated using all mistletoe 
occurrences regardless of host. 
We used MAXENT (3.3.3.e; Phillips et al., 2006) to calibrate the niche models. We 
used 10 bootstrap replications and a threshold of E = 10% of calibration occurrence data 
over the median estimate to convert the initial model outputs to binary predictions 
(Peterson et al., 2011). The remaining parameters were given their default values. The 
final niche estimates for bird species corresponded to regions where all three thresholded 
estimates coincided, thus providing a conservative estimate of suitable environmental 
conditions. 
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The performance of the binary predictions was evaluated using a one-tailed 
cumulative binomial test to calculate the probability of obtaining that level of sensitivity 
by chance alone. We ran this test with 100 independent test points in cases in which 
numbers of records were sufficient to set aside 100 independent test points (29 models); 
for species with 14–100 records, we evaluated models by calibrating models with 50% of 
occurrences and applying the binomial test to the remaining 50% (6 models). The overall 
mistletoe niche binary prediction was assessed with 100 independent test points from 
Phoradendron californicum occurrences that were available in the databases but that did 
not specify a host species. Binary predictions from species with fewer than 14 
occurrences (three models) were evaluated using a jack-knifing approach (Pearson et al., 
2007), which requires a model to be run for each subset of n − 1 occurrences, and model 
performance to be tested over the removed coordinate; these probabilities were 
calculated using PVALUECOMPUTE (Pearson et al., 2007). 
Niche similarity estimates 
Niche similarity among species was estimated using Schoener’s D and Hellinger’s I indices 
via the ‘niche.overlap’ function in PHYLOCLIM (Heibl and Calenge, 2013), following the 
background similarity test proposed by Warren et al. (2008). This test assesses 
environmental differences between known occurrences of two species but – critically – 
considers the ‘background’, which we interpret as equivalent to the accessible area for 
each species (Barve et al., 2011). The test works by comparing observed overlap values 
between geographical manifestations of two niches to a distribution generated from 
comparing the niche models based on the observed distribution of one species to niche 
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models based on the background of the other; background occurrence points are drawn 
at random from the accessible area, in numbers matching the sample size available for 
the species (Warren et al., 2008). 
These comparisons were carried out between all combinations of mistletoe-
infected and non-infected hosts, and between mistletoe distributions and those of 
potential bird dispersers, year-round and only in winter (also including overall host and 
mistletoe distributions). The first set of comparisons was made considering the 
background of each host species for niche models based on occurrences of infected and 
non-infected hosts, and also only for the area where each host’s accessible area 
intersects the mistletoe’s accessible area. This last selection of background areas created 
a more strict and conservative comparison. The second set of comparisons was made 
considering the backgrounds of each bird species, overall hosts, and the mistletoe. 
Background similarity distributions were estimated using 100 replicate models 
calibrated and thresholded in MAXENT exactly as for the observed models, except that 
occurrences were collections of random points equivalent in number to those used to 
construct ‘observed’ niche models (see Warren et al., 2008). All models were thresholded 
(see above) prior to the calculation of similarity indices, which reduces the effects of 
overfitting (Peterson et al., 2007). We also constrained models to the same geographical 
extent by merging them with a zero-value raster of the same spatial resolution as the 
environmental layers. In comparing niche models, we sought to identify situations in 
which niches were significantly different, i.e. when niche overlap between a pair of 
species is less similar than expected at random. Hence, our null hypothesis was that the 
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two species were similar, which we rejected when the observed I and D values from niche 
models on the basis of known occurrence points fell in the lowest 5% of background 
similarity values. 
 
Results 
Overall host and mistletoe-infected niche comparisons 
The mistletoe occurrences were all recorded in the Sonoran Desert and parts of the 
Mojave Desert. They were unevenly distributed across the region, showing more or less 
restricted patterns depending on the host species they were parasitizing (Fig. 2.2). 
Considerable variation in numbers of mistletoe-positive occurrences was observed, 
depending on host. Hence, this system offered rich regional and environmental variation, 
and thereby an excellent basis for the hypothesis-testing that is the focus of this study. 
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Figure 2.2 Comparison of host niche models and mistletoe-infected-host niche models. In each map, the 
host’s overall suitable area is in black, the mistletoe-infected portion of the host’s distribution in 
transparent light grey, host occurrence points are shown as white dots, and mistletoe-infected host 
occurrence points as white triangles containing black dots. North America Albers equal-area conic 
projection. 
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All niche models performed significantly better than random expectations in all 
model evaluation exercises (P < 0.001; Appendix 2.1). The modelled niches based on 
mistletoe-infected hosts differed markedly from those based on all host occurrences (Fig. 
2.2), and none of the geographical projections of mistletoe-infected hosts covered the 
entirety of any of the host niche estimates (Fig. 2.2). Examples of background similarity 
tests between the overall mistletoe niche and dispersers are shown in Fig. 2.3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.3 Two example background similarity tests showing amounts of niche overlap of the mistletoe 
overall distribution with specialist (Phainopepla nitens) and generalist (Melanerpes uropygialis) bird 
dispersers. The histogram shows the distribution of Hellinger’s I from the 100 random-draw models; the 
observed overlap value of the index for each pair of species is shown as a dashed line. The maps show the 
two niche-model-based predictions of the mistletoe and each bird species according to winter occurrences. 
North America Albers equal-area conic projection. 
 
Niche dissimilarity between host niche distributions was observed generally 
between host species with large geographical ranges (Acacia greggii, Prosopis glandulosa 
and Larrea tridentata) and backgrounds of more geographically restricted species 
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(Cercidium floridum, C. microphyllum, Olneya tesota and Prosopis velutina). This effect 
was observed in 13 of 56 comparisons (P < 0.05; Fig. 2.4). In contrast, no mistletoe-
infected hosts showed dissimilarity against the background of any host species (P < 0.05; 
Fig. 2.4). 
 
Figure 2.4 Results of background similarity tests from comparisons of host niche models and mistletoe-
infected-host niche models. Rows represent point occurrence data and columns show species’ background 
areas in the similarity test. Results based on the two similarity indices were the same. Grey indicates that 
similarity could not be rejected (P > 0.05); black indicates that similarity was rejected (P < 0.05). 
 
Disperser niche comparisons 
Most disperser ranges covered large areas of North America, the only exceptions being 
species restricted to the Sonoran Desert (e.g. Melanerpes uropygialis and Phainopepla 
nitens). Niche comparisons among the 10 bird species showed frequent niche 
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dissimilarities in tests of year-round and winter distributions (P < 0.05; Fig. 2.5); the 
similarity was less, however, when niches were based on occurrences from the entire 
year. Two species in particular tended towards higher niche overlap in winter compared 
to year-round distributions: Sialia currucoides and Turdus migratorius (P < 0.05; Fig. 2.5). 
Most cases of niche dissimilarity were observed in comparisons involving Myadestes 
townsendi, S. sialis and T. migratorius; in contrast, Melanerpes uropygialis, Mimus 
polyglottos, P. nitens, S. mexicana and Toxostoma curvirostre showed similarity with 
other species (P < 0.05; Fig. 2.5). 
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Figure 2.5 Results of background similarity tests in comparisons of bird disperser niche models for year-
round and winter distributions and overall mistletoe and host niche models. Rows represent point 
occurrence data and columns show background areas in similarity tests. Results based on the two similarity 
indices were the same. Grey indicates that similarity could not be rejected (P > 0.05); black indicates that 
similarity was rejected (P < 0.05). 
 
Niche comparisons between overall hosts and mistletoe against dispersers’ 
backgrounds showed greater niche similarity than comparisons in the other direction (P < 
0.05; Fig. 2.5). Hosts were similar overall to the year-round niches of Bombycilla 
cedrorum, Turdus migratorius, M. polyglottos, Myadestes townsendi, P. nitens, S. 
currucoides, S. mexicana and Toxostoma curvirostre, and to winter niches of the same 
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species (except S. mexicana). The mistletoe’s niche was similar to year-round and winter 
niches of all 10 potential dispersers except S. sialis. 
Comparing niches of dispersers to the overall host background, only Melanerpes 
uropygialis, Mimus polyglottos, P. nitens, S. currucoides, S. mexicana and T. curvirostre 
were similar for year-round and winter niche predictions. Compared to the mistletoe 
background, the dispersers Melanerpes uropygialis, Mimus polyglottos, P. nitens and S. 
sialis were similar in year-round niche predictions (see Fig. 2.3 for an example), and these 
same species plus B. cedrorum and T. curvirostre were similar in winter niche predictions. 
 
Discussion 
Our analyses showed that: (1) hosts and dispersers of mistletoe have distinct individual 
ecological niches; (2) mistletoe infections occur in non-random subsets of the niche of 
each host; and (3) mistletoe infections in different hosts occur under similar niche 
conditions. Dispersers showed different amounts of niche overlap between year-round 
and winter, but only generalist species and one mistletoe specialist (P. nitens) were 
consistently associated with the mistletoe’s and hosts’ niches. These results support the 
expectation of PNH, but none of the predictions of HNH or VNH. In particular, PNH 
anticipates significant non-similarity between hosts in general, but similarity among hosts 
when infected with mistletoe, leading to the conclusion that host species get infected 
with mistletoe only where they range into suitable and accessible areas for the mistletoe. 
Another possibility is that a single host may drive the geographical distribution of 
mistletoe, such that ecological niche characteristics of that host would be similar to those 
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of mistletoe infections in other host taxa. However, of the 49 pairwise comparisons of 
mistletoe-infected host niche models to hosts’ overall backgrounds, none rejected 
similarity (Fig. 2.4), suggesting that mistletoe infections are restricted to suitable portions 
of the mistletoe’s background. This pattern thus shows a strong association of mistletoe 
to an important functional group of plants, but only under particular climatic conditions 
of these North American deserts. 
In a study of spatial distribution and host use across 65 mistletoe species in 
Australia, Kavanagh and Burns (2012) found diversity to be unrelated to productivity, but 
that host ranges (i.e. number of infected host species) were broader in areas with more 
potential host species. From this perspective, it is plausible that the association of 
Phoradendron californicum with legumes evolved in this semi-arid region because of its 
high legume diversity, offering many potential hosts (Dimmitt, 2000; Garcillán and 
Ezcurra, 2003). According to the PNH, however, hosts would get infected only in areas 
climatically suitable for the parasite. Our results apparently also follow what a recent 
network analysis described as a non-nested and modular interaction pattern (Genini et 
al., 2012), in which each of four mistletoe species from the Brazilian Pantanal 
(Psittacanthus cordata, Psittacanthus calyculatus, Phthirusa abdita and Phoradendron sp.) 
interacted with a particular set of hosts, with low host specificity, but with hosts highly 
susceptible to mistletoe infections. That pattern is also consistent with the PNH, in which 
similarity among hosts appears only in sites at which the mistletoe can occur. 
Attributes of hosts and dispersers, as well as other mechanisms at multiple spatial 
and temporal scales, are important to understanding the mistletoe’s distribution. As 
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proposed in the ‘host-quality hypothesis’ (Watson, 2009), variation in host quality may 
account for non-random occurrence patterns of parasitic plants: parasites are expected to 
establish and survive on higher-quality hosts. Host quality for mistletoes often depends 
on tree height and architecture, bark texture, age and accessibility to water or drainage 
sites, and host species (Norton et al., 1997; Lei, 1999; Norton and Smith, 1999; Aukema 
and Martínez del Rio, 2002b; Callaway et al., 2002; Marquardt and Pennings, 2010). 
Examples of differential responses to host quality in P. californicum include birds’ general 
preference for taller trees with larger numbers of mistletoe plants – causing concentrated 
intra-host infections (Aukema and Martínez del Rio, 2002a,b) – and the responses of birds 
to mistletoe prevalence, causing disproportionate seed deposition patterns (Overton, 
1996; Aukema, 2004). 
Because host races (i.e. a partly reproductively isolated population of a parasite 
species) and host specialization occur in P. californicum (Glazner et al., 1988; Overton, 
1997) and other mistletoe species (Clay et al., 1985; Nickrent and Stell, 1990; Jerome and 
Ford, 2002), it is possible to find a non-random distribution of mistletoe depending on the 
mistletoe’s differential affinity for different host genera. Host specialization in P. 
californicum may evolve more frequently in host-depauperate areas (Kavanagh and 
Burns, 2012) and in areas of high host prevalence (Overton, 1997), a pattern expected 
from the numbers and distribution of infections in this study. Several questions remain 
regarding susceptibility to mistletoe parasitism and related to immunity, abundance and 
changes in host quality owing to previous infection (Watson, 2009). Phylogenetic analyses 
may be important in defining the relationships between the densely connected (but non-
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overlapping) subsets of host species within a mistletoe’s network (Genini et al., 2012), 
and analyses of phylogeographical and genetic structure could improve the 
understanding of consequences of seed-dispersal patterns, population evolution and 
host-race formation (Amico and Nickrent, 2009; Stanton et al., 2009; Zuber and Widmer, 
2009; Lira-Noriega et al., unpubl. data). 
The distribution and ecology of vector species is a determinant of mistletoe 
distribution and aggregation patterns at multiple spatial scales (Larson, 1996; Overton, 
1996; Aukema and Martínez del Rio, 2002a,b; Aukema, 2004; Rist et al., 2011; Lira-
Noriega et al., 2013). In our analyses, overall host and mistletoe niches showed similarity 
with nine species of potential dispersers in year-round and winter distributions. However, 
pairwise comparisons of potential dispersers and mistletoe backgrounds showed niche 
similarity with only six species (Fig. 2.5). The fact that more bird species showed niche 
similarity against the mistletoe background in winter comparisons coincides with the fact 
that these species concentrate in this desert region when the mistletoe is a food 
resource. Genini et al. (2012) hypothesized that the modularity of infection in four 
mistletoe species from the Brazilian Pantanal derives from different seed dispersal 
systems, such that Psittacanthus species have many bird dispersers, whereas their 
Phoradendron species are dispersed by specialists. 
The extent to which other bird species contribute meaningfully to mistletoe 
dispersal is less certain. This role depends in part on their distributional and migration 
dynamics through the year, but probably most importantly on their specificity on 
mistletoe and the time they spend on hosts after eating mistletoe fruits (Larson, 1996; 
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Aukema and Martínez del Rio, 2002a). Year-round residents are typically characterized by 
territoriality with shorter movements, whereas seasonal migrants could be responsible 
for longer-distance dispersal events. Even though potential colonization could extend 
beyond the known distributional limits of the mistletoe, successful establishment events 
only occur if the right combinations of hosts and climate are also met (Lira-Noriega et al., 
2013). Differential vector roles in shaping the spatial structure of mistletoe populations 
have also been documented in the Patagonian mistletoe Tristerix corymbosus (García et 
al., 2009; Amico et al., 2011). While interesting, disentangling the roles of different 
vectors would require analyses beyond the scope of that presented here. 
Other biotic interactions may also limit the mistletoe’s distribution, such as roles 
of pollinators and vertebrate and invertebrate herbivores. Although little is known about 
which other species interact with P. californicum, it is possible that lepidopterans, 
weevils, coreid bugs and homopterans, feed on its branches and seeds, as in the related 
Phoradendron tomentosum when parasitizing Prosopis glandulosa (Whittaker, 1984). 
Several rodents, deer, bighorn sheep, cattle and goats are also known to feed on 
mistletoes. The spatial variation of these interactions could be studied and added as new 
hypotheses to test in this system. Nonetheless, we anticipate that dispersers and hosts 
will prove the most significant species in defining the mistletoe’s distribution. 
From the perspective of the mistletoe and the community of species with which it 
interacts, this study allowed us to corroborate, and to some extent generalize, the 
ecological dynamics and patterns of association with hosts and dispersers known from 
several studies at local scales and from our own observations in the field. This study offers 
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a broad-scale view of mistletoe infections, with hypotheses regarding conditions under 
which they occur (Wisz et al., 2013), and reinforces the idea that mistletoes should 
continue to be considered a valuable epidemiological system to understand infection 
patterns in vector-borne diseases and parasite–host interactions (Aukema, 2003; 
Mathiasen et al., 2008). This general approach could be easily applied to other systems of 
parasitism and disease. 
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Chapter 3 
 
Relationship of genetic diversity and niche 
centrality: A survey and analysis3 
  
                                                     
3 Lira-Noriega A, Manthey JD (2014) Relationship of genetic diversity and niche centrality: A survey and 
analysis. Evolution 68: 1082-1093. Doi:10.1111/evo.12343. 
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Abstract 
The distribution of genetic diversity within and among populations in relation to species’ 
geographic ranges is important to understanding processes of evolution, speciation, and 
biogeography. One hypothesis predicts that natural populations at geographic range 
margins will have lower genetic diversity relative to those located centrally in species’ 
distributions owing to a link between geographic and environmental marginality; 
alternatively, genetic variation may be unrelated with geographic marginality via 
decoupling of geographic and environmental marginality. We investigate the predictivity 
of geographic patterns of genetic variation based on geographic and environmental 
marginality using published genetic diversity data for 40 species (insects, plants, birds, 
mammals, worms). Only about half of species showed positive relationships between 
geographic and environmental marginality. Three analyses (sign test, multiple linear 
regression, and meta-analysis of correlation effect sizes) showed a negative relationship 
between genetic diversity and distance to environmental niche centroid, but no 
consistent relationship of genetic diversity with distance to geographic range center. 
 
Introduction 
The study of species’ geographic distributions has been approached from many different 
perspectives in ecology, evolutionary biology, biogeography, and macroecology (Udvardy 
1969; Rapoport 1982; Brown et al. 1996; Gaston 2003; Holt and Keitt 2005). Particularly 
important are geographic range edges, because they represent frontiers where 
populations interact with marginal environmental conditions, to which they may or may 
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not adapt (Holt 2003; Bridle and Vines 2007; Kawecki 2008; Sexton et al. 2009; Paul et al. 
2011). 
Along distributional limits, populations are often sparse, fragmented, and prone to 
local extinction (Gaston 2003); they may represent demographic sinks maintained by 
immigration from higher-quality core habitats, which makes them demographically and 
genetically dependent on other populations (Pulliam 1988). Peripheral sites may also 
receive gene flow that can counteract local selection pressures and local adaptation 
(Kawecki 2008). As a consequence, these populations may be more prone to loss of 
genetic diversity (Kawecki 2008; Keller et al. 2010). 
This pattern has been illustrated as a hypothesized relationship between local 
abundance and geographic centrality, in which abundances would be higher in central 
populations versus peripheral ones (e.g., Brown 1984; Brussard 1984; Vucetich and Waite 
2003). This idea is called the abundant-center hypothesis (Hengeveld and Haeck 1982). 
However, exceptions to the pattern have been reported frequently (e.g., Sagarin and 
Gaines 2002; Gaston 2003; Martínez-Meyer et al. 2013). Although higher genetic diversity 
may be expected at range centers than at range edges, empirical patterns have been 
mixed (Eckert et al. 2008; Kawecki 2008; Moeller et al. 2011). 
The distance to the center of the geographic distribution per se should perhaps 
not be expected to cause abundance or genetic variability differences. Demographic 
processes may relate more directly to the quality of local conditions, as expressed by the 
fundamental ecological niche of the species (Hutchinson 1957, 1978; Pulliam 2000; 
Soberón 2010; Martínez-Meyer et al. 2013). The fundamental niche is the set of 
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environmental conditions under which the species shows positive population growth 
rates without immigration; outside of those conditions, the species shows zero or 
negative population growth. Under this alternative framework, populations under 
conditions closer to the core of the fundamental ecological niche would achieve higher 
growth rates or greater stability than those far from the optimum conditions (VanDerWal 
et al. 2009). Of special note is that environmentally ‘central’ conditions frequently are not 
located at the center of the geographic range. Therefore, an important question arises: 
are demographic and genetic effects of peripherality manifested more consistently in 
geographic or environmental spaces?  
Under one hypothesis (H0 in Fig. 3.1), geographic marginality and ecological 
marginality are positively linked, creating a relationship between geographic marginality 
and population characteristics (e.g., local abundance or genetic diversity). Alternatively, 
geographic marginality and ecological marginality may be decoupled (HA in Fig. 3.1), 
leading to a lack of a relationship between geographic marginality and population 
characteristics. The key assumption behind these hypotheses is that environmental 
marginality causes adverse population effects. Here, environmental marginality may lead 
to small population sizes (i.e., an environmental version of the abundant-center 
hypothesis), which in turn causes population genetic processes to reduce genetic 
diversity. Increased genetic drift in small populations, source-sink dynamics of 
unsustainable populations, or strong selection in marginal environments could all 
contribute to environmental marginality reducing genetic diversity within a species. 
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Figure 3.1 Hypothesized relationships between distance to ecological niche centroid, geographic range 
center, and genetic diversity. Under H0, environmental and geographic marginality coincide, leading both to 
be negatively correlated with genetic diversity. Alternatively, under HA, environmental and geographic 
marginality are decoupled, leading to the lack of a relationship between genetic diversity and geographic 
centrality. 
 
Little has been done to explore this ecological niche-based version of the 
abundant-center hypothesis, i.e., that population dynamics or genetic structure are 
functions of environmental conditions associated with ecological niches of species 
(Martínez-Meyer et al. 2013). To our knowledge, only one study has explored the central-
peripheral hypothesis regarding genetic variability in relation to environmental suitability 
(Diniz-Filho et al. 2009). However, these authors related genetic variability to measures of 
environmental suitability (not centrality within the niche), which they estimated from an 
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average of ecological niche model suitability scores from multiple niche modeling 
algorithms; they found no clear relationships. 
The above situation suggests that reassessment of the traditional geographic 
abundant-center hypothesis (Sagarin and Gaines 2002; Gaston 2003; Garner et al. 2004; 
Eckert et al. 2008) in terms of ecological niches is necessary. Particularly important to this 
point are differences between environmental conditions near the core of the geographic 
distribution versus those at its periphery, because these contrasting environments are 
where key components of selection, adaptation, and evolution are—or are not—taking 
place (Bridle and Vines 2007; Kawecki 2008; Bozinovic et al. 2011). Soberón and Miller 
(submitted) extended models originally presented by Holt and Gomulkiewicz (1997), and 
obtained equations for genetic variance-covariance matrices in spatially explicit 
population-genetic models. The main equation predicted that phenotypic variance should 
decrease as a function of the geographic distribution only if strong spatial covariance 
exists in the direction of selective pressures. This result suggests that geographic 
centrality will be associated with higher genetic diversity only when correlated with 
environmental characteristics.  
Here, we test whether genetic diversity is higher near the core or at the periphery 
of habitable conditions (the niche) versus the geographic distribution in 40 species for 
which some measure of genetic variability in multiple natural populations has been 
published. We contrasted relationships among genetic diversity, distances to three 
estimates of niche centroids, and distances to seven measures of geographic range 
centers. 
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Methods 
Species’ occurrences and genetic diversity 
We assembled data from 40 species from numerous taxonomic groups for which both 
genetic diversity and geographic locations of populations were reported (Table 3.1). 
These data come from insects (7), birds (15), mammals (3), plants (14), and an 
onycophoran velvet worm, distributed in North and South America, South Africa, Eurasia, 
the Mediterranean region, and the Arctic. The collection of data was done by searching 
for phylogeography papers in the Web of Science; papers with poor locality data, 
individuals from a single population spread over many kilometers (e.g., > 10 km between 
individuals in a single population), or small sample sizes for all or most populations were 
excluded. Genetic diversity measures were taken directly from the original publications 
(Table 3.1, Appendix 3.1); most indices of genetic diversity were from putatively neutral 
genetic markers. One assumption of this study is that the reported values of neutral 
genetic variation have some relationship with fitness, which has been shown in some taxa 
(Leimu et al. 2006; Reed and Frankham 2003), but not in others (Chapman et al. 2009). 
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Table 3.1 Species used in this study, their taxonomic affinities, measure of genetic diversity used (Div.), and 
the original publication for each species. GD = Genic diversity, AR = allelic richness, π = nucleotide diversity, 
HE  = expected heterozygosity, AWD = average distances within populations. * after species name indicates 
that alternative ploidy levels were removed from analysis. 
Species Taxonomic Group Div. Reference 
Arenaria humifusa Magnoliopsida: Caryophyllaceae GD Westergaard et al. 2011 
Bombus bifarius Insecta: Apidae AR Lozier et al. 2011 
Bombus bimaculatus Insecta: Apidae AR Lozier et al. 2011 
Bombus impatiens Insecta: Apidae AR Lozier et al. 2011 
Bombus occidentalis Insecta: Apidae AR Lozier et al. 2011 
Bombus pensylvanicus Insecta: Apidae AR Lozier et al. 2011 
Bombus vosnesenskii Insecta: Apidae AR Lozier et al. 2011 
Cardellina pusilla Aves: Parulidae π Kimura et al. 2002 
Cardellina ruber Aves: Parulidae π Barrera-González et al. 2012 
Cardinalis cardinalis Aves: Cardinalidae π Smith et al. 2011 
Cassiope tetragona Magnoliopsida: Ericaceae GD Eidesen et al. 2007b 
Certhia americana Aves: Certhiidae π Manthey et al. 2011 
Dalbergia nigra Magnoliopsida: Leguminosae π Ribeiro et al. 2011 
Eucryphia cordifolia Magnoliopsida: Cuconiaceae π Segovia et al. 2012 
Fraxinus angustifolia Magnoliopsida: Oleaceae AR Temunovic et al. 2012 
Himantoglossum hircinum Liliopsida: Orchidaceae HE Pfeifer et al. 2009 
Hymenaea stigonocarpa Magnoliopsida: Fabaceae π Ramos et al. 2007 
Lampornis amethystinus Aves: Trochilidae π Cortés-Rodríguez et al. 2008 
Lynx rufus Mammalia: Felidae π/AR Reding et al. 2012 
Melampodium leucanthum* Magnoliopsida: Asteraceae AWD Rebernig et al. 2010 
Microtus miurus Mammalia: Cricetidae π Weksler et al. 2010 
Microtus oeconomus Mammalia: Cricetidae π Galbreath and Cook 2004 
Oxalis alpina Magnoliopsida: Oxalidaceae π Pérez-Alquicira et al. 2010 
Pelecanus erythrorhynchos Aves: Pelecanidae π Oomen et al. 2011 
Peripatopsis capensis Onychophorida: Peripatopsidae π McDonald and Daniels 2012 
Peromyscus attwateri Mammalia: Cricetidae π Lack et al. 2010 
Pheropsophus jessoensis Insecta: Carabidae π Li et al. 2012 
Picoides albolarvatus Aves: Picidae π Alexander and Burns 2006 
Poecile gambeli Aves: Paridae π Spellman et al. 2007 
Quercus engelmannii Magnoliopsida: Fagaceae AR Ortego et al. 2012 
Rhodiola alsia Magnoliopsida: Crassulaceae π Gao et al. 2012 
Rubus chamaemorus Magnoliopsida: Rosaceae GD Ehrich et al. 2008 
Sagina caespitosa Magnoliopsida: Caryophyllaceae GD Westergaard et al. 2011 
Setophaga caerulescens Aves: Parulidae π Grus et al. 2009 
Sitta carolinensis Aves: Sittidae π Spellman and Klicka 2007 
Sitta pygmaea Aves: Sittidae π Spellman and Klicka 2006 
Spermophilus parryii Mammalia: Sciuridae π Galbreath et al. 2011 
Stipa capillata Liliopsida: Poaceae HE Wagner et al. 2011 
Toxostoma redivivum Aves: Mimidae π Sgariglia and Burns 2003 
Vaccinium uliginosum* Magnoliopsida: Ericaceae GD Eidesen et al. 2007a 
 
We obtained occurrence data for all species through the Global Biodiversity 
Information Facility (www.gbif.org), in addition to the occurrence data associated with 
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the phylogeographic or population genetic data from the original publication. All 
occurrence data were inspected carefully to detect and correct problems associated with 
mistaken taxonomic identification (including all lower taxonomic forms of recognized 
species), duplication, lack of precision, or geographically discordant localities (Chapman 
2005). In the case of some plants, we eliminated populations that exhibited alternative 
ploidy levels (Table 3.1). Ploidy was only considered when investigating the genetic data 
(and not the occurrence data) because of possible inflation of genetic diversity measures 
with an increase in chromosomes. This only impacted two species in the analyses. 
Niche characterization and distances to niche and geographic centroids 
To estimate ecological niches of species and measure environmental-space distances of 
each population to the species’ niche centroid, four steps were necessary: (1) create 
ecological niche models for each species, (2) extract background points and associated 
environmental data, (3) perform a principal components analysis on each dataset, and (4) 
measure multivariate Euclidean distance to niche centroids and geographic range centers. 
For ecological niche modeling, 19 bioclimatic layers were obtained from the 
WorldClim database at a spatial resolution of 2.5’ (Hijmans et al. 2005; 
www.worldclim.org). These layers contain worldwide precipitation and temperature 
information, including minima, maxima, and ranges of values. These data sets, however, 
were highly intercorrelated; hence, only seven were included (annual mean temperature, 
mean diurnal range, maximum temperature of warmest month, minimum temperature of 
coldest month, annual precipitation, and precipitation of wettest and driest months) for 
modeling, owing to high correlations between some pairs of variables (r >0.7, tested in 
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ENMTools; Warren et al. 2008; Warren et al. 2010). Because we focus on climatic 
dimensions, our analyses are of the Grinnellian or scenopoetic fundamental niche, which 
is in essence a suite of abiotic, range-wide determinants of the population status of the 
species being modeled (Soberón 2007). Here, we assume that the niche we model is a 
good estimator of the fundamental niche, although we recognize that it is not possible to 
capture the true fundamental niche without physiological experiments for each species 
(Peterson et al. 2011). 
To reduce model overfitting owing to spatially autocorrelated occurrences, we 
rarefied numbers of points per species using a minimum distance between points of 10’. 
For species with >100 occurrences, we selected 11 sets of points at random without 
replacement from the set of unique values of longitude and latitude, but with 
replacement between sets. Species’ occurrences and environmental layers were then 
used in Maxent (Phillips et al. 2006) to build one model per set of points. We calibrated 
models via 11 bootstrap replications, using a threshold of E = 10% of training data to 
convert the models to binary (Peterson et al. 2008), with remaining parameters left as 
default. The median of each set of thresholded models (i.e., presence predicted in ≥6 of 
11 models) was used as the final estimate of suitable area, considering that each 
thresholded model was derived from different sets of points. Because calibration areas 
influence outcomes of niche model predictions given differences in background sampling, 
and these areas should be biogeographically relevant for the species (Barve et al. 2011), 
we designed three calibration areas for each species: a 500 km buffer around occurrence 
points, and 200 and 500 km buffers around the terrestrial ecoregions (Olson et al. 2001) 
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in which species’ occurrence points fell (labeled “500 km,” “ER + 200 km,” and “ER + 500 
km,” respectively, in tables and figures). We used these buffers to keep methodologies 
consistent among species, as well as to test for effects of changing the calibration areas 
on overall results. These polygons were used to mask environmental layers for ecological 
niche modeling in Maxent; niche models were calibrated for each species over three 
geographic areas. 
To characterize ecological niches and estimate niche centroids, we created a data 
matrix including known occurrence data and 5000 points sampled at random from the 
suitable area for the species as estimated in Maxent. From this matrix, we extracted 
values of the 19 bioclimatic layers at each point, and then transformed the matrix via 
principal components analysis (PCA) based on the correlation matrix. To ensure that 5000 
points, rather than a smaller number, did not impact the output we replicated this step 
using smaller samples of 2500, 1000, and 500 points sampled from the suitable extent for 
each species (see Appendix 3.1). The mean of scores along the first six principal 
components was used as an estimate of the species’ niche centroid. From this vector, we 
estimated the multivariate Euclidean distance of each population for which we had 
genetic variation estimates. In all cases, the first six principal components explained the 
great majority (>95%) of the variance in the environmental data. 
Geographic centrality of populations was estimated in relation to seven 
geographic ranges: the centroid of the minimum convex polygon encompassing all 
occurrence points, centroids of the three suitable areas obtained from thresholded 
Maxent models, and centroids of the three polygons of the calibration areas used for 
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niche modeling. These measures allowed us to contrast among competing hypotheses 
associating genetic diversity with distance to geographic or ecological niche centroids. 
This may be especially important because species’ geographic ranges have traditionally 
been delimited using different approximations (Rapoport 1982), and this task is 
frequently accompolished via gridded outputs of ecological niche models (Fortin et al. 
2005). 
To identify relationships between genetic diversity and distances to ecological 
niche and geographic centroids, we used linear regressions between these variables, 
using distance to ecological niche or geographic centroids as the independent variable. 
We used linear regression only to derive simple patterns from the overall dataset, not 
attempting to derive best models, to avoid complicating comparisons between species 
unnecessarily. To reduce effects of outlier points in regressions, we removed points with 
a Cook’s distance (Cook 1977) of ≥0.95, followed by rerunning the linear regression. 
To investigate overall trends in the data, we used three methods. First, we used a 
sign test across all linear regressions to determine whether negative or positive slopes 
were unexpectedly overrepresented in each dataset. Second, we fit a generalized linear 
model including all genetic diversity and distance data for each species. Distance to niche 
centroid and distance to geographic range center (e.g., E distance and G distance for ER + 
200 km calibration area) were used as predictors of genetic diversity to disentangle the 
effects of each variable with the following model: genetic diversity ~ distance to niche 
centroid + distance to geographic range center. Prior to regression, all variables were z-
standardized within each species. 
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Finally, we calculated mean effect sizes of correlation coefficients between 
genetic diversity and distance to either ecological niche centroid or geographic center 
(Borenstein et al. 2009). First, we transformed the correlation coefficient (r) to Fisher’s z, 
using: 
(1) 𝑧 = 0.5 × ln (
1 + 𝑟
1 − 𝑟
) 
which gave an effect size for each individual species. The variance of z  (VZ) was 
calculated as: 
(2) 𝑉𝑍 =  
1
𝑛 − 3
 
where n is the number of populations for each species. Lastly, the mean effect size was 
calculated as the weighted mean of each species’ effect size: 
(3) 𝐸𝑆 =  
∑ 𝑉𝑍𝑖𝑧𝑖
𝑘
𝑖=1
∑ 𝑉𝑍𝑖
𝑘
𝑖=1
 
 
Confidence intervals were calculated with 10,000 bias-corrected bootstrap replicates. 
Following calculation of grand mean effect sizes and associated 95% confidence intervals, 
values were back transformed from Fisher’s z to correlation coefficients for visualization. 
For every species, we checked for separate clusters of points in both geographic 
and environmental space. For one species, Stipa capillata, we detected clearly separate 
clusters of points along geographic distance, which corresponded to the central and 
peripheral populations analyzed in the original publication (Wagner et al. 2011); in this 
case, we calculated linear regressions separately to understand if relationships within 
each cloud differed from those in the whole dataset for the species. For Lynx rufus, for 
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which both mtDNA and nuclear DNA (microsatellites) data were available (Reding et al. 
2012), we repeated analyses to assess whether different molecular markers showed 
contrasting results. Finally, we calculated correlations between niche centrality and 
geographic centrality to assess the degree to which the two vary independently of one 
another. Spatial data were handled in ArcMap 10.1 (ESRI 2011) and R (R Core Team 
2012); all statistical computation was done in R. 
 
Results 
Most species showed negative relationships between distance to niche centroid and 
genetic diversity; results were consistent across the three alternative training regions for 
niche models (Tables 3.2 and 3.3). Conversely, we found no general trend between 
genetic diversity and distance to geographic centroid (Tables 3.2 and 3.3). Similarly, the 
grand mean correlation effect sizes of distance to environmental centroid were negative 
and significantly different than zero, whereas effect sizes of distance to geographic 
center, although all negative, were not significantly different from zero (Fig. 3.2). 
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Table 3.2 Species used in this study, number of populations for each species (N), number of occurrence 
records used for modeling ecological niches (N Occ.), whether geography and environment show similar 
relationships with genetic diversity (Agree), pattern(s) observed between genetic diversity and distance to 
centroid of the niche (E), number of significant comparisons for E (E*) out of three total, pattern(s) 
observed between genetic diversity and distance to geographic center of a species (G), number of 
significant comparisons for G (G*) out of seven total. A (-) or (+) indicates negative or positive relationships, 
respectively, while a (+/-) indicates mixed patterns. A (C) subscript indicates conflicting patterns between 
model-based and other geographic center measures. 
Species N N Occ. Agree E E* G G* 
Melampodium leucanthum 68 360 X -  - 6 
Cassiope tetragona 62 418 X - 1 - 2 
Vaccinium uliginosum 54 833 X - 2 - 7 
Lynx rufus 52 1096  - 3 +/-C 3C 
Stipa capillata 43 295  +  -  
Rubus chamaemorus 41 625  -  +/-C  
Spermophilus parryii 34 207 X - 3 -  
Bombus bimaculatus 34 197  -  +/-  
Bombus bifarius 33 947  - 3 +/- 3 
Bombus impatiens 33 390  - 3 +/-  
Bombus pensylvanicus 25 451 X - 3 - 3 
Poecile gambeli 25 396 X -  -  
Pheropsophus jessoensis 25 27  - 3 +/- 1 
Peromyscus attwateri 22 94  +  +/-  
Eucryphia cordifolia 22 32 X -  - 6 
Cardinalis cardinalis 20 1458 X - 3 - 7 
Himantoglossum hircinum 20 619  -  + 1 
Oxalis alpina 20 107 X -  - 6 
Certhia americana 19 871 X +  +  
Dalbergia nigra 19 27 X -  -  
Rhodiola alsia 18 27 X + 3 + 1 
Hymenaea stigonocarpa 17 83 X +  +  
Peripatopsis capensis 17 12 X -  -  
Bombus vosnesenskii 16 511  -  +/- 3 
Pelecanus erythrorhynchos 16 344 X -  - 1 
Sitta carolinensis 14 1611  +/-  + 2 
Microtus oeconomus 14 464 X -  -  
Setophaga caerulescens 14 395 X +  +  
Sagina caespitosa 14 80  +/-  +/-  
Bombus occidentalis 13 939  +/-  +  
Lampornis amethystinus 13 98  +  +/-  
Quercus engelmannii 13 26 X +  +  
Cardellina pusilla 12 855 X -  -  
Picoides albolarvatus 12 73 X -  -  
Fraxinus angustifolia 11 590  -  +/-  
Sitta pygmaea 11 238 X -  -  
Arenaria humifusa 11 59 X -  -  
Toxostoma redivivum 9 61 X +  +  
Cardellina ruber 9 44  -  + 3 
Microtus miurus 8 110 X -  -  
Total consensus positive   7 9  10  
Total consensus negative   18 28  19  
Total mixed pattern   16 3  11  
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Table 3.3 Binomial tests of slopes (sign test). “# - Sig.” indicates the number of significant negative results; 
“# + Sig.” indicates the number of significant positive results. Training areas compared included 500 km = 
500 km buffer around occurrence points, ER + 200 km = 200 km buffer around terrestrial ecoregions, and ER 
+ 500 km = 500 km buffer around terrestrial ecoregions. MCP = minimum convex polygon. Mx = centroid 
estimated from Maxent prediction. 
 # Negative slopes (p-value) # - Sig. # + Sig. 
Environmental Distance 
     500 km 29 (0.0064)  8 1 
     ER + 200 km 31 (0.0007)  8 1 
     ER + 500 km 29 (0.0064)  8 1 
Geographic Distance 
     500 km 26 (0.0807)  6 2 
     ER + 200 km 25 (0.1539)  6 2 
     ER + 500 km 24 (0.2682)  4 1 
     MCP 25 (0.1539)  6 3 
     500 km (Mx) 24 (0.2682)  9 1 
     ER + 200 km (Mx) 24 (0.2682)  8 1 
     ER + 500 km (Mx) 25 (0.1539)  10 1 
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Figure 3.2 Mean grand effect sizes of the relationship between genetic diversity and either environmental 
(E) or geographic range (G) centrality. These are displayed for distance to environmental centroid with 
three different calibration areas for modeling (circles), and seven different estimates of distance to 
geographic center based on model calibration areas (squares) and modeled suitable areas (triangles). See 
methods for more details. 
 
Overall, 24 species showed similar patterns of associations of genetic diversity 
between environmental and geographic space (Table 3.2). We illustrate results for two 
species, Bombus bifarius and Lynx rufus: in both cases, genetic diversity was negatively 
associated with distance to niche centroids, but patterns in relation to geographic 
centroids were inconsistent (Figs. 3 and 4). The mitochondrial (mtDNA) and nuclear DNA 
available for Lynx rufus yielded consistent patterns (r = 0.41, P = 0.0028; Fig. 3.4), 
although they differed in frequency distributions, as mtDNA was slightly biased toward 
east-to-west genetic structure, whereas nuclear DNA (microsatellites) was normally 
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distributed. In Stipa capillata, the species with distinct clusters in geographic space, 
regression analyses showed significantly negative slopes for peripheral populations for all 
estimates of distance to the niche centroid and to the three distances from the 
geographic center estimated from Maxent models, a pattern which was hidden when 
both central and peripheral populations were pooled together. We identified outlier 
points for seven species in environmental space and for ten species in geographic space; 
however, regression analyses following removal of outliers did not change in overall 
pattern (Appendix 3.1). 
Figure 3.3 Relationships between genetic diversity and centrality in Bombus bifarius. Points indicate 
populations sampled, with warmness of colors symbolizing higher genetic diversity; the map is colored as 
distance to niche centroid, with warmer colors representing further distance from niche centroid. Top right 
inset shows the distance to the range center (based on 500 km buffer around ecoregions). Left panel shows 
linear regressions between genetic diversity and distance to niche or geographic centroids. 
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Figure 3.4 Relationships between genetic diversity and centrality in Lynx rufus for mitochondrial DNA (A) 
and microsatellites (B). Points indicate populations sampled, with warmness of colors symbolizing higher 
genetic diversity; the map is colored as distance to niche centroid, with warmer colors representing further 
distance from niche centroid. Top right inset shows the distance to the range center (500 km buffer around 
ecoregions). Left panel shows linear regressions between genetic diversity and distance to niche or 
geographic centroids. 
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No consistent correlation (among calibration areas) existed between distance to 
geographic centroid and distance to environmental centroid in all species (Appendix 3.1). 
Twenty-four species had consistent, positive correlations between distance to geographic 
and environmental centroids, with 14 to 21 of those correlations significant depending on 
model-calibration area. Additionally, different methods of estimating geographic 
centroids provided conflicting distance-diversity relationships in 11 of 40 species (Table 
3.2). For example, estimating geographic centroids from minimum convex polygons 
versus thresholded suitability models yielded relationships with different signs between 
geographic centrality and genetic diversity.  
Results from the generalized linear models (Table 3.4) indicated that distance to 
niche centroid was the only relevant predictor of genetic diversity for the dataset of 
points buffered with 500 km, and showed higher significance than distance to geographic 
range center for the datasets of ecoregions buffered by 200 and 500 km. When only cases 
in which slopes showing same signs were considered (Table 3.2), both distances were 
significant predictors. In contrast, distance to the ecological niche centroid was the only 
significant predictor in models of cases in which regression slopes showed contrasting 
patterns (Table 3.2). 
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Table 3.4 Results of generalized linear models using data from all species (z-standardized). Values below are 
the contributions in the regression model of distance to niche centroid or geographic range center to 
explain genetic diversity. Regressions were performed for separate datasets where distance to geographic 
center and distance to niche center showed consistent or mixed patterns in sign of the slope (see Table 
3.2). Asterisks indicate significance at 0.05 (*), 0.01 (**), and 0.001 (***) levels. Training areas compared 
included 500 km = 500 km buffer around occurrence points, ER + 200 km = 200 km buffer around terrestrial 
ecoregions, and ER + 500 km = 500 km buffer around terrestrial ecoregions. 
Dataset E distance G distance 
500 km All species -0.475*** -0.161 
 Consistent -0.330* -0.495** 
 Mixed -0.628** 0.229 
ER + 200 km All species -0.460*** -0.247* 
 Consistent -0.287 -0.570*** 
 Mixed -0.541** -0.063 
ER + 500 km All species -0.478*** -0.232* 
 Consistent -0.332* -0.519*** 
 Mixed -0.551*** -0.056 
 
Regressions between genetic diversity and distance to geographic centroids 
showed no significant dependence on sample size (Table 3.5), whereas relationships 
between genetic diversity and distance to ecological niche centroid showed a strong 
relationship to sample size (Table 3.5). Limiting analyses to species with 25 or more 
populations sampled, 12 of 13 species showed negative relationships between genetic 
diversity and distance to niche centroid (P = 0.003, binomial test), with eight of these 
showing a significant relationship (Table 3.2). Conversely, only 7 of 13 species showed 
negative relationships between genetic diversity and distance to geographic centroid (4 of 
7 significant; Table 3.2); three of which showed conflicting significant results between 
different geographic centroid estimates. 
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Table 3.5 Relationship between number of populations and P-values of the relationships between distance 
to niche centroid and distance to geographic center. Training areas compared included 500 km = 500 km 
buffer around occurrence points, ER + 200 km = 200 km buffer around terrestrial ecoregions, and ER + 500 
km = 500 km buffer around terrestrial ecoregions. MCP = minimum convex polygon. Mx = centroid 
estimated from Maxent prediction. 
 R squared P-value 
Environmental Distance   
     500 km 0.2009 0.0037 
     ER + 200 km 0.2029 0.0035 
     ER + 500 km 0.1899 0.0049 
Geographic Distance   
     500 km 0.0006 0.8747 
     ER + 200 km 0.0004 0.8945 
     ER + 500 km 0.0001 0.9412 
     MCP 0.0106 0.5269 
     500 km (Mx) 0.0886 0.0621 
     ER + 200 km (Mx) 0.0823 0.0726 
     ER + 500 km (Mx) 0.0800 0.0771 
 
Discussion 
Reviewing published phylogeographic studies for 40 species, we identified a clear pattern 
of negative relationships between genetic diversity and distance to ecological niche 
centroids, but mixed or no relationships between genetic diversity and distributional 
centrality. Using three methods to evaluate the entire dataset, the sign test of results of 
linear regressions of the two distances separately (Table 3.3), the generalized linear 
models combining both distances (Table 3.4), and the meta-analysis of mean effect sizes 
(Fig. 3.2), distance to niche centroid showed higher predictive ability of genetic diversity 
than distance to geographic range center. Only about half the species showed a strong 
correlation between environmental and geographic marginality (Appendix 3.1).  This 
decoupling in some situations likely led to the pattern where distance to geographic 
range center was a predictor of genetic diversity only when it agreed in sign with 
environmental distance (supporting H0 in Fig. 3.1) but showed no predictivity when 
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environment and geography disagreed in sign (supporting HA in Fig. 3.1). These results 
support the hypothesis that peripherality within the set of habitable conditions 
(ecological niche) represents an important determinant of geographic patterns in species’ 
genetic variation.  
Although we found consistent negative relationships between genetic diversity 
and ecological niche centrality, we do not imagine that environmental conditions alter 
levels of genetic variation in species directly. Rather, we envision a cascade of 
environmental impacts on population dynamics (e.g., effective population size, gene flow, 
population stability), leading to changes in genetic variation likely causing observed 
patterns (Kawecki 2008). Two recent studies identified negative relationships between 
relative abundances and distances to niche centroid (Martínez-Meyer et al. 2013) or 
environmental suitability (VanDerWal et al. 2009), which demonstrate part of the set of 
causal links that we envision.  
Lower genetic diversity at the periphery of the set of suitable ecological niche 
conditions translates into lower potential for genetic differentiation and expansion 
beyond environmental conditions of a species’ niche, where positive feedback with 
population density occurs (Antonovics et al. 2001; Barton 2001). In consequence, 
persistence of locally-adapted genotypes may be unachievable given lower population 
densities and incoming gene flow, resulting in long-term stabilizing selection on niche-
related traits and consequent conservatism (Haldane 1956). On broader time scales, 
niche stability (or lack thereof) has been shown to impact geographic variation in 
population genetic diversity (Carnaval et al. 2009; Ortego et al. 2012); however, it would 
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be difficult or impossible to measure the environmental suitability that individual 
populations experience through time. 
It is interesting that, for many species, high levels of genetic diversity were 
observed in geographically distant populations. Interpreting this pattern in the context of 
historical and ecological evidence of species’ dispersal capabilities and genetic diversity or 
structure, as many phylogeographic studies do, supports the hypothesis of a set of 
optimal conditions within which populations are more likely to survive and reproduce, 
with greater population stability and higher levels of genetic diversity.  
Because we found a strong tendency toward greater statistical power as more 
populations (≥25) were sampled for a species, studies investigating these relationships 
based on fewer populations may simply have lacked statistical power to detect 
relationships. These results suggest that future phylogeographic studies should focus on 
sampling designs that incorporate not only large numbers of populations spread across 
geographic distributions of species, but should also represent the different environments 
where populations occur across species’ geographic ranges. Better still, empirical studies 
designed explicitly to test relative effects of environmental versus geographic centrality 
should be developed. 
Finally, as an important component of biodiversity, as well as a strong predictor of 
fitness (Reed and Frankham 2003), genetic diversity is an important conservation target 
(Primack 2006). As such, the capacity to predict genetic diversity across species’ 
distributions may prove useful to conservation biologists. Phylogeographic studies have 
shown mixed results in anticipating genetic diversity patterns based on peripherality or 
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centrality of populations (Eckert et al. 2008; Kawecki 2008; Moeller et al. 2011). Our 
results, in conjunction with studies focused on abundance (VanDerWal et al. 2009; 
Martínez-Meyer et al. 2013), suggest that a focus on environmental centrality, rather 
than geographic centrality, will provide greater insight into populations as foci of 
conservation initiatives. Preserving populations central in a species’ niche (but not 
necessarily central in the geographic range) may protect populations with higher 
abundance and that maintain relatively higher genetic diversity than populations that are 
environmentally peripheral. 
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Chapter 4 
 
The roles of history and ecology in chloroplast 
phylogeographic patterns of the vector-borne plant 
parasite Phoradendron californicum Nutt. 
(Viscaceae) in the Sonoran Desert 
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Abstract 
The dependence on hosts and vectors in combination with testable historical and 
ecological hypotheses make parasitic plants ideal systems in which to test questions in 
ecology and evolution regarding how different factors shape distributions of individuals 
and genes. Here, we describe phylogeographic patterns in the parasitic flowering plant, 
the desert mistletoe (Phoradendron californicum), based on three non-coding chloroplast 
DNA regions. We assess the marginal probability of 16 a priori hypotheses related to 
geologic events and ecological factors, to predict the cpDNA variation across the 
distribution of P. californicum within a Bayesian phylogenetic framework. 
Complementarily, we use macrofossil record from packrat middens and niche model 
projections on Last Glacial Maximum climatic conditions for hosts, mistletoe, and a bird 
specialist to interpret phylogeographic patterns. We found patterns of variation in cpDNA 
haplotypes most probable under a model reflecting a series of geologic events related to 
formation of the Baja California Peninsula and seaways across it in the Pliocene and the 
Pleistocene. Alternatively, fossil record, niche projections, and haplotype distribution 
suggested shifting distributions of host-mistletoe interactions and evidence of host races, 
which might explain some of the genealogical history of the cpDNA; however, these 
hypotheses were not favored by the Bayesian statistical tests. Depending on molecular 
rate, age estimates for well-supported nodes were compatible with geologic events or 
climatic oscillations. Our findings suggest that variation of cpDNA across the species range 
results from the interplay of vicariant events, past climatic oscillations, and more dynamic 
factors related to ecological processes at finer scales. 
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Introduction 
The Sonoran Desert and the Baja California Peninsula have long been considered an 
important area for phylogeographic research (Hafner and Riddle 2011, Munguia-Vega 
2011). Many studies investigated the presence of genetic discontinuities across the 
region, revealing rich processes of cryptic divergence (reviewed in Munguia-Vega 2011). 
In general, phylogeographic breaks correspond with past geological events along the 
Peninsula (Munguia-Vega 2011, Riddle et al. 2000). For example, Riddle et al. (2000) 
identified three marine barriers—Late Pliocene transgressions resulting in formation of 
the Gulf of California, the seaway across the Isthmus of La Paz, and the Pleistocene 
midpeninsular seaway—as key geological events influencing the evolutionary history of 
the region's biota. 
Most phylogeographic and biogeographic studies of the Sonoran Desert and Baja 
California have focused on vertebrates and insects (Munguia-Vega 2011); however, 
studies of plants are necessary to assess generality of the patterns reported from other 
groups (Clark-Tapia and Molina-Freaner 2003, Fehlberg and Ranker 2009, Garrick et al. 
2009, Nason et al. 2002). While the formation of the Baja California Peninsula and 
development of breaks across it could explain genetic discontinuities, ecological or 
biological attributes could also have explanatory power regarding phylogeographic 
patterns (Grismer 2002). In this context, genetic structure and cohesion can be influenced 
by life history attributes (e.g., dispersal and hybridization; Loveless and Hamrick 1984), 
along with geological and historical events (Aguinagalde et al. 2005, Duminil et al. 2007, 
Schaal et al. 1998). Previous studies in plants have explored vicariance, fragmentation, 
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and postglacial range expansion (Clark-Tapia and Molina-Freaner 2003, Fehlberg and 
Ranker 2009, Garrick et al. 2009, Nason et al. 2002), but leaving other ecological and 
biological factors unexplored. 
In the Sonoran and Mojave deserts, the desert mistletoe Phoradendron 
californicum Nutt. (Viscaceae) offers an ideal opportunity to explore how historical and 
ecological factors affect population and lineage divergence. In the first case, we can 
enumerate geologic events shaping patterns of genetic divergence on the Baja California 
Peninsula (cf. Riddle et al. 2000); in the second, P. californicum’s dependence almost 
exclusively on leguminous trees and its seed dispersal by one specialist and several 
generalist bird species (Aukema 2001, Larson 1996) give a comprehensive framework on 
what are alternative determinants of mistletoe’s prevalence locally and regionally (Lira-
Noriega et al. 2013, Lira-Noriega and Peterson accepted). Mistletoes are key species in 
ecosystems (Watson 2001), thus most attention has focused on their ecological attributes 
(e.g., Aukema 2003, Martínez del Rio et al. 1996, Watson 2009); however, genetic 
structure and phylogenetic histories suggest that both ecological and historical processes 
influence mistletoes divergence at multiple scales, through processes like post-glacial 
dispersal from Pleistocene refugia (Amico and Nickrent 2009), formation of host races 
(Glazner et al. 1988, Overton 1997, Zuber and Widmer 2009), and landscape 
fragmentation (Stanton et al. 2009). 
Given evidence of divergence along the Baja California Peninsula across several 
taxa, and the challenge of understanding how biotic and abiotic factors influence 
divergence in desert mistletoe, we investigate the extent to which historical and 
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ecological drivers have produced the phylogeographic patterns observed. We reconstruct 
phylogeographic patterns in P. californicum with chloroplast DNA (cpDNA), and use 
Bayesian coalescent analyses to estimate the marginal likelihood of 16 a priori 
hypotheses corresponding to the (1) geologic events forming the Gulf of California and 
peninsular breaks, (2) distance to the multivariate centroid of the climatic niche, (3) 
distance to the center of the geographic range, (4) number of potential dispersers derived 
from suitability maps, (5) coincidence with the vegetation types of the Sonoran Desert, 
and (6) host species. This approach is complemented using ecological niche projections to 
Last Glacial Maximum climatic conditions for the mistletoe, most common host species, 
and specialist bird disperser, and fossil record of mistletoe and hosts is used to explore 
ecological explanations for observed genetic patterns. 
 
Materials and Methods 
Sampling 
For cpDNA analysis we sampled 127 individuals from 65 populations from across the 
geographic range of Phoradedron californicum (Fig. 1; Appendix 4.1): of these, 54 
populations (105 individuals) were sampled in the course of A.L.-N.’s fieldwork in Mexico 
and the United States in 2010 and 2012, and 11 populations from herbarium specimens, 
mostly from Sonora, Mexico (10 individuals), and the islands of Tiburón (9 individuals) and 
Ángel de la Guarda (3 individuals) in the Gulf of California. Sampling in 2012 in the 
southwestern United States and Baja California followed a random selection of collecting 
points at stratified distances with respect to distance to the multivariate mean of climatic 
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conditions used by the species (niche centroid) and to the geographic center of the 
species’ range (see Lira-Noriega and Manthey 2014). At each locality, fresh apical shoots 
and stems of individuals were sampled randomly, without regard to host species, and 
dried in silica gel for DNA isolation. Vouchers for each population were pressed and 
deposited at the R.L. McGregor Herbarium (KANU). Latitude and longitude coordinates 
were derived from label data for tissues from herbaria; our localities were determined 
using a Garmin 60CSx global positioning device. In light of safety concerns, localities in 
Sonora were sampled more cursorily during 2010 fieldwork and were complemented with 
herbarium specimens. For the outgroup, four individuals of the sister species P. serotinum 
(Raf.) M.C. Johnst. (Ashworth 2000, Nickrent 2002) were used for analysis. 
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Figure 4.1 (A) Gene tree inferred from cpDNA and clades distributions. Posterior probabilities from 
delimited groups (P > 0.95) are shown on branches and significant nodes from GMYC are in black diamonds. 
(B) Haplotype network from the three cpDNA regions and its correspondence with clades (numbers). 
 
DNA extraction, amplification, and sequencing 
Total DNA was extracted using a modified CTAB protocol (Doyle and Doyle 1987, Mort et 
al. 2001). PCR amplifications were conducted in 25 ul aliquots using Bullseye Red Taq 
master mix (MidSci, St. Louis, USA). CpDNA regions were amplified for 1-3 individuals per 
locality using atpI/atpH (atpH-atpI spacer), trnQ(UUG)/5’rps16 (trnQ-rps16 spacer), and 
trn(UAG)/rpl32 (trnL-rpl32 spacer), using the protocols of Shaw et al. (2007). The same 
primers were used in sequencing reactions. All sequencing was performed by Macrogen, 
Inc. (Rockville, Maryland, USA). Resulting contigs were assembled and edited using 
Geneious v6 (Biomatters. www.geneiuos.com). 
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Alignment and phylogenetic analyses 
DNA sequences were aligned using MUSCLE v3.8.31 (Edgar 2004), and corrected visually 
to minimize apparent character state changes with Jalview v2.8 (Waterhouse et al. 2009). 
To identify haplogroups and their relationships, we estimated both haplotype networks 
and gene trees of sequences. Haplotype networks were constructed using PopART v1 
(www.popart.otago.ac.nz/index.shtml) with parsimony network criteria implemented in 
TCS (Templeton et al. 1992). Individuals with missing or partially sequenced regions were 
excluded from analyses to avoid ambiguity produced by missing data (Joly et al. 2007). 
Concatenated datasets of two (atpI-atpH + trnQ-rps16, trnL-rpl32 + trnQ-rps16, atpI-atpH 
+ trnL-rpl32) and three (atpI-atpH + rpl32-trnL + trnQ-rps16) of the cpDNA regions were 
analyzed to assess differences that could indicate influence of missing individuals in the 
estimated networks. 
We estimated maximum-likelihood scores for models developed with and without 
a molecular-clock constraint using PAUP* v4.0b10 (Swofford 2003), and were unable to 
reject a strict-clock model using a likelihood ratio test (-ln MLunconstrained = 3922.5793, -ln 
MLconstrained = 4098.658, P (df=119) ≈ 1). Accordingly, we assumed a strict molecular clock 
model to estimate an ultrametric gene tree for the three concatenated regions (including 
indels and individuals with incomplete data) within a Bayesian statistical framework. We 
used BEAST v1.7.5 (Drummond et al. 2012) to estimate a gene tree under a constant-size 
coalescent prior on trees with a 1/x prior on population size, a GTR + gamma model of 
nucleotide substitution with default priors, and set a strict-clock rate to 1.0 to estimate 
branch lengths in units of expected substitutions per site. We ran four independent 
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MCMC chains for 100 million generations each, and sampled every 20,000 generations. 
Mixing and burn-in were assessed using Tracer v1.5 (Rambaut and Drummond 2007) and 
convergence of posterior splits probability among chains was corroborated with AWTY 
(Are We There Yet? Nylander et al. 2008). We also estimated a time-calibrated gene tree 
using the same settings as above except that we used general (lognormal(2,1); 1 - 3 x 10-9 
subst. sites-1 year-1; Wolfe et al. 1987) and accelerated (lognormal(8.24,1); 8.24 x 10-9 
subst. sites-1 year-1; Yang et al. 2008) priors on the strict-clock rate, because no fossil 
record is available to calibrate a substitution rate in P. californicum. Both rates priors 
assume increased rates of molecular substitution in P. californicum owing to its parasitic 
life strategy (Bromham et al. 2013). All four chains converged early in all analyses, and we 
conservatively discarded the first 1000 sampled trees (20 million generations) as burn-in 
when summarizing results. We summarized the retained trees using the topology of the 
maximum-clade credibility tree and median node ages. 
Using the resulting ultrametric tree from BEAST, we inferred population structure 
using a general mixing Yule-coalescent (GMYC) model (Pons et al. 2006). This analysis 
identifies shifts in branch rates from a Yule (speciation) to coalescent (population) process 
(Esselstyn et al. 2012, Pons et al. 2006). Both single- and multiple-threshold hypotheses 
were compared to a null model (one species) using a likelihood ratio test to determine 
possible shift points on ultrametric trees (Esselstyn et al. 2012, Fujisawa and Barraclough 
2013, Pons et al. 2006). Usually used for species delimitation with single locus, we 
employed GMYC to estimate whether recovered clades were divergent populations 
better fit by independent coalescent processes. The GMYC analysis was conducted using 
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the R (R Development Core Team 2013) package splits (Ezard et al. 2013), employing 
default settings for both single- and multiple-threshold models. 
Hypothesis testing in a phylogenetic context 
We estimated the marginal probability of the aligned sequences under different 
geographic, ecological and historical hypotheses of population divergence. We used the 
stepping-stone method (Xie et al. 2011) in BEAST (Baele et al. 2012) to estimate marginal 
likelihoods of 16 a priori hypotheses grouping individuals according to six broad 
categories of factors: (1) geologic events forming the Gulf of California and peninsular 
breaks, (2) distance in environmental space to the multivariate centroid of the species’ 
climatic niche, (3) distance in geographic space to the center of the species’ geographic 
range, (4) number of potential dispersers derived from suitability maps, (5) coincidence 
with a vegetation of the Sonoran Desert (Shreve 1951), and (6) host species. The 
partitioning of individuals into populations for all hypotheses is summarized in Table 4.1 
and Appendix 4.1, and the methods for generating information pertaining each 
hypothesis are in Appendix 4.2. We used Beauti v1.7.5 to generate XML analysis files for 
each hypothesis. Analyses under all hypotheses shared the same settings, and differed 
only in how individuals were assigned to classes. This approach allowed us to estimate 
comparable marginal likelihoods under each hypothesis, which estimated the strength of 
each hypothesis relative to the one with the largest marginal likelihood using Bayes 
factors in a 2*(ln likelihood) scale as 2*(ln likelihood of best model - ln likelihood of 
alternative model) (Kass and Raftery 1995). The marginal likelihood of each hypothesis 
was estimated by combining the stepping-stone samples from two independent runs. We 
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ran all *BEAST analyses for an initial 108 generations, sampling every 20,000 generations, 
followed by sampling at 100 power posteriors between the prior and posterior, where 
powers were evenly spaced quantiles of a Beta (0.3, 1.0) distribution. At each power 
posterior step, we sampled every 1000 generations for 108 generations (i.e., 1000 
samples from each of the 100 powers). We used (1) a strict-clock model with a rate of 1.0 
to estimate gene-tree branches in units of expected substitutions per site, (2) a Yule-
process prior on species trees and an exponentially distributed hyperprior on the Yule 
birthrate with a mean of 15, (3) a piecewise constant model of population size for each 
branch of the species tree, (4) an exponential prior with a mean of 0.005 for the per-
branch population sizes, and (5) a GTR + Gamma model of nucleotide substitution with 
default priors except for the shape parameter of the gamma-distributed model of among-
site rate heterogeneity with an exponential prior with a mean of 1.0. Lastly, we set the 
ploidy to mitochondrial (= chloroplast). 
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Table 4.1 Summary of historical events, and ecological and geographic conditions used to group 
Phoradendron californicum populations according to 16 a priori established hypotheses explaining cpDNA 
variability. 
Hypothesis Mapping levels 
Historical (vicariant events)  
Historic 1 (1) in Baja California Peninsula after northward transgression forming the 
Gulf of California; (2) outside Baja California Peninsula after northward 
transgression forming the Gulf of California. 
Historic 2 (1.1) trans-peninsular seaway forming the Isthmus of La Paz 3 mya; (1.2) 
rest of Baja California Peninsula; (2) rest of continental land. 
Historic 4 (1) trans-peninsular seaway forming the Isthmus of La Paz; (2) region 
between Isthmus of La Paz and mid-peninsular seaway break in the 
central Vizcaino region; (3) region between mid-peninsular seaway break 
in the central Vizcaino region and north of Baja California Peninsula; (4) 
rest of continental land. 
Break Cabo (breakcabo) south of break of Isthmus of La Paz break; (rest) north and 
rest of territory of break Isthmus of La Paz break. 
Break mid-seaway (breakseaway) south of mid-peninsular seaway break in the central 
Vizcaino region; (rest) rest of territory north of mid-peninsular seaway 
break in the central Vizcaino region. 
Regionalization  
Vegetation (Shreve 
1951) 
Arizona Mountains Forest; Arizona Upland; Central Desert; Chaparral; 
Chihuahuan Desert; Gulf Coast; Lower Colorado Desert; Magdalena 
Plains; Mojave; Plains of Sonora; Sarcocaulescent Shrubland; Sonoran 
thornscrub; Vizcaino Desert. 
Ecoregions Sonoran desert, Mojave desert, Baja California desert, Sonoran-Sinaloan 
transition subtropical dry forest, Gulf of California xeric scrub, California 
coastal sage and chaparral, San Lucan xeric scrub, Chihuahuan desert, 
Arizona Mountains forests. 
Topographic/geographic  
Elevation (quartiles) 1st (-0-357m); 2nd (358-877m); 3rd (878-1528m); 4th (1529-4239m). 
Longitude (quartiles) 1st (-116.58- -114.25°); 2nd (-114.26- -112.29°); 3rd (-112.30- -110.9°); 
4th (-110.9- -109.05°). 
Latitude (quartiles) 1st (23.38-28.76°); 2nd (28.77-31.57°); 3rd (31.58-33.61°); 4th (33.62-
36.76°). 
Distance to geographic 
range center (quartiles) 
1st (0-367km); 2nd (368-472km); 3rd (473-610km); 4th (611-760km). 
Ecological  
Distance to ecological 
niche centroid (quartiles) 
1st (0.40-2.38); 2nd (2.39-3.16); 3rd (3.17-4.19); 4th (4.20-11.40). 
Host species Acacia greggii, A. occidentalis, Cercidium floridum, C. microphyllum, C. 
praecox, Larrea tridentada, Olneya tesota, Prosopis articulata, P. 
glandulosa, P. velutina. 
Genera Acacia, Cercidium, Larrea, Olneya, Prosopis. 
Year-round dispersers 
suitability (quartiles) 
1st (1-3); 2nd (3-5); 3rd (5-7); 4th (7-10). 
Wintertime dispersers 
suitability (quartiles) 
1st (0-2); 2nd (2-4); 3rd (4-6); 4th (6-10). 
Null (in) all individuals correspond to one same category. 
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Ecological niche modeling 
Current and Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) climate-based suitable areas were estimated 
using ecological niche model transfers for the mistletoe, the five most common hosts 
(Acacia greggii, Cercidium floridum, C. microphyllum, Prosopis glandulosa, P. velutina), 
and the principal bird disperser (Phainopepla nitens). Host occurrence data were derived 
from herbarium specimens from across their ranges from the Global Biodiversity 
Information Facility (http://www.gbif.org) and the Southwest Environmental Information 
Network (http://swbiodiversity.org/portal/index.php); mistletoe occurrences were 
assembled from these sources and A.L.-N.’s fieldwork (Lira-Noriega et al. 2013). Disperser 
occurrences were drawn from eBird (http://ebird.org/content/ebird/). Numbers of 
unique occurrences were A. greggii (946), C. floridum (345), C. microphyllum (694), 
Phoradendron californicum (295), Prosopis glandulosa (914), P. velutina (1169), and 
Phainopepla nitens (15,487). 
Environmental variation across the region was characterized with climate layers at 
a spatial resolution of 2.5’ for the present from WorldClim (Hijmans et al. 2005; 
www.worldclim.org), and for the LGM (21 kya) from general circulation model simulation 
outputs from two models: the Community Climate System Model (CCSM3; Collins et al. 
2006) and the Interdisciplinary Research on Climate (MIROC v3.2; Hasumi and Emori 
2004). To avoid fitting models in overly dimensional environmental spaces, we reduced 
dimensionality to seven relatively uncorrelated ‘bioclimatic’ variables (r < 0.7; annual 
mean temperature, mean diurnal range, maximum temperature of warmest month, 
minimum temperature of coldest month, annual precipitation, precipitation of wettest 
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month, and precipitation of driest month). Bioclimatic variables are summaries of means 
and variation in temperature and precipitation, and reflect dimensions of climate relevant 
in delimiting species’ distributions (Hijmans et al. 2005). 
We designed model calibration regions separately for each species, given that 
ecological niche models must be calibrated and compared across regions relevant to the 
species in a biogeographic context. These areas should be accessible to, and likely to have 
been ‘sampled’ by, the species over relevant periods of time (Barve et al. 2011). As a 
simple hypothesis of the accessible area, we took the ecoregions (Olson et al. 2001) in 
which species’ occurrence points fell, plus a 200 km buffer around them. 
We used Maxent (v3.3.3.e; Phillips et al. 2006) to obtain suitability values across 
the region under current and past climate conditions. Prior to calibrating models in 
Maxent, occurrence data were rarefied spatially to leave occurrences at a minimum 
distance of 0.17°; this step helps to eliminate problems of spatial autocorrelation 
common in this type of data, and allows sampling environmental conditions evenly across 
the range of the species. Models were calibrated on current climate conditions, and 
transferred to past climate conditions via 10 bootstrap replications, each with 30% of 
points set aside for model testing. The remaining Maxent parameters were left as default. 
To convert initial model outputs to binary predictions, we used a modified least training 
presence threshold approach (E = 5%) over the median predicted suitability across 
replicates (Peterson et al. 2011). Performance of binary predictions was evaluated using a 
one-tailed cumulative binomial test to calculate the probability of obtaining that level of 
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sensitivity (or better) by chance alone, based on 100 independent test points set aside at 
random a priori. 
Host and mistletoe macrofossils 
To understand the distributional dynamics of hosts and mistletoe through time, we 
assembled subfossil information from packrat middens (Appendix S3). These data were 
used to interpret species' distributions in synchrony with niche model projections. We 
were unable to use subfossil data to calibrate divergence-time because they (1) 
correspond to relatively recent samples of extant species and thus provide little 
information regarding the timing of speciation events, and (2) lack DNA data and thus 
cannot be used as dated tips. 
 
Results 
DNA sequences 
The three cpDNA regions (trnQ-rps16, trnL-rpl32, atpI-atpH) were of size 552, 465, and 
632 base pairs (bp), with 30, 23, and 22 variable positions, respectively. Indels were 
common in trnQ-rps16, with 61 indels, compared with 31 indels in atpI-atpH, and 20 in 
trnL-rpl32. Amplification of trnQ-rps16, was difficult due to poly A and T regions. As a 
result, combined cpDNA parsimony network reconstructions were based on 87 (127 total) 
sequences. Nonetheless, results did not suggest significant differences among datasets in 
the networks reconstructed (see below). 
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Gene tree reconstruction 
The estimated ultrametric tree indicated at least four well-supported clades (posterior 
probability > 0.95) at deep nodes. Clade 1 (pp = 0.961) and clade 2 (pp = 0.999) each 
grouped individuals from across the northern Baja California Peninsula and the Sonoran 
Desert. A third clade (pp = 0.999) included sequences almost exclusively from southern 
Baja California and the Cape region (Fig. 4.1), and was sister to clade 2 (pp = 0.996). A 
fourth clade (pp = 1) corresponded to a single population in the eastern part of the Cape 
(Fig. 4.1), being placed as sister to all other clades. 
The GMYC analysis favored the single-threshold (ML = -1362.186) and multiple-
threshold models (ML = 1366.448) over the null model (ML = 1358.265), which suggests 
existence of both coalescent and Yule-like divergence processes (Fig. 4.1). The single-
threshold ML model suggested presence of five clades, four corresponding to P. 
californicum in the gene tree reconstructions, while the multiple-threshold model 
indicated 53 clusters (Table S4.1). We favor the single-threshold model to delimit clades, 
based on the high support for the five clades identified in Bayesian analysis (all pp > 0.95) 
and known tendencies of the multiple-threshold approach to oversplit groups (Fujisawa 
and Barraclough 2013, Reid and Carstens 2012). 
Divergence times for clades ranged 1.3-4.1 mya with the general rate, and 0.2-0.8 
mya with the accelerated rate (Table 4.2). Clade 1 had the oldest most recent common 
ancestor (MRCA) estimates (4.1 mya and 0.8 mya), whereas clade 3 had the youngest 
MRCA (1.8 mya and 0.3 mya). The age of the divergence of P. californicum and P. 
serotinum was estimated at 16.4 and 3.4 mya. 
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Parsimony network 
Analyses of the combined cpDNA dataset recovered three lineages that represent the 
clades from the Bayesian reconstruction (clades 1, 2, and 3). The 35 haplotypes detected 
represented 13 haplogroups and 22 singletons. The two largest haplogroups (1-A and 2-A) 
corresponded to clades 1 and 2, with 17 and 12 haplotypes each (Appendix S4.1). An 
additional group (clade 4) was detected in samples from a single population in the east 
part of the Cape region (population 225 in Appendix S4.1), separated by 58 steps from the 
main groups and connected to two haplotypes (1-O and 1-C) from clade 1 (Fig 4.1). 
Ambiguity was detected in the connection between clade 2 and Baja California, and also 
within clade 1, although neither of these ambiguities affected the structure of 
relationships among main groups. Networks retrieved using other combinations of cpDNA 
regions did not differ in the main configuration of the networks, except in the atpI-atpH + 
trnQ-rps16 dataset, where ambiguities were detected (Fig. S4.2). The only difference 
noted between the haplotype network and the gene tree corresponds to two haplotypes 
not nested in clade 1 (1-C, 1-O; Fig 4.1); nevertheless, this did not alter the original 
configuration of the other clades. 
Gene tree topology and ecological versus historical hypothesis testing 
Among the 16 hypotheses of population structure, the one with largest probability of 
producing the cpDNA dataset corresponded to the vicariant events related to formation 
of the Gulf of California and subsequent breaks across the Baja California Peninsula (Table 
4.3, Fig. 4.2). The 2ln Bayes factors comparing this model to other hypotheses are all 
larger than 23.5, suggesting very strong support relative to the alternative models (Kass 
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and Raftery 1995). This result corresponds to a Bayes factor of ~127,000, which means 
the posterior odds in favor of this model over the next best model is 127,000 times 
greater than the prior odds. 
 
Table 4.3 Marginal likelihood and Bayes factor of hypotheses used to test the phylogenetic relationships of 
the gene tree (see Table 4.1). Hypotheses are listed in order of importance according to the marginal 
likelihood. Bayes factor is estimated with respect to the hypothesis with largest likelihood. 
Hypothesis Marginal likelihood 2ln Bayes factor 
Historic 4 (subdivision based on major breaks resulting from 
geologic vicariant events) -4339.373  
Historic 2 (trans-peninsular seaway forming the Isthmus of La 
Paz; 3 mya) -4351.165 23.585 
Historic 1 (northward transgression forming the Gulf of 
California; 3-5 mya) -4362.646 46.546 
Vegetation (Shreve 1951) -4363.874 49.002 
Latitude (quartiles) -4366.716 54.686 
Distance to geographic range center (quartiles) -4369.276 59.806 
Distance to ecological niche centroid (quartiles) -4369.522 60.298 
Ecoregions -4369.873 61.001 
Mid-peninsular seaway break in the central Vizcaino region -4370.834 62.922 
Longitude (quartiles) -4382.242 85.738 
Isthmus of La Paz break -4385.374 92.002 
Wintertime dispersers suitability (quartiles) -4394.777 110.808 
Elevation (quartiles) -4403.482 128.218 
Year-round dispersers suitability (quartiles) -4403.774 128.803 
Genera -4410.532 142.318 
Host species -4415.586 152.427 
Null hypothesis -4416.835 154.924 
Note: Following Kass and Raftery (1995), the Bayes factor scale of strength of evidence in favor of one 
hypothesis is: 0-2 (not worthy of mention), 2-6 (positive), 6-10 (strong), >10 (very strong). 
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Figure 4.2 Historical, geographic, and ecological a priori hypotheses used to predict the cpDNA variation 
across the distribution of P. californicum in a Bayesian phylogenetic framework. Hypotheses are ordered 
according to their likelihood and with same color-coding between tree topology and geographic 
distribution. White dots on maps correspond to sampled populations. 
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The models with the second and third largest marginal likelihoods (B and C in Fig. 
4.2) were also based on historical hypotheses nested within the best model, and 
correspond to the northward marine transgression related to isolation of the Cape region 
by the Isthmus of La Paz and formation of the Gulf of California. In order of likelihood, 
remaining hypotheses were Shreve’s vegetation regionalization (C and D); distance to 
geographic range center, distance to ecological niche centroid, and ecoregions (F-H); 
elevation and disperser suitability (M-N); and lastly host species and the null hypothesis 
(P-Q). Testing these hypotheses omitting the highly divergent population 225 did not 
change these results (Table S4.2). 
Present-Last Glacial Maximum suitability 
All niche models performed significantly better than random expectations (P < 0.001; 
Appendix S4). Thresholded suitability maps for mistletoe, hosts, and the disperser for the 
present corresponded well to known ranges of each species (Fig. 4.3). Last Glacial 
Maximum predictions showed some differences in amount of area predicted as suitable 
for P. californicum and its hosts, depending on which global circulation model was used. 
For P. californicum, projections showed relatively smaller ranges mostly restricted to 
southwestern Arizona and parts of California in CCSM, in MIROC extending into Arizona, 
central Baja California, and northwestern Sonora; P. nitens predictions were similar in 
both scenarios, preserving most of its range in the present across the Sonoran Desert. 
Both LGM models showed suitable areas for P. californicum in the Lower Colorado River 
Valley, north of La Paz in the Cape, and in a coastal area in western Sonora. All host 
species except P. glandulosa showed reductions in distributional areas; A. greggii and P. 
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velutina showed similar patterns, with their ranges split in two regions, one in the Lower 
Colorado River Valley and the other in southern Sonora, whereas Cercidium species had 
most of their suitable areas in southern coastal Sonora. Overall, these predictions showed 
the largest accumulation of LGM host suitability in the Lower Colorado River Valley, along 
the coast of Sonora, and in the eastern Cape region in the Baja California Peninsula (Figs. 
4.3 and 4.4, Fig. S4.1). 
 
 
Figure 4.3 Potential distribution for the mistletoe (Phoradendron californicum), its hosts (richness), and 
disperser (Phainopepla nitens) under current climate and two LGM climate scenarios (CCSM and MIROC). 
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Host and mistletoe macrofossils 
The subfossil record from packrat middens of hosts and mistletoe has been found in caves 
across the Sonoran and Chihuahuan deserts, indicating drastic changes in species 
composition and highly dynamic distributional areas related to climate oscillations (see 
Appendix S3). Most host fossils were from the Sonoran Desert, most abundant since 13 
kya and for the mistletoe since 6.4 kya (see Appendix S3). Two of the most common host 
species, A. greggii and P. velutina, were the oldest in the fossil record and were also 
associated with two of the most frequent haplotypes (Fig. 4.4 and Fig. S4.1). 
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Figure 4.4 (A) Phoradendron californicum haplotype network for the three cpDNA concatenated regions 
colored by host species, excluding haplotypes from clade 4. (B) Potential distribution for mistletoe (inset) 
and hosts distributions during the LGM (21 kya) according to the MIROC climate scenario, showing 
geographic locations of most frequent haplotypes and macrofossil localities with mistletoe or hosts. 
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Discussion 
The phylogeny of P. californicum inferred from cpDNA, was most probable under a model 
reflecting a series of geologic events related to formation of the Baja California Peninsula 
and seaways across it in the Pliocene and the Pleistocene. This view, however, is 
complemented with that of a more dynamic distributional history associated to 
continuous interaction with hosts in the Sonoran and Mojave deserts, as inferred from 
niche model projections based on Pleistocene climate and fossil record. 
Mistletoe phylogeny and phylogeographic patterns 
Analyses of cpDNA showed that at least four well-supported clades existed among 
sampled populations of P. californicum; 35 haplotypes were identified, with three main 
clades coincident between the estimated haplotype network and ultrametric tree. Both 
sympatry and allopatry in geographic distributions of haplotypes in P. californicum’s gene 
tree suggest that diverse processes of diversification have occurred simultaneously in the 
Baja California Peninsula and the Sonoran Desert region. These patterns are especially 
intriguing in the context of the seaway breaks hypotheses and the mechanisms of seed 
dispersal of P. californicum. 
The first pattern corresponds to clades 1 and 2, which are sympatric across the 
northern Sonoran Desert, northern Baja California Peninsula, and southern Mojave Desert 
(Fig. 4.1). This distribution suggests long distance dispersal of seeds, as presence of 
haplotypes across the Gulf of California and their origin from non-sister clades cannot 
support an old vicariant event without subsequent gene flow. The fleshy fruits of P. 
californicum are dependent on birds for dispersal and germination (Larson 1996, Murphy 
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et al. 1993), thus we expect long-distance dispersal, or accumulation of numerous short-
distance dispersal events over extended geographic regions, causing little or no signal of 
phylogeographic structure in the cpDNA (e.g., Duminil et al. 2007, Worth et al. 2010). The 
pattern exhibited between northern clades (1 and 2) would support this hypothesis, given 
its large distribution and lack of geographic exclusivity of haplotypes across the Gulf of 
California. 
The second pattern is depicted by clades 2 and 3, in which clade 3 occurs 
exclusively in southern Baja California Peninsula, and by the separation of clade 4 in the 
Cape region from the rest of P. californicum (Fig. 4.1). In this case, the phylogeographic 
break between clades 2 and 3 is congruent with the midpeninsular seaway near the 
Vizcaíno Desert c. 1 mya. The split between clade 4 and the rest of P. californicum is 
coincident with the formation of the Isthmus of La Paz in the southern portion of the 
peninsula 3-4 mya, which supports vicariant divergence (Murphy and Aguirre-León 2002, 
Riddle et al. 2000; Fig. 4.1). Nevertheless, this clade corresponds to a single population in 
the eastern Cape region, which has been recognized as a botanical region distinct from 
the rest of the Baja California Peninsula (Shreve 1951), and is also distant from optimal 
niche conditions, which would correspond to both lower abundance and genetic diversity 
(Lira-Noriega and Manthey 2014, Martínez-Meyer et al. 2013) or niche divergence. The 
presence of phylogeographic breaks in the southern Baja California lineages (clades 3 and 
4) suggests that limited dispersal has been sustained under conditions that promote 
isolation and limited post-divergence spread. However, if no changes are assumed in the 
dispersal capabilities among lineages, presence of deep phylogenetic breaks in the Baja 
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California Peninsula cannot be solely explained by vicariance, suggesting that additional 
biological and ecological attributes could have promoted restrictions in the dispersal of 
seeds. 
Our estimates of node ages for the MRCA are compatible with some of the 
peninsular geological events for the general mutation rate (1.3-4.1 mya), but also with 
some of the most recent climatic oscillations for the accelerated mutation rate (0.2-0.8 
mya), which suggests that vicariance cannot be an exclusive explanation for the 
phylogeographic patterns (Garrick et al. 2009, Grismer 2002). Given the parasitic nature 
of P. californicum, an accelerated mutation rate in chloroplast regions would be more 
adequate to calibrating node ages compared to other non-parasitic plants in the area 
(Bromham et al. 2013). This effect would be reflected in differences of at least three to six 
times of neutral nucleotide variability present from the three sampled non-coding 
chloroplast regions, compared to previous estimates from endemic plants of the Baja 
California Peninsula (πpsbA-trnH = 0.0013; Fehlberg and Ranker 2009; Table S4.3). Therefore, 
it is likely that the dates estimated under accelerated rates coincide with vicariant 
divergence between clade 4 and the rest of P. californicum, and divergence between 
clades 2 and 3 would be mostly associated with ecological and environmental 
mechanisms of divergence. 
Historical and ecological hypotheses 
Given the preponderance of environmental and ecological factors in seed dispersal (Cain 
et al. 2000, Nathan 2006), these factors should be contrasted with the most parsimonious 
vicariant hypotheses on the phylogeographic structure in P. californicum. When we tested 
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the cpDNA topology against historical, ecological, and geographic hypotheses, patterns of 
lineage divergence were best explained when individuals were grouped in the four land 
areas that correspond to the three major seaway breaks associated with the formation of 
the Gulf of California and subsequent splits of the Baja California Peninsula (Riddle et al. 
2000, Riddle and Hafner 2006). Assumptions of the multi-population coalescent model 
used to estimate marginal likelihoods of these competing hypotheses are likely violated 
by P. californicum, most notably the assumption of no post-divergence gene flow among 
subpopulations. However, we expect violations of this assumption would weaken support 
for the hypothesis based on historical vicariance. Thus, our findings support this model as 
the best predictor of the genealogical history of the cpDNA, suggesting that these major 
land areas were important in structuring populations of P. californicum at deeper 
evolutionary timescales, and coincides with findings from previous phylogeographic 
studies (Munguia-Vega 2011, Murphy and Aguirre-León 2002). 
However, while these historic hypotheses are based on the assumption that 
Pliocene/Pleistocene marine transgression events were responsible for the genetic 
discontinuities (Lindell et al. 2006, Riddle et al. 2000), several evolutionary forces might 
be equally capable of explaining this pattern (Garrick et al. 2009, Grismer 2002). For 
example, periods of expansion and contraction of the species’ range related to climate 
oscillations and changes in vegetation could result in similar genetic discontinuities 
(Comes and Kadereit 1998, Grismer 2002). Accordingly, our results do not necessarily rule 
out competing hypotheses, particularly at recent timescales. Rather, these processes may 
be more significant at finer spatial and temporal scales compared to large-scale processes 
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in structuring lineages (e.g., Lira-Noriega et al. 2013). This could explain, for example, why 
the hypothesis based on vegetation types follows the historical hypotheses in marginal 
likelihood, which are then followed by the hypotheses based on other ecological and 
geographic factors (Table 4.3, Fig. 2). 
An alternative explanation to the larger-scale geologic events in genetically 
structuring P. californicum and in favor of ecological processes is supported by haplotype 
geographic distributions in the context of its hosts (Fig. 4.4 and Fig. S4.1). Although host 
species and genera explain the overall evolutionary history of the cpDNA poorly (these 
hypotheses had the smallest marginal likelihoods before the null hypothesis; Table 4.3), 
haplotype networks suggest the possibility of continuous evolutionary pathways in 
relation to host species. Among the 10 host species identified for the individuals used in 
our analysis, Acacia greggii, Prosopis velutina, and P. glandulosa were the most frequent 
hosts and perhaps drivers of haplotype differentiation, followed by the two Cercidium 
species; coincidentally, these host species and the mistletoe have been recorded in 
packrat middens around the Lower Colorado River Valley, allowing us to confirm their 
distributions and associations (Fig. 4.4 and Fig. S4.1, Appendix S4.3). 
Haplotype groupings according to host species reinforce the evidence of host 
specialization previously reported in P. californicum. Using isozymes, Glazner et al. (1988) 
concluded genetic differences and different rates of seed establishment existed 
depending on whether P. californicum individuals were parasitic on A. greggii or Prosopis 
glandulosa in populations from the Mojave and Colorado deserts. Later, in a cross-
establishment experiment in northern Baja California, Overton (1997) concluded that two 
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host-specific types existed in P. californicum, one that primarily infects Acacia and 
Cercidium, and another infecting Prosopis, but he did not find differences in 
establishment of seeds from Acacia or Prosopis on Olneya. These findings help to explain 
why haplotypes associated with clade 1 and 3-A are represented by a combination of host 
species corresponding mostly to Acacia and Cercidium, and haplotypes associating clade 2 
to Prosopis, which allows us to speculate on relative roles of host distributions for the 
phylogeography of P. californicum (see Fig. 4.4 and Fig. S4.1). 
Present and past distributions 
Ecological niche model transfers to LGM (21 kya) conditions and macrofossils from 
packrat middens (13-4 kya) both indicate that P. californicum’s distribution was 
fragmented by the colder climates during the last ice age (Fig.4; Appendix S4.3). Only one 
host species (P. glandulosa) showed a potentially wider distribution across the North 
American deserts during the LGM, and also in a packrat midden from the Chihuahuan 
Desert, whereas the other four species showed large range reductions, retreating to 
refugia in the lower Colorado River Valley in the northern Sonoran Desert, southwestern 
Sonora, and parts of Baja California (Fig. 4.4 and Fig. S4.1). 
Since the widest inferred climatic refugium of P. californicum in the LGM coincides 
with distributions of two common hosts (A. greggii and P. velutina), the most frequent 
haplotypes from the northern clades (clades 1 and 2; Figs. 1 and 4), and the disperser 
could range over the mistletoe distribution during LGM (see Fig. 4.3), it is possible that 
dispersal and gene flow could have persisted in this part of the distribution during harsher 
climatic conditions, supporting the cpDNA phylogeographic patterns. Additionally, 
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macrofossils indicate compositional changes of plant communities in the region in 
synchrony with paleoclimatic conditions, and the appearance of hosts and mistletoe at 
around 13-4 kya indicates their more recent arrival, as well as contractions and 
expansions of their ranges (McAuliffe and McDonald 2006, McAuliffe and Van Devender 
1998, Van Devender 1990a, b). 
Because ecological and biological features of seed dispersal cannot be assimilated 
into cpDNA phylogeographic patterns without considering environmental changes, as 
they can be strongly correlated to climatic shifts (Aguinagalde et al. 2005), the combined 
lines of evidence from the phylogenetic analysis, the hypothesis testing, and past 
distributions allow for better interpretation of the distribution and history in P. 
californicum. In this paper, we covered as much of the phylogeographic pattern as was 
feasible by sampling many populations and genes across the range of P. californicum, 
rather than large numbers of individuals per population. This dataset should be adequate 
to test a series of hypotheses and detect and understand potential distributional breaks. 
We presented a novel use of multi-population coalescent models to test among a priori 
hypotheses based on potential historical and ecological processes of population 
differentiation. This approach allowed us to compare the probability of the sequence data 
under each hypothesis while integrating out uncertainty in the gene tree, population 
history, and demographic parameters. Similar approaches have been used for delimiting 
species (Grummer et al. 2013). Although we were limited to a single locus, by integrating 
over the genealogical and population history, the results should accurately reflect the 
posterior uncertainty conditional on our data. This approach is easily extended to multi-
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locus data and provides a useful tool for testing among competing models of 
phylogeographical history in an objective statistical framework. 
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Appendices 
Appendix 1.1 Derivation of the formulas for the process-based model. 
We modeled population dynamics of mistletoes using formalism borrowed from 
metapopulation theory. We consider a grid of cells of maximum resolution, 
corresponding to the typical area under an average-sized legume tree, on the order of 20 
m2. We now construct coarser-resolution grids that contain maximum-resolution cells, 
asking for the proportion of the coarse-resolution cells that is occupied by infected trees 
(number of high-resolution infected cells/total number of cells in the coarse-resolution 
unit), that is, by trees with at least one individual of mistletoe. Let i = 1, 2, 3…n denote the 
coarse-resolution cells in the grid. Then the following equation is proposed (Hanski 1999): 
 1i i i i i
dp
c p e p
dt
   , 
where pi is the probability of species presence in cell i,  dpi/dt is its time derivative; ci is 
the colonization rate in cell i and ei is the extinction rate in cell i. In words, the growth rate 
of the proportion of space occupied by the mistletoe in the i-th cell increases 
proportionally to a colonization rate ci and in inverse proportion to an extinction rate ei.  
 
Now, imagine that the grid is coarsened, such that inside a new larger cell J (we use a 
capital letter to denote an aggregate of smaller cells) is a collection of the higher-
resolution cells i. This can be achieved by using square cells and doubling the side of the 
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cells in the grid: one doubling contains 4 smaller cells, another doubling contains 16 
smaller cells, and so on. 
 
We are interested in the mean value of the occupied proportion of a cell:  
1
| |
J i
i J
p p
J 
  , 
and therefore: 
 
1 1 1
1
| | | | | |
J
i i i i i i i i i i
i J i J i J i J i J i J
dp d
p c p e p c c p e p
dt dt J J J     
   
         
   
      . 
Now, we make the reasonable assumption that, inside every larger cell J, the values of 
colonization rate and extinction rates can be approximated as their averages over the 
smaller cells: 
1
| |
J
i i i i i J J J J J
i J i J i J
dp
c c p e p c c p e p
dt J   
 
      
 
   , 
which, in the steady state, implies: 
* JJ
J J
c
p
c e


. 
The equations for the colonization and extinction rates are postulated after consideration 
of the BAM diagram: colonization is proportional to the abundance of birds and trees in 
cell J, and inversely related to the distance to other occupied cells (Hanski 1999): 
, 0
2
1 1
exp
1
n
J K
J K
K K
d
c L
b
  
   
 
 , 
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where β0 and β1 represent parameters to be fitted, dJ,K is a measure of distance 
(Euclidean, corrected by topography) between cells J and K; bK is the density of birds 
present in cell K, and LK is the number of trees in cell K. These three last quantities are 
obtained from data (see Methods for more detail). 
 
The extinction rate in cell J is assumed to be a function of the distance from the centroid 
of the fundamental niche of the species to the environmental data in the cell, as 
represented in an ellipsoid: 
   1
T
J J Je f
   
 
x μ Σ x μ , 
where the parameters  and  represent fitted values that define a multi-normal 
distribution of optimal, ideal environmental preferences. The values of xJ represent the 
observed environmental values in the cell J. 
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Table S1.1. Summary of model performance. For each model it is shown the area 
predicted as suitable or unsuitable after using a minimum training presence threshold 
and the partial AUC ratio statistics. 
 Resolution Model Area 0 Area 1 AUC min AUC max AUC mean AUC s.d. 
1 km 
process 178579 1181774 0.973 1.156 1.030 0.026 
g_dh 1076124 290319 1.122 1.550 1.321 0.069 
g_c 704875 662533 1.045 1.299 1.132 0.051 
g_cdh 1051953 314490 1.142 1.601 1.418 0.082 
gm_dh 694012 672431 1.035 1.270 1.089 0.026 
gm_c 561353 806055 1.029 1.328 1.073 0.027 
gm_cdh 825443 541000 1.041 1.265 1.089 0.026 
m_dh 538460 827983 1.110 1.530 1.297 0.087 
m_c 226380 1141028 1.048 1.270 1.110 0.042 
m_cdh 492828 873615 1.092 1.556 1.242 0.063 
5 km 
process 15471 38806 1.096 1.247 1.180 0.019 
g_dh 42135 12142 1.049 1.428 1.111 0.034 
g_c 25470 28807 1.032 1.281 1.091 0.035 
g_cdh 41897 12380 1.040 1.348 1.107 0.035 
gm_dh 26332 27651 1.036 1.570 1.239 0.089 
gm_c 22009 32268 1.038 1.276 1.130 0.049 
gm_cdh 36712 17271 1.184 1.599 1.397 0.088 
m_dh 18661 35322 1.114 1.617 1.276 0.081 
m_c 11120 43157 1.068 1.332 1.129 0.031 
m_cdh 33715 20268 1.099 1.510 1.360 0.084 
10 km 
process 2817 10764 1.106 1.272 1.203 0.024 
g_dh 10880 2701 1.043 1.309 1.099 0.030 
g_c 10567 3014 1.025 1.240 1.073 0.026 
g_cdh 10008 3573 1.071 1.552 1.165 0.062 
gm_dh 6099 7482 1.125 1.604 1.344 0.095 
gm_c 5731 7850 1.044 1.296 1.125 0.051 
gm_cdh 8471 5110 1.073 1.635 1.259 0.129 
m_dh 4583 8998 1.050 1.575 1.288 0.083 
m_c 3331 10250 1.094 1.267 1.149 0.036 
m_cdh 6775 6806 1.068 1.532 1.245 0.054 
20 km 
process 542 2866 1.082 1.278 1.188 0.030 
g_dh 2724 684 1.053 1.357 1.124 0.040 
g_c 1591 1817 1.028 1.279 1.087 0.035 
g_cdh 2670 738 1.052 1.614 1.122 0.042 
gm_dh 1472 1935 1.089 1.558 1.280 0.105 
gm_c 1070 2337 1.022 1.254 1.070 0.028 
gm_cdh 2345 1062 1.030 1.454 1.089 0.037 
m_dh 746 2617 1.112 1.546 1.270 0.065 
m_c 951 2412 1.081 1.330 1.182 0.031 
m_cdh 1340 2023 1.111 1.624 1.272 0.074 
50 km 
process 157 377 1.124 1.285 1.227 0.027 
g_dh 436 91 1.018 1.074 1.038 0.008 
g_c 189 345 1.019 1.214 1.075 0.033 
g_cdh 408 119 1.039 1.256 1.094 0.028 
gm_dh 137 397 1.002 1.420 1.056 0.053 
gm_c 196 338 1.033 1.241 1.133 0.055 
gm_cdh 352 182 1.077 1.563 1.249 0.098 
m_dh 143 384 1.105 1.571 1.289 0.101 
m_c 136 398 1.103 1.257 1.178 0.024 
m_cdh 212 322 1.167 1.595 1.337 0.085 
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Figure S1.1 Example binary maps for different models and sets of environmental. 
 
Figure S1.1 Example binary maps for different models and sets of environmental predictors at the 
resolutions of 5 and 50 km. Binary predictions were generated using a minimum training presence 
threshold. 
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Figure S1.2 Example of map comparison with fuzzy Kappa statistic. 
 
Figure S1.2 Example of map comparison with fuzzy Kappa statistic. In (a), note an overall high coincidence 
between two maps (in this case GARP disperser + host versus GARP climate + disperser + host), and in (b), 
note an example of low coincidence (GARP climate + disperser + host versus Maxent climate) at a resolution 
of 5 km.  
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Appendix 2.1 Model evaluation. 
Dispersers models Area 0 Area 1 Prob. presence Trials Successes P value 
Bombycilla cedrorum year-round 852077 369828 0.302665101 100 85 P < 0.001 
Bombycilla cedrorum winter 878446 343459 0.281084863 100 87 P < 0.001 
Turdus migratorius year-round 654438 695037 0.515042517 100 96 P < 0.001 
Turdus migratorius winter 1068742 280733 0.208031271 100 94 P < 0.001 
Hosts overall 141687 159738 0.529942772 100 100 P < 0.001 
Phoradendron californicum (mistletoe) 52979 24782 0.318694461 60 60 P < 0.001 
Melanerpers uropygialis year-round 125740 20265 0.138796617 100 95 P < 0.001 
Melanerpers uropygialis winter 115414 30591 0.209520222 100 64 P < 0.001 
Mimus polyglottos year-round 537241 276777 0.340013366 99 95 P < 0.001 
Mimus polyglottos winter 542948 271070 0.333002464 96 86 P < 0.001 
Myadestes townsendi year-round 809985 187892 0.188291743 100 90 P < 0.001 
Myadestes townsendi winter 847374 150503 0.150823198 100 78 P < 0.001 
Phainopepla nitens year-round 206097 84569 0.290949062 100 94 P < 0.001 
Phainopepla nitens winter 197028 93638 0.322149821 100 96 P < 0.001 
Sialis currucoides year-round 849502 267653 0.23958448 100 88 P < 0.001 
Sialis currucoides winter 989582 127573 0.114194539 100 82 P < 0.001 
Sialia mexicana year-round 277017 132639 0.323781417 100 90 P < 0.001 
Sialia mexicana winter 367000 42656 0.104126389 100 77 P < 0.001 
Sialia sialis year-round 505821 301210 0.373232255 100 96 P < 0.001 
Sialia sialis winter 566506 240525 0.298036878 100 99 P < 0.001 
Toxostoma curvirostre year-round 151930 142866 0.484626657 100 98 P < 0.001 
Toxostoma curvirostre winter 219811 74985 0.254362339 100 89 P < 0.001 
       
Hosts models (*species with < 14 occurrence localities)    
Acacia constricta mistletoe-infected*      P < 0.001 
Acacia constricta overall 100077 37909 0.27473077 100 89 P < 0.001 
Acacia greggii mistletoe-infected 127697 11636 0.083512162 50 46 P < 0.001 
Acacia greggii overall 51610 87723 0.629592415 100 91 P < 0.001 
Cercidium floridum mistletoe-infected*      P < 0.001 
Cercidium floridum overall 47971 17015 0.261825624 99 78 P < 0.001 
Cercidium microphyllum mistletoe-infected 33316 7166 0.177016946 10 6 P < 0.001 
Cercidium microphyllum overall 22738 17744 0.438318265 100 91 P < 0.001 
Larrea tridentata mistletoe-infected*      P = 0.001 
Larrea tridentata overall 117968 73107 0.382608923 100 95 P < 0.001 
Olneya tesota mistletoe-infected 35380 12130 0.255314671 15 10 P < 0.001 
Olneya tesota overall 34448 13062 0.274931593 100 90 P < 0.001 
Prosopis glandulosa mistletoe-infected 268096 24224 0.08286809 14 13 P < 0.001 
Prosopis glandulosa overall 169737 122583 0.419345238 99 79 P < 0.001 
Prosopis velutina mistletoe-infected 114227 23994 0.173591567 20 19 P < 0.001 
Prosopis velutina overall 121153 17068 0.123483407 100 65 P < 0.001 
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Appendix 3.1 Genetic diversity measures and estimates of distances to geographic 
range center and niche centroid. 
See Supporting Information—Appendix S1—online in Lira-Noriega A, Manthey JD (2014) 
Relationship of genetic diversity and niche centrality: A survey and analysis. Evolution 
doi:10.1111/evo.12343 
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Appendix 4.1 Information on individuals and localities sampled in this study. 
Partitioning of individuals into populations according to each hypothesis (see Table 4.1) 
and DNA sequences GenBank accession numbers. 
Species Individual Haplotype (atpH-trnQ-rpl32) GMYC Clade Longitude Latitude 
Phoradendron californicum 102_1  Clade 2 -114.30697780 29.33219111000 
Phoradendron californicum 102_2 2-B Clade 2 -114.30697780 29.33219111000 
Phoradendron californicum 103_1 1-F Clade 1 -114.30297380 35.46136375000 
Phoradendron californicum 105_1  Clade 1 -114.57432360 36.40676364000 
Phoradendron californicum 105_2 1-B Clade 1 -114.57432360 36.40676364000 
Phoradendron californicum 122_1 1-G Clade 1 -115.09608860 34.89494143000 
Phoradendron californicum 127_1  Clade 2 -115.32215000 30.05752667000 
Phoradendron californicum 127_2 2-B Clade 2 -115.32215000 30.05752667000 
Phoradendron californicum 129_1  Clade 1 -115.39546670 31.29550000000 
Phoradendron californicum 129_2 1-H Clade 1 -115.39546670 31.29550000000 
Phoradendron californicum 136_1 1-B Clade 1 -115.67687750 34.72310000000 
Phoradendron californicum 139_1 2-E Clade 2 -115.74916150 32.63717231000 
Phoradendron californicum 141_1  Clade 2 -116.00600630 36.24183000000 
Phoradendron californicum 141_2 2-F Clade 2 -116.00600630 36.24183000000 
Phoradendron californicum 188_1 2-D Clade 2 -115.25048800 36.02206600000 
Phoradendron californicum 188_2 2-D Clade 2 -115.25048800 36.02206600000 
Phoradendron californicum 194_1  Clade 1 -110.67438500 31.88360625000 
Phoradendron californicum 194_2 1-A Clade 1 -110.67438500 31.88360625000 
Phoradendron californicum 195_1  Clade 2 -110.79938910 32.27710091000 
Phoradendron californicum 195_2 2-G Clade 2 -110.79938910 32.27710091000 
Phoradendron californicum 201_1  Clade 2 -109.88880380 32.96205000000 
Phoradendron californicum 201_2 2-A Clade 2 -109.88880380 32.96205000000 
Phoradendron californicum 202_1 1-A Clade 1 -110.55802290 33.76069286000 
Phoradendron californicum 202_2 1-A Clade 1 -110.55802290 33.76069286000 
Phoradendron californicum 203_1  Clade 1 -110.90547500 33.53866625000 
Phoradendron californicum 203_2 1-B Clade 1 -110.90547500 33.53866625000 
Phoradendron californicum 207_1 2-A Clade 2 -111.57298730 33.55313909000 
Phoradendron californicum 208_1 2-A Clade 2 -111.70510670 31.99469667000 
Phoradendron californicum 208_2 2-A Clade 2 -111.70510670 31.99469667000 
Phoradendron californicum 210_1 2-A Clade 2 -112.10957380 33.97068750000 
Phoradendron californicum 210_2 2-A Clade 2 -112.10957380 33.97068750000 
Phoradendron californicum 211_1  Clade 1 -112.16423140 34.18046143000 
Phoradendron californicum 212_1  Clade 1 -112.82303000 34.46984333000 
Phoradendron californicum 212_2 1-A Clade 1 -112.82303000 34.46984333000 
Phoradendron californicum 213_1  Clade 2 -113.24104000 34.44217000000 
Phoradendron californicum 213_2 2-A Clade 2 -113.24104000 34.44217000000 
Phoradendron californicum 214_1 1-A Clade 1 -112.82561630 33.61804625000 
Phoradendron californicum 217_1  Clade 2 -114.40233500 33.98812500000 
Phoradendron californicum 217_2 2-A Clade 2 -114.40233500 33.98812500000 
Phoradendron californicum 218_1 1-I Clade 1 -115.70857330 33.66317667000 
Phoradendron californicum 219_1  Clade 2 -116.08397000 33.56963400000 
Phoradendron californicum 219_2 2-A Clade 2 -116.08397000 33.56963400000 
Phoradendron californicum 220_1 1-A Clade 1 -116.58552290 34.04408857000 
Phoradendron californicum 220_2 1-J Clade 1 -116.58552290 34.04408857000 
Phoradendron californicum 221_1 2-C Clade 2 -116.15641000 31.87195333000 
Phoradendron californicum 221_2 2-C Clade 2 -116.15641000 31.87195333000 
Phoradendron californicum 222_1  Clade 2 -114.70249330 29.72847667000 
Phoradendron californicum 222_2 2-H Clade 2 -114.70249330 29.72847667000 
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Phoradendron californicum 223_1  Clade 2 -114.09635430 28.72225571000 
Phoradendron californicum 223_2 2-B Clade 2 -114.09635430 28.72225571000 
Phoradendron californicum 224_1 3-A Clade 3 -110.28621710 23.97682143000 
Phoradendron californicum 224_3 3-A Clade 3 -110.28621710 23.97682143000 
Phoradendron californicum 224_4  Clade 3 -110.28621710 23.97682143000 
Phoradendron californicum 225_1  Clade 4 -109.68301860 23.59140429000 
Phoradendron californicum 225_2 4-B Clade 4 -109.68301860 23.59140429000 
Phoradendron californicum 225_3  Clade 4 -109.68301860 23.59140429000 
Phoradendron californicum 225_4 4-C Clade 4 -109.68301860 23.59140429000 
Phoradendron californicum 225_5 4-E Clade 4 -109.68301860 23.59140429000 
Phoradendron californicum 225_6 4-A Clade 4 -109.68301860 23.59140429000 
Phoradendron californicum 225_7 4-A Clade 4 -109.68301860 23.59140429000 
Phoradendron californicum 225_8 4-A Clade 4 -109.68301860 23.59140429000 
Phoradendron californicum 226_1  Clade 3 -110.18610570 23.38923000 
Phoradendron californicum 226_2 3-A Clade 3 -110.18610570 23.38923000 
Phoradendron californicum 226_3 3-A Clade 3 -110.18610570 23.38923000 
Phoradendron californicum 226_4  Clade 3 -110.18610570 23.38923000 
Phoradendron californicum 227_1  Clade 3 -110.18839330 23.55277667000 
Phoradendron californicum 227_2 3-A Clade 3 -110.18839330 23.55277667000 
Phoradendron californicum 229_1 3-D Clade 3 -111.33271750 25.81722000 
Phoradendron californicum 229_2 3-C Clade 3 -111.33271750 25.81722000 
Phoradendron californicum 230_1 3-C Clade 1 -115.17554780 35.48816333000 
Phoradendron californicum 32_1 3-A Clade 3 -110.53916140 24.07610286000 
Phoradendron californicum 36_1 1-A Clade 1 -110.76835780 32.14887889000 
Phoradendron californicum 36_2 1-A Clade 1 -110.76835780 32.14887889000 
Phoradendron californicum 37a_1  Clade 1 -110.91354000 30.66852000 
Phoradendron californicum 38a_1  Clade 2 -111.22122000 30.56300 
Phoradendron californicum 38a_2 2-C Clade 2 -111.22122000 30.56300 
Phoradendron californicum 38a_3  Clade 2 -111.22122000 30.56300 
Phoradendron californicum 40_1 1-A Clade 1 -111.05250380 31.57505875000 
Phoradendron californicum 40_2 1-A Clade 1 -111.05250380 31.57505875000 
Phoradendron californicum 43a_1  Clade 1 -112.76312000 31.57463000 
Phoradendron californicum 43a_2 1-B Clade 1 -112.76312000 31.57463000 
Phoradendron californicum 44_1  Clade 3 -111.20883830 24.46257833000 
Phoradendron californicum 44_2 3-B Clade 3 -111.20883830 24.46257833000 
Phoradendron californicum 44_3 3-B Clade 3 -111.20883830 24.46257833000 
Phoradendron californicum 47a_1  Clade 2 -111.76702000 28.83073000 
Phoradendron californicum 49_1  Clade 3 -111.53967830 25.41103000 
Phoradendron californicum 49_2  Clade 3 -111.53967830 25.41103000 
Phoradendron californicum 50_1  Clade 3 -111.59258800 24.86047800 
Phoradendron californicum 50_2 3-B Clade 3 -111.59258800 24.86047800 
Phoradendron californicum 50_3  Clade 3 -111.59258800 24.86047800 
Phoradendron californicum 51a_3  Clade 1 -110.82043000 28.92869000 
Phoradendron californicum 53a_2  Clade 1 -110.23153000 28.65977000 
Phoradendron californicum 56a_1 1-C Clade 1 -109.41152000 28.49273000 
Phoradendron californicum 56a_2 1-C Clade 1 -109.41152000 28.49273000 
Phoradendron californicum 66_1  Clade 1 -112.09338750 32.34311250 
Phoradendron californicum 66_2 2-A Clade 2 -112.09338750 32.34311250 
Phoradendron californicum 74_1 1-A Clade 1 -112.63009250 33.86492000 
Phoradendron californicum 74_2 1-A Clade 1 -112.63009250 33.86492000 
Phoradendron californicum 84_1  Clade 3 -113.29310380 27.48149923000 
Phoradendron californicum 84_2 3-E Clade 3 -113.29310380 27.48149923000 
Phoradendron californicum 88_1 1-B Clade 1 -113.54735200 34.11079600 
Phoradendron californicum 93_1  Clade 1 -113.92711000 29.04822571000 
Phoradendron californicum 93_2 2-B Clade 2 -113.92711000 29.04822571000 
Phoradendron californicum 97_1 2-A Clade 2 -114.25198250 36.76251500 
Phoradendron californicum 97_2 2-A Clade 2 -114.25198250 36.76251500 
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Phoradendron californicum L1 1-C Clade 1 -109.35555560 27.07777778000 
Phoradendron californicum L10 1-B Clade 1 -113.36666670 31.88333333000 
Phoradendron californicum L11 1-D Clade 1 -113.2 29.3 
Phoradendron californicum L12 1-M Clade 1 -114.19166670 32.10000 
Phoradendron californicum L13 1-B Clade 1 -112.36666670 29.55000 
Phoradendron californicum L14 1-A Clade 1 -112.41293000 29.17944800 
Phoradendron californicum L15 1-A Clade 1 -112.45000 28.95000 
Phoradendron californicum L16  Clade 2 -112.33299800 28.76577800 
Phoradendron californicum L17 1-A Clade 1 -112.45000 28.95000 
Phoradendron californicum L18  Clade 2 -112.33299800 28.76577800 
Phoradendron californicum L19 1-A Clade 1 -112.33299800 28.76577800 
Phoradendron californicum L2  Clade 1 -112.29533000 28.94167100 
Phoradendron californicum L20 1-A Clade 1 -112.41293000 29.17944800 
Phoradendron californicum L21 1-D Clade 1 -113.39558330 29.40044444000 
Phoradendron californicum L22 1-D Clade 1 -113.24041000 29.21788000 
Phoradendron californicum L3 1-N Clade 1 -112.83138890 30.30388889000 
Phoradendron californicum L4 2-I Clade 2 -110.979199 27.961632 
Phoradendron californicum L5 1-E Clade 1 -112.29533000 29.01628300 
Phoradendron californicum L6 1-O Clade 1 -109.05583330 31.30722222000 
Phoradendron californicum L7 1-E Clade 1 -111.9625 28.883333 
Phoradendron californicum L8 2-J Clade 2 -110.97277780 28.01166667000 
Phoradendron californicum L9 1-P Clade 1 -110.97277780 28.01166667000 
Phoradendron serotinum pser1  Outgroup -110.57870000 32.98010000 
Phoradendron serotinum pser2  Outgroup -110.57870000 32.98010000 
Phoradendron serotinum pser3  Outgroup -110.57870000 32.98010000 
Phoradendron serotinum pser4  Outgroup -110.57870000 32.98010000 
 
Individual Historic1 Historic2 Historic3 Historic4 BreakCabo BreakMidseaway LongQuart LatQuart GeoDistQuart 
102_1 hist1_1 hist2_1.2 hist3_1.3 hist4_3 rest breakseaway longq_1 latq_2 gdist_2 
102_2 hist1_1 hist2_1.2 hist3_1.3 hist4_3 rest breakseaway longq_1 latq_2 gdist_2 
103_1 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_1 latq_4 gdist_3 
105_1 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_1 latq_4 gdist_4 
105_2 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_1 latq_4 gdist_4 
122_1 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_1 latq_4 gdist_3 
127_1 hist1_1 hist2_1.2 hist3_1.3 hist4_3 rest breakseaway longq_1 latq_2 gdist_2 
127_2 hist1_1 hist2_1.2 hist3_1.3 hist4_3 rest breakseaway longq_1 latq_2 gdist_2 
129_1 hist1_1 hist2_1.2 hist3_1.3 hist4_3 rest breakseaway longq_1 latq_2 gdist_2 
129_2 hist1_1 hist2_1.2 hist3_1.3 hist4_3 rest breakseaway longq_1 latq_2 gdist_2 
136_1 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_1 latq_4 gdist_3 
139_1 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_1 latq_3 gdist_2 
141_1 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_1 latq_4 gdist_4 
141_2 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_1 latq_4 gdist_4 
188_1 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_1 latq_4 gdist_4 
188_2 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_1 latq_4 gdist_4 
194_1 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_4 latq_3 gdist_1 
194_2 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_4 latq_3 gdist_1 
195_1 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_4 latq_3 gdist_1 
195_2 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_4 latq_3 gdist_1 
201_1 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_4 latq_3 gdist_2 
201_2 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_4 latq_3 gdist_2 
202_1 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_4 latq_4 gdist_2 
202_2 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_4 latq_4 gdist_2 
203_1 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_3 latq_3 gdist_1 
203_2 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_3 latq_3 gdist_1 
207_1 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_3 latq_3 gdist_1 
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208_1 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_3 latq_3 gdist_1 
208_2 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_3 latq_3 gdist_1 
210_1 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_3 latq_4 gdist_1 
210_2 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_3 latq_4 gdist_1 
211_1 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_3 latq_4 gdist_1 
212_1 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_2 latq_4 gdist_1 
212_2 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_2 latq_4 gdist_1 
213_1 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_2 latq_4 gdist_1 
213_2 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_2 latq_4 gdist_1 
214_1 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_2 latq_3 gdist_1 
217_1 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_1 latq_4 gdist_2 
217_2 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_1 latq_4 gdist_2 
218_1 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_1 latq_4 gdist_2 
219_1 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_1 latq_3 gdist_3 
219_2 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_1 latq_3 gdist_3 
220_1 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_1 latq_4 gdist_3 
220_2 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_1 latq_4 gdist_3 
221_1 hist1_1 hist2_1.2 hist3_1.3 hist4_3 rest breakseaway longq_1 latq_3 gdist_2 
221_2 hist1_1 hist2_1.2 hist3_1.3 hist4_3 rest breakseaway longq_1 latq_3 gdist_2 
222_1 hist1_1 hist2_1.2 hist3_1.3 hist4_3 rest breakseaway longq_1 latq_2 gdist_2 
222_2 hist1_1 hist2_1.2 hist3_1.3 hist4_3 rest breakseaway longq_1 latq_2 gdist_2 
223_1 hist1_1 hist2_1.2 hist3_1.3 hist4_3 rest breakseaway longq_2 latq_1 gdist_3 
223_2 hist1_1 hist2_1.2 hist3_1.3 hist4_3 rest breakseaway longq_2 latq_1 gdist_3 
224_1 hist1_1 hist2_1.1 hist3_1.1 hist4_1 breakcabo breakseaway longq_4 latq_1 gdist_5 
224_3 hist1_1 hist2_1.1 hist3_1.1 hist4_1 breakcabo breakseaway longq_4 latq_1 gdist_5 
224_4 hist1_1 hist2_1.1 hist3_1.1 hist4_1 breakcabo breakseaway longq_4 latq_1 gdist_5 
225_1 hist1_1 hist2_1.1 hist3_1.1 hist4_1 breakcabo breakseaway longq_4 latq_1 gdist_5 
225_2 hist1_1 hist2_1.1 hist3_1.1 hist4_1 breakcabo breakseaway longq_4 latq_1 gdist_5 
225_3 hist1_1 hist2_1.1 hist3_1.1 hist4_1 breakcabo breakseaway longq_4 latq_1 gdist_5 
225_4 hist1_1 hist2_1.1 hist3_1.1 hist4_1 breakcabo breakseaway longq_4 latq_1 gdist_5 
225_5 hist1_1 hist2_1.1 hist3_1.1 hist4_1 breakcabo breakseaway longq_4 latq_1 gdist_5 
225_6 hist1_1 hist2_1.1 hist3_1.1 hist4_1 breakcabo breakseaway longq_4 latq_1 gdist_5 
225_7 hist1_1 hist2_1.1 hist3_1.1 hist4_1 breakcabo breakseaway longq_4 latq_1 gdist_5 
225_8 hist1_1 hist2_1.1 hist3_1.1 hist4_1 breakcabo breakseaway longq_4 latq_1 gdist_5 
226_1 hist1_1 hist2_1.1 hist3_1.1 hist4_1 breakcabo breakseaway longq_4 latq_1 gdist_5 
226_2 hist1_1 hist2_1.1 hist3_1.1 hist4_1 breakcabo breakseaway longq_4 latq_1 gdist_5 
226_3 hist1_1 hist2_1.1 hist3_1.1 hist4_1 breakcabo breakseaway longq_4 latq_1 gdist_5 
226_4 hist1_1 hist2_1.1 hist3_1.1 hist4_1 breakcabo breakseaway longq_4 latq_1 gdist_5 
227_1 hist1_1 hist2_1.1 hist3_1.1 hist4_1 breakcabo breakseaway longq_4 latq_1 gdist_5 
227_2 hist1_1 hist2_1.1 hist3_1.1 hist4_1 breakcabo breakseaway longq_4 latq_1 gdist_5 
229_1 hist1_1 hist2_1.2 hist3_1.2 hist4_2 rest breakseaway longq_3 latq_1 gdist_5 
229_2 hist1_1 hist2_1.2 hist3_1.2 hist4_2 rest breakseaway longq_3 latq_1 gdist_5 
230_1 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_1 latq_4 gdist_3 
32_1 hist1_1 hist2_1.2 hist3_1.2 hist4_2 rest breakseaway longq_4 latq_1 gdist_5 
36_1 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_4 latq_3 gdist_1 
36_2 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_4 latq_3 gdist_1 
37a_1 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_3 latq_2 gdist_1 
38a_1 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_3 latq_2 gdist_1 
38a_2 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_3 latq_2 gdist_1 
38a_3 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_3 latq_2 gdist_1 
40_1 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_3 latq_2 gdist_1 
40_2 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_3 latq_2 gdist_1 
43a_1 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_2 latq_2 gdist_1 
43a_2 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_2 latq_2 gdist_1 
44_1 hist1_1 hist2_1.2 hist3_1.2 hist4_2 rest breakseaway longq_3 latq_1 gdist_5 
44_2 hist1_1 hist2_1.2 hist3_1.2 hist4_2 rest breakseaway longq_3 latq_1 gdist_5 
44_3 hist1_1 hist2_1.2 hist3_1.2 hist4_2 rest breakseaway longq_3 latq_1 gdist_5 
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47a_1 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_3 latq_2 gdist_2 
49_1 hist1_1 hist2_1.2 hist3_1.2 hist4_2 rest breakseaway longq_3 latq_1 gdist_5 
49_2 hist1_1 hist2_1.2 hist3_1.2 hist4_2 rest breakseaway longq_3 latq_1 gdist_5 
50_1 hist1_1 hist2_1.2 hist3_1.2 hist4_2 rest breakseaway longq_3 latq_1 gdist_5 
50_2 hist1_1 hist2_1.2 hist3_1.2 hist4_2 rest breakseaway longq_3 latq_1 gdist_5 
50_3 hist1_1 hist2_1.2 hist3_1.2 hist4_2 rest breakseaway longq_3 latq_1 gdist_5 
51a_3 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_4 latq_2 gdist_3 
53a_2 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_4 latq_1 gdist_3 
56a_1 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_4 latq_1 gdist_4 
56a_2 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_4 latq_1 gdist_4 
66_1 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_3 latq_3 gdist_1 
66_2 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_3 latq_3 gdist_1 
74_1 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_2 latq_4 gdist_1 
74_2 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_2 latq_4 gdist_1 
84_1 hist1_1 hist2_1.2 hist3_1.3 hist4_3 rest breakseaway longq_2 latq_1 gdist_4 
84_2 hist1_1 hist2_1.2 hist3_1.3 hist4_3 rest breakseaway longq_2 latq_1 gdist_4 
88_1 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_2 latq_4 gdist_1 
93_1 hist1_1 hist2_1.2 hist3_1.3 hist4_3 rest breakseaway longq_2 latq_2 gdist_2 
93_2 hist1_1 hist2_1.2 hist3_1.3 hist4_3 rest breakseaway longq_2 latq_2 gdist_2 
97_1 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_1 latq_4 gdist_4 
97_2 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_1 latq_4 gdist_4 
L1 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_4 latq_1 gdist_5 
L10 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_2 latq_3 gdist_1 
L11 hist1_1 hist2_1.2 hist3_1.3 hist4_3 rest breakseaway longq_2 latq_2 gdist_2 
L12 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_2 latq_3 gdist_1 
L13 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_2 latq_2 gdist_2 
L14 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_2 latq_2 gdist_2 
L15 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_2 latq_2 gdist_2 
L16 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_2 latq_1 gdist_2 
L17 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_2 latq_2 gdist_2 
L18 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_2 latq_1 gdist_2 
L19 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_2 latq_1 gdist_2 
L2 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_2 latq_2 gdist_2 
L20 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_2 latq_2 gdist_2 
L21 hist1_1 hist2_1.2 hist3_1.3 hist4_3 rest breakseaway longq_2 latq_2 gdist_2 
L22 hist1_1 hist2_1.2 hist3_1.3 hist4_3 rest breakseaway longq_2 latq_2 gdist_2 
L3 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_2 latq_2 gdist_1 
L4 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_3 latq_1 gdist_3 
L5 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_2 latq_2 gdist_2 
L6 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_4 latq_2 gdist_3 
L7 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_2 latq_2 gdist_2 
L8 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_3 latq_1 gdist_3 
L9 hist1_2 hist2_2 hist3_2 hist4_4 rest rest longq_3 latq_1 gdist_3 
pser1 out out out out out out out out out 
pser2 out out out out out out out out out 
pser3 out out out out out out out out out 
pser4 out out out out out out out out out 
 
Individual NicheDistQuart Vegetation Ecoregions 
102_1 edistq_2 Central Desert Baja California desert 
102_2 edistq_2 Central Desert Baja California desert 
103_1 edistq_2 Mojave Mojave desert 
105_1 edistq_2 Mojave Mojave desert 
105_2 edistq_2 Mojave Mojave desert 
122_1 edistq_2 Mojave Mojave desert 
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127_1 edistq_2 Central Desert Baja California desert 
127_2 edistq_2 Central Desert Baja California desert 
129_1 edistq_1 Lower Colorado Desert Sonoran desert 
129_2 edistq_1 Lower Colorado Desert Sonoran desert 
136_1 edistq_1 Mojave Mojave desert 
139_1 edistq_1 Lower Colorado Desert Sonoran desert 
141_1 edistq_2 Mojave Mojave desert 
141_2 edistq_2 Mojave Mojave desert 
188_1 edistq_2 Mojave Mojave desert 
188_2 edistq_2 Mojave Mojave desert 
194_1 edistq_1 Chihuahuan Desert Chihuahuan desert 
194_2 edistq_1 Chihuahuan Desert Chihuahuan desert 
195_1 edistq_1 Arizona Upland Sonoran desert 
195_2 edistq_1 Arizona Upland Sonoran desert 
201_1 edistq_1 Chihuahuan Desert Chihuahuan desert 
201_2 edistq_1 Chihuahuan Desert Chihuahuan desert 
202_1 edistq_3 Arizona Mountains Forest Arizona Mountains forests 
202_2 edistq_3 Arizona Mountains Forest Arizona Mountains forests 
203_1 edistq_2 Arizona Mountains Forest Arizona Mountains forests 
203_2 edistq_2 Arizona Mountains Forest Arizona Mountains forests 
207_1 edistq_1 Arizona Upland Sonoran desert 
208_1 edistq_1 Arizona Upland Sonoran desert 
208_2 edistq_1 Arizona Upland Sonoran desert 
210_1 edistq_1 Arizona Upland Sonoran desert 
210_2 edistq_1 Arizona Upland Sonoran desert 
211_1 edistq_1 Arizona Mountains Forest Arizona Mountains forests 
212_1 edistq_2 Arizona Upland Sonoran desert 
212_2 edistq_2 Arizona Upland Sonoran desert 
213_1 edistq_1 Arizona Upland Sonoran desert 
213_2 edistq_1 Arizona Upland Sonoran desert 
214_1 edistq_1 Lower Colorado Desert Sonoran desert 
217_1 edistq_2 Lower Colorado Desert Sonoran desert 
217_2 edistq_2 Lower Colorado Desert Sonoran desert 
218_1 edistq_1 Lower Colorado Desert Sonoran desert 
219_1 edistq_2 Lower Colorado Desert Sonoran desert 
219_2 edistq_2 Lower Colorado Desert Sonoran desert 
220_1 edistq_1 Mojave Mojave desert 
220_2 edistq_1 Mojave Mojave desert 
221_1 edistq_2 Chaparral California coastal sage and chaparral 
221_2 edistq_2 Chaparral California coastal sage and chaparral 
222_1 edistq_2 Central Desert Baja California desert 
222_2 edistq_2 Central Desert Baja California desert 
223_1 edistq_2 Central Desert Baja California desert 
223_2 edistq_2 Central Desert Baja California desert 
224_1 edistq_4 Gulf Coast San Lucan xeric scrub 
224_3 edistq_4 Gulf Coast San Lucan xeric scrub 
224_4 edistq_4 Gulf Coast San Lucan xeric scrub 
225_1 edistq_3 Sarcocaulescent Shrubland San Lucan xeric scrub 
225_2 edistq_3 Sarcocaulescent Shrubland San Lucan xeric scrub 
225_3 edistq_3 Sarcocaulescent Shrubland San Lucan xeric scrub 
225_4 edistq_3 Sarcocaulescent Shrubland San Lucan xeric scrub 
225_5 edistq_3 Sarcocaulescent Shrubland San Lucan xeric scrub 
225_6 edistq_3 Sarcocaulescent Shrubland San Lucan xeric scrub 
225_7 edistq_3 Sarcocaulescent Shrubland San Lucan xeric scrub 
225_8 edistq_3 Sarcocaulescent Shrubland San Lucan xeric scrub 
226_1 edistq_4 Sarcocaulescent Shrubland San Lucan xeric scrub 
226_2 edistq_4 Sarcocaulescent Shrubland San Lucan xeric scrub 
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226_3 edistq_4 Sarcocaulescent Shrubland San Lucan xeric scrub 
226_4 edistq_4 Sarcocaulescent Shrubland San Lucan xeric scrub 
227_1 edistq_4 Sarcocaulescent Shrubland San Lucan xeric scrub 
227_2 edistq_4 Sarcocaulescent Shrubland San Lucan xeric scrub 
229_1 edistq_3 Gulf Coast Gulf of California xeric scrub 
229_2 edistq_3 Gulf Coast Gulf of California xeric scrub 
230_1 edistq_2 Mojave Mojave desert 
32_1 edistq_4 Gulf Coast Gulf of California xeric scrub 
36_1 edistq_1 Arizona Upland Sonoran desert 
36_2 edistq_1 Arizona Upland Sonoran desert 
37a_1 edistq_2 Chihuahuan Desert Chihuahuan desert 
38a_1 edistq_1 Arizona Upland Sonoran desert 
38a_2 edistq_1 Arizona Upland Sonoran desert 
38a_3 edistq_1 Arizona Upland Sonoran desert 
40_1 edistq_1 Chihuahuan Desert Chihuahuan desert 
40_2 edistq_1 Chihuahuan Desert Chihuahuan desert 
43a_1 edistq_1 Lower Colorado Desert Sonoran desert 
43a_2 edistq_1 Lower Colorado Desert Sonoran desert 
44_1 edistq_3 Magdalena Plains Baja California desert 
44_2 edistq_3 Magdalena Plains Baja California desert 
44_3 edistq_3 Magdalena Plains Baja California desert 
47a_1 edistq_2 Gulf Coast Sonoran desert 
49_1 edistq_3 Magdalena Plains Baja California desert 
49_2 edistq_3 Magdalena Plains Baja California desert 
50_1 edistq_4 Magdalena Plains Baja California desert 
50_2 edistq_4 Magdalena Plains Baja California desert 
50_3 edistq_4 Magdalena Plains Baja California desert 
51a_3 edistq_2 Plains of Sonora Sonoran desert 
53a_2 edistq_3 Sonoran thornscrub Sonoran-Sinaloan transition subtropical dry forest 
56a_1 edistq_4 Sonoran thornscrub Sonoran-Sinaloan transition subtropical dry forest 
56a_2 edistq_4 Sonoran thornscrub Sonoran-Sinaloan transition subtropical dry forest 
66_1 edistq_1 Arizona Upland Sonoran desert 
66_2 edistq_1 Arizona Upland Sonoran desert 
74_1 edistq_1 Arizona Upland Sonoran desert 
74_2 edistq_1 Arizona Upland Sonoran desert 
84_1 edistq_3 Vizcaino Desert Baja California desert 
84_2 edistq_3 Vizcaino Desert Baja California desert 
88_1 edistq_1 Lower Colorado Desert Sonoran desert 
93_1 edistq_2 Central Desert Baja California desert 
93_2 edistq_2 Central Desert Baja California desert 
97_1 edistq_3 Mojave Mojave desert 
97_2 edistq_3 Mojave Mojave desert 
L1 edistq_3 Sonoran thornscrub Sonoran-Sinaloan transition subtropical dry forest 
L10 edistq_1 Lower Colorado Desert Sonoran desert 
L11 edistq_2 Gulf Coast Gulf of California xeric scrub 
L12 edistq_1 Lower Colorado Desert Sonoran desert 
L13 edistq_1 Gulf Coast Sonoran desert 
L14 edistq_1 Gulf Coast Sonoran desert 
L15 edistq_1 Gulf Coast Sonoran desert 
L16 edistq_2 Gulf Coast Sonoran desert 
L17 edistq_1 Gulf Coast Sonoran desert 
L18 edistq_2 Gulf Coast Sonoran desert 
L19 edistq_2 Gulf Coast Sonoran desert 
L2 edistq_1 Gulf Coast Sonoran desert 
L20 edistq_1 Gulf Coast Sonoran desert 
L21 edistq_2 Gulf Coast Gulf of California xeric scrub 
L22 edistq_2 Gulf Coast Gulf of California xeric scrub 
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L3 edistq_1 Gulf Coast Sonoran desert 
L4 edistq_4 Gulf Coast Sonoran desert 
L5 edistq_1 Gulf Coast Sonoran desert 
L6 edistq_2 Chihuahuan Desert Chihuahuan desert 
L7 edistq_1 Gulf Coast Sonoran desert 
L8 edistq_4 Gulf Coast Sonoran desert 
L9 edistq_4 Gulf Coast Sonoran desert 
pser1 out out out 
pser2 out out out 
pser3 out out out 
pser4 out out out 
 
Individual DispYearQuart DispWinterQuart AltQuart Host Genera Null 
102_1 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_2 altq_2 Prosopis glandulosa Prosopis in 
102_2 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_2 altq_2 Prosopis glandulosa Prosopis in 
103_1 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_2 altq_3 Acacia greggii Acacia in 
105_1 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_3 altq_3 Acacia greggii Acacia in 
105_2 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_3 altq_3 Acacia greggii Acacia in 
122_1 dispovq_1 dispwinterq_2 altq_2 Acacia greggii Acacia in 
127_1 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_2 altq_2 Prosopis glandulosa Prosopis in 
127_2 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_2 altq_2 Prosopis glandulosa Prosopis in 
129_1 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_3 altq_2 Olneya tesota Olneya in 
129_2 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_3 altq_2 Olneya tesota Olneya in 
136_1 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_2 altq_3 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
139_1 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_3 altq_1 Prosopis glandulosa Prosopis in 
141_1 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_2 altq_2 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
141_2 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_2 altq_2 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
188_1 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_3 altq_2 Acacia greggii Acacia in 
188_2 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_3 altq_2 Acacia greggii Acacia in 
194_1 dispovq_4 dispwinterq_4 altq_3 Acacia greggii Acacia in 
194_2 dispovq_4 dispwinterq_4 altq_3 Acacia greggii Acacia in 
195_1 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_4 altq_2 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
195_2 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_4 altq_2 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
201_1 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_3 altq_2 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
201_2 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_3 altq_2 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
202_1 dispovq_4 dispwinterq_4 altq_4 Acacia greggii Acacia in 
202_2 dispovq_4 dispwinterq_4 altq_4 Acacia greggii Acacia in 
203_1 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_4 altq_3 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
203_2 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_4 altq_3 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
207_1 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_3 altq_2 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
208_1 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_4 altq_3 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
208_2 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_4 altq_3 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
210_1 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_3 altq_2 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
210_2 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_3 altq_2 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
211_1 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_4 altq_3 Acacia greggii Acacia in 
212_1 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_3 altq_3 Acacia greggii Acacia in 
212_2 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_3 altq_3 Acacia greggii Acacia in 
213_1 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_3 altq_2 Acacia greggii Acacia in 
213_2 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_3 altq_2 Acacia greggii Acacia in 
214_1 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_3 altq_2 Cercidium floridum Cercidium in 
217_1 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_3 altq_1 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
217_2 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_3 altq_1 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
218_1 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_3 altq_2 Cercidium floridum Cercidium in 
219_1 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_3 altq_1 Prosopis glandulosa Prosopis in 
219_2 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_3 altq_1 Prosopis glandulosa Prosopis in 
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220_1 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_4 altq_2 Acacia greggii Acacia in 
220_2 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_4 altq_2 Acacia greggii Acacia in 
221_1 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_4 altq_2 Acacia greggii Acacia in 
221_2 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_4 altq_2 Acacia greggii Acacia in 
222_1 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_2 altq_2 Prosopis glandulosa Prosopis in 
222_2 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_2 altq_2 Prosopis glandulosa Prosopis in 
223_1 dispovq_1 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Prosopis glandulosa Prosopis in 
223_2 dispovq_1 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Prosopis glandulosa Prosopis in 
224_1 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Cercidium floridum Cercidium in 
224_3 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Cercidium floridum Cercidium in 
224_4 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Cercidium floridum Cercidium in 
225_1 dispovq_1 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
225_2 dispovq_1 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
225_3 dispovq_1 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
225_4 dispovq_1 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
225_5 dispovq_1 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
225_6 dispovq_1 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
225_7 dispovq_1 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
225_8 dispovq_1 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
226_1 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Olneya tesota Olneya in 
226_2 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Olneya tesota Olneya in 
226_3 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Olneya tesota Olneya in 
226_4 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Olneya tesota Olneya in 
227_1 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Acacia occidentalis Acacia in 
227_2 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Acacia occidentalis Acacia in 
229_1 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Prosopis glandulosa Prosopis in 
229_2 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Prosopis glandulosa Prosopis in 
230_1 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_2 altq_3 Acacia greggii Acacia in 
32_1 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
36_1 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_4 altq_2 Prosopis articulata Prosopis in 
36_2 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_4 altq_2 Prosopis articulata Prosopis in 
37a_1 dispovq_1 dispwinterq_1 altq_2 Cercidium microphyllum Cercidium in 
38a_1 dispovq_1 dispwinterq_1 altq_2 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
38a_2 dispovq_1 dispwinterq_1 altq_2 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
38a_3 dispovq_1 dispwinterq_1 altq_2 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
40_1 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_4 altq_3 Acacia greggii Acacia in 
40_2 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_4 altq_3 Acacia greggii Acacia in 
43a_1 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_4 altq_2 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
43a_2 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_4 altq_2 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
44_1 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Prosopis glandulosa Prosopis in 
44_2 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Prosopis glandulosa Prosopis in 
44_3 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Prosopis glandulosa Prosopis in 
47a_1 dispovq_1 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
49_1 dispovq_1 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
49_2 dispovq_1 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
50_1 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
50_2 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
50_3 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
51a_3 dispovq_1 dispwinterq_1 altq_1 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
53a_2 dispovq_1 dispwinterq_2 altq_2 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
56a_1 dispovq_1 dispwinterq_2 altq_2 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
56a_2 dispovq_1 dispwinterq_2 altq_2 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
66_1 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_3 altq_2 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
66_2 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_3 altq_2 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
74_1 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_3 altq_2 Cercidium microphyllum Cercidium in 
74_2 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_3 altq_2 Cercidium microphyllum Cercidium in 
84_1 dispovq_1 dispwinterq_1 altq_1 Prosopis glandulosa Prosopis in 
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84_2 dispovq_1 dispwinterq_1 altq_1 Prosopis glandulosa Prosopis in 
88_1 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_3 altq_2 Cercidium microphyllum Cercidium in 
93_1 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_1 altq_2 Acacia greggii Acacia in 
93_2 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_1 altq_2 Acacia greggii Acacia in 
97_1 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_3 altq_2 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
97_2 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_3 altq_2 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
L1 dispovq_1 dispwinterq_1 altq_1 Cercidium praecox Cercidium in 
L10 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Cercidium floridum Cercidium in 
L11 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Acacia greggii Acacia in 
L12 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_3 altq_1 Olneya tesota Olneya in 
L13 dispovq_1 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Larrea tridentada Larrea in 
L14 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Olneya tesota Olneya in 
L15 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_2 altq_2 Olneya tesota Olneya in 
L16 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
L17 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_2 altq_2 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
L18 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
L19 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Olneya tesota Olneya in 
L2 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Olneya tesota Olneya in 
L20 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Acacia greggii Acacia in 
L21 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Cercidium microphyllum Cercidium in 
L22 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Acacia greggii Acacia in 
L3 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Cercidium floridum Cercidium in 
L4 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Prosopis glandulosa Prosopis in 
L5 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Olneya tesota Olneya in 
L6 dispovq_3 dispwinterq_3 altq_3 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
L7 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Acacia greggii Acacia in 
L8 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Prosopis velutina Prosopis in 
L9 dispovq_2 dispwinterq_2 altq_1 Acacia greggii Acacia in 
pser1 out out out out out out 
pser2 out out out out out out 
pser3 out out out out out out 
pser4 out out out out out out 
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Appendix 4.2. Methods to obtain the layers on the historical, ecological, and geographic 
conditions used for population partitioning in the Bayesian coalescent analysis. 
Historical vicariant events—Following Riddle et al. (2000) and Garrick et al. (2009) 
we draw lines and polygons in ArcMap 10 that correspond to the marine transgression 
forming the Gulf of California and the trans-peninsular seaway forming the Isthmus of La 
Paz (line running southwest-northeast at approximately long -110.483°, lat 23.923°) and 
the mid-peninsular seaway break in central Vizcaino region (long -113.082°, lat 27.370°) 
across the Baja California Peninsula. The areas separated by these breaks were used to 
annotate the geographic correspondence of the sampled individuals in the categories 
described in Table 1. 
Vegetation and ecoregional regionalization—We followed Shreve (1951) original 
regionalization of the Sonoran Desert vegetation and its modified regionalization only for 
Baja California Peninsula following González-Abraham et al. (2010). We modified the 
contour of the WWF ecoregions (Olson et al. 2001) to match the contour of the areas 
depicted by Shreve and we added the polygons already available by González-Abraham et 
al. (2010). Our second alternative of regionalization was following the WWF ecoregions 
based on the shapefile available online (http://worldwildlife.org/publications/terrestrial-
ecoregions-of-the-world). The areas resulting in each regionalization are in Table 1. 
Elevation—We reclassified in quartiles the elevation layer at 1 km spatial 
resolution available from WoldClim (http://www.worldclim.org) and assigned values 1-4 
to sampled individuals depending on the quartile they fell given their spatial location. 
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Longitude and latitude—The coordinates of the sampled individuals were divided 
in quartiles for latitude and longitude and were assigned a value of 1-4 accordingly. 
Distance to geographic range center—This distance is a measure of centrality 
with respect to the overall geographic range of the species. We obtained the geographic 
centroid of the polygon defining the geographic range of the species, and from this point 
we calculated the Euclidean distance to every other point in the geography. These 
distances were reclassified from 1-4 according to their corresponding quartile, and these 
values were then assigned to the sampled individuals depending on their geographic 
position. More details on how to calculate this distance can be found in Lira-Noriega & 
Manthey (2014). 
Distance to ecological niche centroid—This distance is a measure of 
environmental centrality for the species using climatic variables. To obtain the centroid, 
we extracted values of the 19 bioclimatic variables at 2.5’ from WorldClim 
(http://www.worldclim.org) on the thresholded climatic niche of the species using 
Maxent (see main document for details) and estimated vector of means for each variable. 
Then, from the vector of means, we calculated Euclidean distances to every other point in 
the area of study for the same 19 variables. These values were classified in four according 
to their quartile and projected on geographic space, and each sampled individual was 
assigned the value that corresponds to their location. More details on how to calculate 
this distance can be found in Lira-Noriega & Manthey (2014). 
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Host species and genera—We retrieved the host species for each of the sampled 
individuals using the specimens and notes collected during fieldwork, and from the 
information in the label in the case of loan specimens. 
Year-round and wintertime dispersers suitability—We overlaid the thresholded 
suitability models of bird species known to be either specialists or generalists according to 
their year-round or wintertime distributions from Lira-Noriega & Peterson (accepted), 
and the resulting richness values in the area of study were divided in quartiles and each 
sampled individual was assigned a value 1-4 according to their geographic location. 
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Appendix 4.3 Packrat midden localities from western North America with hosts and 
mistletoe macrofossil information. 
Region Locality Longitude Latitude Macrofossils species (years ago) Reference 
Sonoran 
Desert 
Eagle Eye 
Mountain 
-113.177691 33.88868 Acacia greggii (10440-4040), 
Acacia constricta (3300), 
Cercidium floridum (6400), 
Cercidium microphyllum (4500), 
Larrea tridentata (6400), Prosopis 
velutina (4500), Phoradendron 
californicum (6400) 
McAuliffe&Van 
Devender (1998) 
Palaeogeography, 
Palaeoclimatology, 
Palaeoecology 141:253-
275 
Sonoran 
Desert 
Waterman 
Mts. 
-111.477063 32.3595 Acacia greggii (13000-5000), 
Cercidium floridum (8000-6500), 
Cercidium microphyllum (4000), 
Larrea tridentata (6000), Prosopis 
velutina (13000) 
McAuliffe&Van 
Devender (1998) 
Palaeogeography, 
Palaeoclimatology, 
Palaeoecology 141:253-
275 
Sonoran 
Desert 
Puerto 
Blancon Mts. 
-112.857987 32.00451 Acacia greggii (11000-5000), 
Cercidium floridum (10000-5000), 
Cercidium microphyllum (6500), 
Larrea tridentata (8000), Prosopis 
velutina (11000-5000), 
Phoradendron californicum 
(6400) 
McAuliffe&Van 
Devender (1998) 
Palaeogeography, 
Palaeoclimatology, 
Palaeoecology 141:253-
275 
Sonoran 
Desert 
Hornaday 
Mts. 
-113.6 31.98333   
Sonoran 
Desert 
Tinajas Altas 
Mts. 
-114.075 32.3 Acacia greggii (43000, 11000-), 
Olneya tesota (9700?, 4000-), 
Cercidium floridum (8900-8500, 
4000), Cercidium microphyllum 
(2000-) 
Van Devender 1990 chp 
8 in Betancourt et al. 
eds (1990) 
Sonoran 
Desert 
Picacho Peak, 
CA 
-114.641667 32.95 Acacia greggii (11000-8000), 
Olneya tesota (500-) 
Van Devender 1990 chp 
8 in Betancourt et al. 
eds (1990) 
Sonoran 
Desert 
Whipple Mts. -114.391667 34.24167 Acacia greggii (12500-), Cercidium 
floridum (4300, present) 
Van Devender 1990 chp 
8 in Betancourt et al. 
eds (1990) 
Chihuahuan 
Desert 
Maravillas 
Canyon Cave 
-102.833333 29.55 Acacia graggii (9000-), Prosopis 
glandulosa (10000-) 
Van Devender 1990 chp 
7 in Betancourt et al. 
eds (1990) 
Chihuahuan 
Desert 
Rio Grande 
Village area 
 -102.966667, 
-103.016667 
29.225 Acacia graggii (5500-), Prosopis 
glandulosa (11400-) 
Van Devender 1990 chp 
7 in Betancourt et al. 
eds (1990) 
Chihuahuan 
Desert 
Hueco 
Mountains 
 -105.983333, 
-106.15 
31.8 Prosopis glandulosa (11000-) Van Devender 1990 chp 
7 in Betancourt et al. 
eds (1990) 
Big Bend, 
Texas (LGM 
refugia) 
Big Bend 
(wide region) 
-103.1 29.53333 Larrea tridentata (from the 
Chihuahuan desert and its 
expansion towards the Sonoran) 
Van Devender 1990 chp 
7 in Betancourt et al. 
eds (1990) 
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Appendix 4.4 Model evaluation. 
Model Area 0 Area 1 Prob. presence Trials Successes P value 
Acacia greggii  51610 87723 0.629592415 100 91 P < 0.001 
Cercidium floridum  47971 17015 0.261825624 99 78 P < 0.001 
Cercidium microphyllum  22738 17744 0.438318265 100 91 P < 0.001 
Prosopis glandulosa  169737 122583 0.419345238 99 79 P < 0.001 
Prosopis velutina  121153 17068 0.123483407 100 65 P < 0.001 
Phoradendron californicum 52979 24782 0.318694461 100 60 P < 0.001 
Phainopepla nitens 206097 84569 0.290949062 100 94 P < 0.001 
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Table S4.1 Results from delimitation of lineages using the ML GMYC method. Both 
single- and multiple-threshold favored the delimitation of more than one group (P < 0.05). 
However, single threshold was favored due to likely artificial overpartitioned of groups in 
the multiple-threshold criterion (see text). 
 Single Multiple 
Likelihood of null model 1358.265 1358.265 
Maximum likelihood of GMYC model 1362.186 1366.448 
Likelihood ratio 7.842902 (P < 0.05) 16.36765 (P < 0.05) 
Number of detected clusters 5 33 
Confidence interval 2-23 29-37 
Number of ML significant clusters 5 53 
Confidence interval 2-32 39-60 
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Table S4.2 Marginal likelihood and Bayes factor of the hypotheses used to test the 
phylogenetic relationships of the gene tree without population 225 (see Table 4.1). 
Hypotheses are listed in order of importance according to the marginal likelihood. Bayes 
factor is estimated with respect to the hypothesis with largest likelihood. 
Hypothesis Marginal likelihood 2ln Bayes factor 
Historic 4 (subdivision based on major breaks 
resulting from geologic vicariant events) -3939.293  
Historic 2 (trans-peninsular seaway forming the 
Isthmus of La Paz; 3 mya) -3949.728 20.869 
Historic 1 (northward transgression forming the Gulf 
of California; 3-5 mya) -3958.404 38.222 
Latitude (quartiles) -3959.339 40.093 
Vegetation (Shreve 1951) -3961.661 44.735 
Mid-peninsular seaway break in the central Vizcaino 
region -3964.609 50.632 
Distance to geographic range center (quartiles) -3965.529 52.472 
Ecoregions -3969.383 60.179 
Distance to ecological niche centroid (quartiles) -3971.402 
64.218 
Longitude (quartiles) -3974.747 70.907 
Isthmus of La Paz break -3982.316 86.046 
Wintertime dispersers suitability (quartiles) -3988.182 97.778 
Elevation (quartiles) -3992.386 106.185 
Year-round dispersers suitability (quartiles) -3995.294 112.002 
Genera -3999.640 120.694 
Null hypothesis -3999.703 120.819 
Host species -4005.586 132.585 
Note: Following Kass and Raftery (1995), the Bayes factor scale of strength of evidence in 
favor of one hypothesis is: 0-2 (not worthy of mention), 2-6 (positive), 6-10 (strong), >10 
(very strong).  
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Table S4.3 Levels of nucleotide variability per sequenced chloroplast region. 
 atpH-atpI  rpl32-trnL trnQ-rpl16 
Sequence length (bp) 632 465 552 
Variable positions (bp) 22 23 30 
Number of indels 31 20 61 
Individuals sequenced (ingroup) 119 124 104 
Nucleotide diversity (π) 0.01824 0.01149 0.00844 
Haplotype diversity (h) 0.86 0.818 0.763 
Tajima's D* (ingroup) -0.93063 (n.s.) -1.05183 (n.s.) -0.26308 (n.s.) 
Fu and Li F* (Ingroup) -0.93826 (n.s.) -1.46048 (n.s.) -0.28532 (n.s.) 
n.s.: non-statistically significant (P > 0.05). 
Haplotype diversity (h) and nucleotide variability (π) suggest similar levels of variability 
among regions; tests of neutrality suggest no deviation from neutral variation across 
regions. Statistics were calculated using DnaSP v5.10.1 (Librado & Rozas 2009). 
Librado P, Rozas J (2009) DnaSP v5: A software for comprehensive analysis of DNA 
polymorphism data. Bioinfor 25, 1451 - 1452. 
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Figure S4.1 Phoradendron californicum haplotype network and potential distribution 
for mistletoe (inset) and hosts distributions during the LGM (21 kya) according to the 
CCSM climate scenario. 
 
Figure S4.1 (A) Phoradendron californicum haplotype network for the three cpDNA concatenated regions 
colored by host species, excluding haplotypes from clade 4. (B) Potential distribution for mistletoe (inset) 
and hosts distributions during the LGM (21 kya) according to the CCSM climate scenario, showing 
geographic locations of most frequent haplotypes and macrofossil localities with mistletoe or hosts. 
(Supporting Information)  
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Figure S4.2 Haplotype network configuration on concatenated data sets including two 
cpDNA regions. 
 
Figure S4.2 Haplotype configuration based on concatenated data sets including two cpDNA regions (atpH-
atpI + rpl32-trnL, atpH-atpI + trnQ-rps16, rpl32-trnL + trnQ-rps16). Colors depict the membership 
established in gene tree reconstruction and GMYC analysis. 
 
